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There are journalists who would liken public journalism to the Phoenix that rose 
from the ashes of the failure of conventional journalism. Perhaps this observation is 
melodramatic, but public journalists often claim they have found the solution to save 
democracy. Yet these same people who claim that democracy is in decline and that 
traditional journalistic practices have significantly contributed to this decline may ignore 
that public journalism is a continuation of many beliefs, principles and theories that have 
shaped American journalism. Even the conditions that prompted the public journalism 
movement themselves are neither new nor unique. Throughout history public, 
governmental and even internal criticism of the media's performance can be found. 
Within that criticism can be found similar issues - public disinterest, government and 
elected officials attempting to control information, and journalists' failure to contribute to 
democracy. This thesis seeks to compare and contrast the journalistic philosophy of John 
Cowles Sr., a newspaper publisher whose career spans from the 1930s through the 1970s, 
within the current continuum of journalism, particularly focusing on public journalism. 
As the public journalism debate continues there is a need to examine what kind of 
journalism has been effective in the past instead of focusing primarily what is wrong. 
Concentrating on areas where journalism has worked before the advent of public 
journalism could provide examples of successful journalistic practices similar to what 
public journalists are promoting. In particular, this thesis finds the journalism practiced 
by John Cowles Sr. is a case study of the same "new" theory advocated by public 
journalists in the 1990s. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 

If there is no consensus on what to call it, most American journalists - and 
increasingly journalists elsewhere - have no difficulty recognizing the tenn 
public or civic journalism. It denotes a simple but controversial premise: the 
purpose of the press is to promote and indeed to improve, and not merely report 
on or complain about, the quality of public or civic life. (Glasser and Craft, 1998, 
204) 

This simple statement hints at the complexities of the ongoing public journalism debate. 

It raises such questions such as how should the news media promote public life if it is not 

"merely" to report on it? Where do traditional values and practices fit in this new 

journalistic practice? And most important, is there something wrong with our concept of 

democracy? The assumption there is something wrong appears to have some validity by 

the simple observation that there is an increasing amount of literature outside the realm of 

journalism that claims democracy is in decline. (Glasser and Craft, 1998, 206) While 

public journalism may be a noble and worthy cause, there are many facets to the debate 

that raise questions about how it truly differs from traditional journalism. 

There is a struggle to define public journalism. This is not surprising because 

journalism itself is a continuum. That is, if a continuum were drawn with "detached" 

marked on one end and "active civic participant" on the other, journalists would find 

themselves at different points because of their own beliefs, as well as the policies of their 

individual organizations. For this continuum, "detached" would apply to journalists who 

report just the facts without the analysis needed to show why these facts may be 

important. An "active civic participant" would go beyond a publisher who serves on the 

local chamber of commerce board of directors. The "civic participant" is an activist - a 

journalist who disregards any semblance of providing balance in a story. While public 
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journalists may find themselves mostly clustered in one area of the continuum, they are 

not exactly the same. Some embrace a movement that calls to reevaluate the prevailing 

beliefs, principles and theories that shape today's journalism. In the end, they may 

believe this call to reevaluate equates only with the refocusing of traditional theory. On 

the other hand, other public journalists who believe that journalism needs a radical 

overhauL 

Public journalism literature often makes the assumption there are only two types 

ofjournalists - those who acknowledge their involvement in public life and those who 

continue to embrace detachment from their communities. Jay Rosen, a leading proponent 

of public journalism, labeled these two groups public journalists and conventional 

journalists when he contrasted their attitudes in his book, Doing Public Journalism. 

(1995, 10) The classification ofjournalists by public journalists is mostly black and 

white - either a journalist supports the beliefs set forth by public journalism, or he does 

not. But this assumption is puzzling considering the complexity of the media. If this 

distinction is followed, then public journalists are seen as progressive, and conventional 

journalists are traditionalists. In other words, conventional journalists are seen as the 

obstacle to change within the profession. 

This view has limitations. It assumes that groups such as the alternative press and 

emerging press would fall into one of the two categories even though they clearly have 

their own distinct characteristics. For example, it is difficult to categorize the alternative 

press because they often have a narrow focus. Often times they exist to promote a single 

viewpoint or issue and may be considered progressive for that reason. The Washington 

Blade, which covers gay and lesbian issues in Washington, D.C., is an example. The 
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emerging media, particularly those associated with the Internet, are so new it is difficult 

to determine the defining characteristics with any confidence. The Internet appears to be 

already blurring the line between journalist and consumer - The Drudge Report is just 

one example. I 

A profession that does not engage in self-criticism or evaluation does not grow. 

Public journalism evolved as a response to criticism from both inside and outside the 

media. This criticism suggests journalism and democracy are in the worst shape of their 

histories. Glasser and Craft observed public journalism "presumes a democracy in decay 

and posits a role for the press that is based, empirically and normatively, on what 

journalism can do to enrich a public discourse which has long been in decline." (1998, 

204) But, criticism of journalistic practices has occurred throughout the history of the 

United States, and journalists initiating journalistic reform are certainly not a new breed. 

The following statements are striking because they were made some 40 to 60 years apart. 

On journalism: 

That public confidence in the integrity and disinterestedness of American 
newspapers as a whole has declined in recent years few journalists will deny. 
Attacks on newspapers have increased both in number and importance ... 
(Cowles, 1938) 

In part, Uournalists) were troubled by the low quality of much of their own work; 
in part, by evidence that the public they had intended to serve distrusted 
newspapers and increasingly didn't even read them. (Charity, 1995, I) 

On the public: 

People soon sense whether or not a newspaper is being edited in the public 
interest. Ifit is not, its patronage is likely to be scanty, and operating costs have 

I However, because of the scope of alternative and emerging journalism and their continually changing 
practices, they will not be examined in this paper. 
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become so large that the maintenance for selfish reasons of continuously heavy 
loser is a luxury that few can afford. (Cowles, 1958) 

The way to secure a vital future for the press is to strengthen, in any practical way 
that can be found, all the forces that pull people into civic affairs, engage them in 
the give-and-take of political dialogue, make participants out of spectators, and 
illuminate the promise ofpublic life. (Rosen, 1996, 5) 

Comparing the statements attributed to John Cowles Sr., a leading newspaper publisher in 

the 1930s through his retirement in 1974, and those by Arthur Charity and Jay Rosen 

demonstrates all arrived at a similar understanding ofproblems with journalism even 

though their observations were made decades apart. 

It is not uncommon for a generation to discuss whether the future is going to be 

worse than the problems faced today. Parents worry about leaving their children a world 

that is politically, ecologically and socially unstable. This concern has led to debates 

about the environment, education, crime and many other issues meant to discover ways to 

make life a little bit better. These debates are not solely about making the present better; 

they also address what may become our legacy. It is natural to wonder how future 

generations will perceive our contribution to society. 

To some degree, the rhetoric of public journalism is an example ofa generation 

expressing concern about how its problems will affect future generations. This appears to 

be a well-founded concern. E.J. Dionne Jr. observed in his book in Why Americans Hate 

Politics that as a society we have been "running down the public sector and public life ... 

Because of our flight from public life, our common citizenship no longer fosters a sense 

of community or common purpose." (1991, 10) Similarly, public journalism evolved 

after the 1988 presidential election primarily because of a prevailing belief that something 
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was fundamentall y wrong with journalism, and, ultimately, that shortcoming was 

affecting society. 

It has been understood through the years that there is an important role for the 

media in a thriving democracy. In Agents ofPower, J. Herbert Altschull argues that "one 

of the primary assumptions held by the American citizen is that democracy thrives in part 

because of the information disseminated by the news media." (1984, 18) This 

assumption rests on the belief that democracy is a free society governed by its citizens. 

Because citizens need information to make decisions about their lives - decisions that 

indirectly affect society overall - the media must provide information about the state of 

the society, the government and any other information the public may desire. 

The First Amendment has been referred to as the "American Experiment" because 

in the Bill of Rights the First Amendment was the only one not reflected in governing 

principles of other nations. Rosen wrote in Getting the Connections Right, "The 

American experiment is a continuous political test, in the sense there is no deeper footing 

than democracy, no state religion or revered monarchy, to hold the country together. As a 

powerful institution that is part of the experiment, the press itself is continually tested. 

Like the rest of liS, it may rise to the occasion or be found wanting." (1996, 3) At 

numerous times in this country's history individual members of the media have 

responded to criticism from both journalists and the public by analyzing and offering 

their own critique of the current media performance. Thus, public journalists are not the 

first journalists to note a decay of American society. For example, John Cowles Sr. 

believed that journalism was heading in a downward spiral in 1938, and now Jay Rosen 

and other public journalists are voicing a similar concern 60 years later. There is little 
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doubt that journalism has had its peaks and valleys in terms of effectiveness, ethics and 

general appeal to the public. Yet according to public journalists, democracy is now in 

danger of being irreparably damaged. And, more important, they believe journalism has 

contributed greatly to this problem. 

There are other similar movements - civic, communitarian and solutions 

journalism - currently seeking to reconnect with their audience in order to enhance 

public life. For the purposes of this paper, public journalism is used as it is defined by 

Jay Rosen, a professor of journalism at New York University and director of the Project 

on Public Life and the Press. 

Public journalism calls on the press to help revive civic life and improve public 
dialogue - and to fashion a coherent response to the deepening troubles in our 
civic climate, most of which implicate journalists. (Rosen, 1996) 

In other words, public journalists seek to change what have been considered traditional 

journalistic core values. Yet because many of the core values public journalism describe 

are already entrenched in traditional journalism, journalists are being asked to alter their 

practices. Although they do not address values, Glasser and Craft criticize those who 

criticize public journalism because it represents 

a genuinely innovative, if not altogether successful, effort to move journalists 
away from thinking about the claims of 'separation' that have long defined the 
practice of American journalism and toward thinking about the claims of 
'connection' that might redefine and reinvigorate the role ofthe press in a 
democratic society. (1998,203) 

With this in mind, this paper explores a number of issues that focus primarily on 

newspaper journalism. First, the thesis considers how have journalists historically 

responded to challenges of covering news in responsible and meaningful ways? Second, 

this thesis looks at the life of John Cowles Sr., an editor and publisher who used 
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community involvement to create a newspaper meant for the public without 

compromising the tenets of traditional journalism, including fairness, objectivity and 

balance. And, fmally, the paper draws comparisons and contrasts between public 

journalism and conventional journalism. 

-----------_...
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Chapter Two - The Public Journalism Debate 

The debate surrounding public journalism, including the theories and concepts 

used to define the term, is the primary focus of this literature review. Yet, it must be 

understood that the concept behind public journalism did not just materialize in the late 

1980s. Instead, it might be considered an evolutionary process in journalism history. 

There are obvious influences of the libertarian and social responsibility theories, 

particularly within the claims that journalism should promote and even save democracy. 

In addition, the discussion of issues such as agenda-setting and objectivity in journalism 

is continued within the parameters of public journalism. 

Public journalism. The concept of public journalism grew from discontent that 

had been present for some time in the media, but blossomed into a full-fledged debate 

following the 1988 presidential election. Journalists were frustrated by how candidates 

controlled political coverage during the campaigns. This conflicted with a deep-seated 

journalistic belief that the media are the watchdogs of government and politics.1 Within 

this watchdog role, the media sought stories about what they believed the public should 

know and, ultimately, they set an agenda for the public. 

However, throughout the 1988 presidential election journalists generally felt tied 

to an agenda provided by the candidates, who realized they could control their message 

and the media by staging planned events. The more planned the event, the greater the 

opportunity to present the candidate's views without error. Photo opportunities and 

2 The idea of the press as watchdog is attributed to John Mill, who advocated "liberty of the press for 
utilitarian reasons. that is. out of a concern for responsibility. Press freedom. he thought, made 'known the 
conduct of the individuals who have been chosen to wield the powers of government.' "(Merrill. 1989,42) 
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made-for-television images were a trademark of American political journalism by 1988. 3 

They had evolved because ofthe media's reliance on daily tracking polls rather than 

covering issues - "horserace journalism." In Media Messages in American Presidential 

Elections, Diana Owen claimed the candidates and their campaigns held the key to 

information because journalists were not able to force candidates into discussions of more 

meaningful issues. For the most part, it seemed as thoughjoumalists were not interested 

in pushing the candidates into uncomfortable situations anyway. The media had become 

accustomed to allowing the candidates to control campaign issues, the election coverage 

had become staid and comfortable. (Owen, 1991,61) 

As journalists relied on information provided by individual campaigns, stories 

became more negative as candidates tried to draw distinctions between their views and 

their opponents. It had become easier for candidates to attack their opponents than it was 

to defend their own positions. The answer to the question of who was the better 

candidate for the job was muddied as answers were gathered from sources such as 

"candidates, consultants, free-floating quotesmiths (who) seem(ed) to be as addled about 

policy issues as the rest of us and prefer to deal in ethnic-cultural cant, marketing 

predictions and tactical speculation." (Boylan, 1992, 33) The source had become more 

important than the issues - the personality was more important than the substance. 

In January 1990, David Broder, a widely respected journalist, suggested in a 

speech it was time to take the campaign agenda away from the consultants and spin 

J For example, in a Columbia Journalism Review article. D.O. Guttenplan wrote about the frustrations of 
journalists during the 1988 election who had limited opportunities to actually question then-Vice President 
George Bush about issues. And, when there would appear to be an opportunity, Bush's campaign staff 
would staoe a carefully crafted eyent that usually did not include an in-depth discussion of issues. 

to. • 
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nontraditional broadcast media, the candidates were seeking nontraditional print outlets. 

Bill Clinton granted an interview to Rolling Stone Magazine that discussed banking 

refoTIn. (Guttenplan, 1992,35) But once again, the focus had moved away from issues 

and back to the candidates. This was not the refonn the media intended. 

During the same election cycle, several papers were attempting to reshape local 

election coverage using public journalism techniques. One of the most noted 

"experiments" occurred in Wichita, Kansas, at the Wichita Eagle where editor David 

"Buzz" Merritt created a series called "People Project." As its name indicated, Merritt 

wanted the public to participate in shaping what would be covered in the upcoming 

election. Using 192 two-hour interviews with Wichita residents and the staffs own 

observations, the Eagle and two broadcast partners developed "a package of articles, 

service features, community events, and forums for swapping ideas ..." (Rosen, 1996, 

41) The "People Project" recognized that the problems with democracy were deeper than 

the media's election and campaign coverage. In its research, the Eagle found that people 

said they were alienated from many aspects in public life and were frustrated because the 

political process, educational system and judicial system did little to resolve problems. 

(Rosen, 1996, 40) 

This sentiment was not necessarily a surprise to Merritt, who had been writing 

about public journalism for some time. As early as 1988, he called for a reworking of the 

contract between society and politics. In fact, the Eagle's initial public journalism project 

occurred in 1990 was intended to help shape coverage of the Kansas gubernatorial 

campaign when it appeared the candidates were going to avoid discussions about issues. 

In announcing that particular project, Merritt acknowledged in an editorial that journalists 
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have a certain bias in news coverage - themselves. He also pledged that instead of the 

paper covering the election, the Eagle would try its best to make the campaign cover the 

issues the public wanted. (Rosen, 1996, 35) 

Although projects similar to the ones implemented in Wichita have been initiated 

throughout the United States, many are community-issue based rather than political-issue 

based. By one account, between 1992 and 1995 approximately 171 public journalism 

projects had taken place. (Hoyt, 1995,28) Because there is no model for public 

journalism, each experiment has been tailored to the needs of the news media outlet 

organizing the effort. However, Merritt has identified a number of basic public 

journalism tenets including: 

(Public journalism) moves beyond the limited mission of "telling the news" to a 
broader mission of helping public life go forward. 

It moves from detachment to being a fair-minded participant in public life.
 

It moves beyond only describing what is 'going \\TOng' to also imagining what
 
'going right' would be like.
 

It moves from seeing people as consumers ... to seeing them as a public, as 
potential actors in arriving at democratic solutions to public problems. (Sessions 
Stepp, 1996, 38) 

Essentially, Merritt and other supporters of public journalism believe that to 

report on public life, journalists must be involved in society_ To some, this might mean 

an editor or publisher being an active participant in the community - belonging to 

Rotary or the chamber of commerce. To others, it is the simple acknowledgement that 

journalists are as much a part of society as the people and events they are covering. 
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While it is not mandatory that a public journalist be active in a community, it is 

difficult for public journalists to envision journalists truly understanding their role as 

citizens without some fonn of involvement. In such involvement, public journalists seek 

to provide solutions to community problems. Public journalists have become more ends

oriented journalists, where journalists were previously means-oriented. In other words, 

public journalists lead the readers to potential solutions by offering examples within the 

news content and on the editorial page, where there is an endorsement of the projects, as 

well as a call for similar action in their own community. To some journalists this may 

not be a new concept; however, in the past, journalists talked about giving readers enough 

infonnation to find solutions themselves. They did not necessarily provide examples for 

solutions, although there may have been calls to action made on the editorial pages. Even 

with this distinction, arguments may be made that there are newspapers that have sought 

solutions, they are just more impartial than what public journalism suggests. 

The journalistic approaches defining public journalism. 

Three significant journalistic approaches were brought into focus after the 

publication of the 1947 report, A Free and Responsible Press. These three approaches

social responsibility, the libertarian press theory and objectivity - have defined 

journalism for the latter half of the 20th century. In particular, A Free and Responsible 

Press is important because it also demonstrates another time when journalists were 

accused of hanning democracy. As some public journalism supporters are quick to 

argue, there is a significant difference between the Commission's report and public 

journalism. As Glasser and Craft observe public journalism does not "put forth a call for 
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refonn in a language sure to alienate the very journalists expected to lead the 

refonnation." (1998,206) Another important difference is that the Commission's report 

was criticism made by non-journalists. In public journalism much of the criticism is 

being made by journalists. 

The Hutchins Commission. Perhaps one of the most comprehensive criticisms 

of the press came from A Free and Responsible Press. As public journalists argue, the 

Commission saw the media's function as serving democracy. The report 

contends that the press is free for the purpose of serving democracy; a press that 
shirks its democratic duties will lose its freedom. The report calls on the press to 
improve itself in the name of morality, democracy, and self-preservation. (Bates, 
1995,3) 

Initiated by the publisher Henry Luce in 1942 the 13-member Commission was 

initially charged with detennining obligations of a free press. Unlike public journalism, 

where the criticism of the media is primarily from the media, the Commission had no 

journalists. Yet, prior to the release of the report that Editor & Publisher, a journalism 

industry publication, had interviewed 15 editors who did not see much wTong with the 

makeup of the Commission.s (Bates, 1995, 10) 

There appeared to be little threat in an examination of the freedoms that the press 

enjoyed. After all, for years as the press became more powerful, there had been 

numerous criticisms by journalists and those outside the profession. Bates noted 

whereas in 1911, Will Irwin could find in the Library of Congress only 'few 
treatises on the making of newspapers, a few volumes of pleasant reminiscences, 
one interesting but incomplete and shallow history,' a shelf of books was 
published in the 1920s and 1930s by Upton Sinclair, George Seldes, Harold Ickes, 

S Bates also notes that Editor and Publisher found these same editors believed that the Commission would 
not concern itself with an overall analysis or criticism of the media because they saw little connection 
between press freedom and press perfonnance. 
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Silas Bent~ (Nelson) Crrn,"ford, and Irwin himsea: as wen as a host of lesser
known figures. (Bates, 1995, 6) 

These critiques \vere coming at a time when more and more information was available for 

interpretation and explanation. Far the most part, journalists believed they were fulfiHing 

their function b)' informing the public, which ultimately served democracy. 

Yet the simple act ofgiving the public Vi'hat they wtmted - infomlation - was 

dangerous, as Luce pointed ouL As editor-in-chief ofTime magazine, Luce believed 

o~iectivitywas impossible to achieve although press responsibility was a must. Bates 

\'¥Tote that Luce noted in a 1937 speech that there were three imminent dangers in 

journalism. 

First, 'there is no signitk.ant restraint on vulgarity, sensationalism, and even 
incitement to criminality.' Second., journalism that slavishly follows public 
demand creates "an enormous financial incentive to publish twaddle - yards and 
yards ofmediocrity, acres ofbad fiction and triviality, square miles ofjournalistic 
tripe.' Third and most serious, such a press fails to provide the information that 
feeds democracy. (Bates, 1995,5) 

In 1947, commission chairman Robert Maynard Hutchins and his committee 

echoed some of the same sentiments, but they went further than Luce had intended. They 

reported the press is free so that it can serve democracy, and it would forfeit that freedom 

if it does not. But within this observation, the Commission found fault with the press. 

The Commission called on the press to "improve itself in the name of morality, 

democracy, and self preservation." (Bates, 1995, 1) The Commission believed that if the 

media did not accept responsibility for their actions, then democracy was sure to suffer. 

In the end the Commission recommended five requirements for the media to meet if they 

were to act responsibly. 
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Today our society needs, first, a truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent account 
of the day's events in a context which gives them meaning; second, a forum for 
the exchange of comment and criticism; third, a means of projecting the opinions 
and attitudes of the groups in the society to one another; fourth, a method of 
presenting and clarifying the goals and values of the society; and, fifth a way of 
reaching every member of the society by the currents of information, thought, and 
feeling which the press supplies. (Leigh, 1947,20) 

Social Responsibility. Social responsibility was among the many obligations of 

a free press the Commission cited. This obligation evolved from the Commission's 

observation that the media did not relate the day's news with larger issues affecting 

society. Ultimately, the Commission believed the media had a responsibility to provide a 

forum for the public to discuss and debate issues. This idea was furthered in The Four 

Theories ofthe Press, a book printed nearly nine years after the Commission's report. 

The authors observed the Hutchins Commission had little to do with the continued 

evolution of social responsibility. They noted social responsibility had been "expressed 

by other responsible editors since and quite independently of the Commission." (Siebert, 

Peterson, Schramm, 1956, 5) 

The social responsibility theory as defined by Fredrick Siebert accepted "the role 

of the press in servicing the political system, in enlightening the public, in safeguarding 

the liberties of the individual; but it represents the opinion that the press has been 

deficient in performing those tasks." (Siebert, Peterson, Schramm, 1956, 74) The 

media's ro Ie was defined as serving democracy, but once again the media were falling 

short. But, as it had been with the Commission, it was difficult to cite specific examples 

of what the press could be doing to be more socially responsible. Was presenting the 

news in a balanced and detached method enough? Should the media be providing 



solutions? The efforts of public journalists fit well into the arguments of social 

responsibility because now, even 50 years later, the media still struggle with their role in 

democracy. 

Social responsibility is a necessary, but ambiguous function of the press that is 

made even more difficult by the advances in technology. In 1956, Siebert noted the 

media were influenced heavily by technology, which remains an issue today. (1956, 77) 

Technological advances are important because they allow for the growth of the media. 

Additional, faster and more efficient ways of providing information give the media more 

opportunities to offer more forums for the public to debate issues, but technology also 

gives the media greater room to be less responsible. Of course, government intervention 

to ensure media responsibility is an option, but it is an unpopular one. While there are 

existing legal sanctions such as the standing to sue for libel, the media have enjoyed the 

freedom provided by the First Amendment. And, overall, the legal system has been loath 

to impose restrictions on the media's freedom. Yet many would argue this has been in 

exchange for the expectation of a responsible press. 

Libertarian press theory. The libertarian press theory was another theory 

addressed in the Four Theories ofthe Press. The theory itself can be traced to England' 

the late 1600s, and its principles provided the framework for the American press. Based 

on the assumption that humans are rational beings who have certain inherent rights, the 

libertarian press theory defines one of these rights as the pursuit of truth without restraint. 

(Merrill, 1990, 34) This belief was important because it assumed this freedom would 

"naturally result in a pluralism of information and viewpoints necessary in democratic 
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society." (Merrill, 1990,35) In addition, it allowed the press to comment on the 

government \\1thout fear of recrimination. 

The libertarian press theory is the sum of the works ofmany philosophers 

including Milton, Locke and John Stuart Mill. It brings together their theories of a self

righting principle and popular sovereignty. Thomas Jefferson is often noted as also 

advocating this inherent right. John Merrill observed in his discussion of libertarianism 

that Thomas Jefferson was a man "who clearly expressed the necessary relationship 

between a free (even if irresponsible) press and good, sound democratic government." 

(Merrill, 1996, 114) As Merrill notes in his observation of Jefferson, even in the 

libertarian press theory there is a need for social responsibility. In their discussion of the 

libertarian press theory, Sevrin and Tankard also acknowledged the idea of social 

responsibility in the libertarian press theory. They claim there is no room for defamation, 

obscenity, indecency, wartime sedition even as libertarian journalists serve as an 

instrument for checking the power of government and meeting other needs of society. 

(1997,346) 

Freedom is central to the libertarian press theory because the theory promotes the 

idea that the media's freedom from government control is essential to the overall freedom 

of the citizenry. A free press's contribution to democracy is to provide the public with 

information needed to participate intelligently in public life. Therefore, "if the press, or 

any unit of the press, fails to provide the kind of service the citizenry is entitled to in a 

democracy, it must forfeit its freedom." (Merrill, 1990,31) 

Among the ways to describe freedom is to recognize two types of freedom 

positive and negative. Positive freedom can be described as the freedom to do something. 
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and negative freedom is a freedom from restraint or the freedom from being "coerced or 

enslaved." (Merrill, 1990,22) Merrill acknowledged there are people who cannot see the 

difference between the two freedoms, and there are those who see negative freedom as 

irresponsible and positive freedom as socially responsible. (Merrill, 1996,23) This 

disparity exists because 

it appears that we are all caught somewhere between the extremes of human 
freedom and human bondage ... the journalist is never completely free, either in 
the negative or the positive sense. Caught in the twilight zone between 
compulsion and inertia, he or she stumbles along through the shadows of dialectic 
journalism. Unfortunately, not all journalists can do; even more unfortunately, 
those who can do, often do not do. (Merrill, 1996,24) 

This observation could be used to describe the public journalism debate. As 

Merrill defined these two freedoms, there is a striking correlation between positive 

freedom and public journalism and negative freedom and conventional journalism. 

Negative freedom may be equated to conventional journalism because both hold the 

belief that democracy can only work is if there is a free press with no government 

interference. Proponents of positive freedom would likely find themselves agreeing with 

public journalists. Positive freedom is "doing something good or at least doing 

something." (Merrill, 1996, 115) The action of doing something with one's freedom 

implies that journalists are active participants in what they are reporting, similar to what 

public journalists suggest is necessary to save democracy. However, "doing something" 

no matter what it might be, implies the journalist is an active participant in the story. For 

many journalists, such participation conflicted with the idea that journalists are observers 

detached from what they are reporting. This division between positive and negative 
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freedom, as well as public and conventional journalism, provokes discussions about the 

roles and definitions of objectivity and bias. 

Objectivity. From Benjamin Franklin's endorsement of presenting all sides of a 

controversial subject so the reader can make an educated decision to today's journalist, 

the concept of objectivity has been a journalism centerpiece. (Altschull, 1984, 25) 

Regardless of whether it is a debate about public journalism or any other aspect of the 

profession, objectivity is continually debated because there are many ways to define 

objectivity. As Merrill discussed in The Imperative ofFreedom, journalists view 

objectivity in one of two ways - either as realists or idealists. Like positive and negative 

freedom, these categories are strikingly similar to how public journalists distinguish 

between themselves and conventional journalists with regard to objectivity. 

The detached, unbiased objective approach of a realist parallels the beliefs of a 

conventional journalist. Merrill described the realist as someone who believes "a news 

story is not what is read (perceived) by an audience member but what is written (or 

otherwise transmitted by a reporter) ... The realist focuses on objects, not on the subjects 

perceiving these objects." (1990, 156) The realist assumption that there is a relationship 

between detachment and objectivity can be traced to the very beginnings of Associated 

Press in the mid-1800s. Oliver Grambling, an AP reporter who chronicled the history of 

the Associated Press, wrote that while as a journalist he communicated facts, he was not 

allowed to comment on those facts. (A1tschull, 1984, 129) The idea that observations 

and reporting about those observations without adding opinion is often compared to the 

scientific application of objectivity - where the scientist shall not knowingly affect the 

outcome of his experiments. 
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The comparison of the scientist to a journalist continues to be used by public 

journalists attempting to describe problems with objectivity and detachment. Merritt 

observed many institutions have implemented policies ranging from prohibiting 

journalists any involvement in community activities to limiting participation in an event 

or activity that the reporter might write about. (1998, 25) It is this version of objectivity 

that many journalists profess, and it is also the one public journalists claim has led to the 

decline of democracy. 

If Merrill's realist is pessimistic, then his idealist is grounded in optimism. This 

view of objectivity may be defined by the words associated with it - balance, fairness 

and truth. (Altschul!, 1984, 125) Credibility is often linked with such objectivity 

because the idealist appears less concerned with detachment and neutrality and accepts 

the journalist's presence in most stories. In addition, Merrill described the idealist as 

seeing news as (1) a news event "that happens in the mind of the audience member (2) a 

news story is the device which 'triggers' a perception (image) in the audience's mind; and 

(3) there is no 'news' except that which is perceived by the audience member. (1990, 

156) With the idealist, the public is very much a part of the editorial process, as is the 

case in public journalism. In Getting the Connections Right, Jay Rosen observed 

the disinterested pursuit of truth, the care to ground reporting in veritable facts, 
the principled attempt to restrain one's own biases and avoid prejudice are core 
values from which the press draws practical guidance and moral strength ... But 
objectivity has its weaknesses. Under its influence 'facts' tend to be placed in one 
category, 'opinions' or personal views in another; with this division the 
journalist's mind appears to be successfully mapped. (1996,29) 

Many public journalists do not use the word "objectivity" because it is identifIed 

with detachment and contrary to the premise of connections that public journalism 
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promotes. Objectivity also promotes balance. As Merritt and Rosen have argued, the 

problem with balance is that it presents two extremes and leaves the analysis to the 

audience. With this approach there is little to offer as a solution. As solutions are the 

goal of public journalism, journalists are asked to forget about detachment and balance 

and think of themselves as participants in civic life. Like objectivity, being a fair-minded 

participant, the term Merritt suggests journalists use to view themselves, has many 

implications. Where are lines drawn with regard to participation and should they be 

drawn all? 

Because there will never be a widely accepted definition of objectivity, public 

journalists seem to find it easier to dismiss the idea than pursue any definition at all. 

Glasser and Craft are not as broad in their dismissal of objectivity in public journalism. 

They note "public journalism rejects, emphatically and categorically, any interpretation of 

'objectivity' or 'objective reporting,' which holds that newsrooms must stand detached 

from, and disinterested in, the affairs of the community." (1998,207) Their observation 

leaves room for ideas such as balance and fairness, which often are associated with 

objectivity. However, perhaps Merrill explained why some form of objectivity will 

always be present. 

It is certainly unrealistic to expect a common definition of objectivity to develop 
or a monolithic journalistic objectivity to emerge in the United States as long as 
journalists are willing and able to fight against all manners of subtle and insidious 
authoritarian influences which would happily define for us all the "nature" of 
objective journalism. (1990, 155) 

Much like Merrill's belief that it is not likely a common definition of objectivity 

will evolve, it is equally unlikely that public journalists will find a common definition of 

the journalism they profess to practice. As innovative and new as public journalists 
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believe their public journalism is, it is apparent that public journalism may defined by 

many ofthe theories and practices of the journalism that proceeded it. Instead of 

focusing on how poorly journalism has been practiced previously, it would benefit public 

journalists to explore the journalism that did work - the journalism that connected with 

its intended audiences. 
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Chapter Three - Defining the Cowles family journalistic philosophy 

Four generations of the Cowles family have affected how journalism was 

practiced not only in newspapers, but in broadcasting and in magazines as well. 

However, for the purposes of this paper, the emphasis will be placed on the newspaper 

accomplishments, particularly because the Cowleses believed a newspaper should be a 

tool to help readers identify not only with local events, but state, regional and world 

affairs as well. A Saturday Review article recognized the Cowles family as having 

"rejected the historic insularity of so many of their colleagues in order to turn out papers 

that are internationalist, cosmopolitan, humanistic and - at times - cerebral. 'A good 

newspaper,' says John Cowles, Sr., 'should be a university on your doorstep.' " 

(Furlong, 1968, 71) As such a university, the Cowles newspapers served their readership 

well. The following overview of the Cowles family was compiled primarily from four 

sources - a Time magazine article written in 1935 after the Cowles purchase of the 

Minneapolis StarTribune, a 1968 Saturday Review article detailing the family's media 

holdings, John Cowles Sr.'s obituary that ran in the StarTribune, and a 1998 book 

chronicling the Cowles Media Company. Collectively these articles - and the Cowles 

papers at Drake University - illustrate how an editor and publisher could aspire to be 

part of the community without disrupting the balance of the news. 

Three members of the Cowles family were instrumental in establishing the 

framework of the Cowles philosophy. The family's involvement in journalism began 

when Gardner Cowles Sr. purchased The Des Moines Register in 1903. (Furlong, 1968, 

72) Although it was the weakest of three local papers when Cowles took over. he soon 
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built The Register into a thriving paper by studying the newspaper's circulation and the 

proximity of communities to the railroad. At the same time he was attempting to increase 

circulation by expanding the geographic boundaries, he was also devoted to providing his 

readers a quality product Soon, The Register and Tribune not only dominated local 

coverage, but state coverage as well. 

But the Register & Tribune has its State - most literate and fourth wealthiest per 
capita in the U.S. - sewed up tight. Reason: It gets and prints all Iowa news, and 
knows how to deliver it. Its 254 State correspondents report not only hot news, 
but every marriage and death in their communities. A single day's edition of the 
Register & Tribune may be replated as often as 20 times, to front-page news of 
special interest to this distant town or that remote country. ("Iowa Formula," 
1935,26) 

The newspapers' success could also be attributed to Cowles' belief that a good newspaper 

needed to meet several criteria for continued success. The criteria were set forth as 

Gardner Cowles described his publishing philosophy in a 1943 Editor & Publisher two-

article series about the Cowles family. 

My greatest hope for this institution's future is that the sense of obligation 
proportionate to the opportunity for service has gone along with our gro\\o1h. 
Newspapers cannot do everything. But without good newspapers 1 doubt whether 
any people under modern conditions can preserve free institutions ... The good 
newspaper must be honest, it must be fair, it must be truly efficient in every aspect 
of the job of delivering to a free people with the maximum speed the information 
by which alone they can manage their common affairs themselves as a self
governing group. (Brandenburg, 1943, 31) 

As Gardner Cowles Sf. was building The Register and Tribune as a leading news 

organization, two of his sons were learning the news business. The youngest son. 

Gardner Jr. (Mike), was described in a 1935 Time Magazine article as one who "cooks up 

many a smart feature, directs three radio stations, which last year netted a profit of about 

$20,000." ('"Iowa Formula," 1935,28) For nearly a decade, Mike worked with his older 
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brother John running the Des Moines papers. In the same 1935 Time Magazine article, 

John was portrayed as 

no com-fed bumpkin, no dallying rich-man's-son, inquisitive John Cowles has 
stored behind his thick-lensed glasses and his moon face a wealth of essential fact. 
An excellence of perspective on top of a sound judgment makes him one of the 
most important young newspaper publishers in the land. ("Iowa Formula," 1935, 
26) 

A further comparison of the two brothers can be drawn from the files of 

correspondence at Drake University. While both men were obviously intellectual, 

equally politically connected and at the top of their field, John appeared, on paper at least, 

to be the more thoughtful of the two. Time and again, ongoing conversations regarding 

employment issues, national and world matters, business concerns and family happenings 

are clearly evident, but Mike's letters were shorter, more to the point and often 

handwritten notes. On the other hand, John's letters were typewritten, lengthy, detailed 

explanations of the situation and his opinions. Often, they resembled short essays about 

political, national or world events. 

At the time of the 1938 Time magazine article, the Cowles family had just 

purchased the Minneapolis Star, which at the time was the "poorest paper in town," with 

hopes of replicating the success of the Des Moines paper. (Furlong, 1968, 71) By 1968, 

the entire Cowles media holdings had gro'V/ll significantly. Both the Des Moines papers 

and Minneapolis papers were part of a larger corporation - Cowles Communications.6 

John's portion included "newspapers in Rapid City, South Dakota, and Great Falls, 

Montana; a TV station in Wichita; and an interest in a Minneapolis radio-TV station." 

6 Cowles Communications was renamed the Cowles Media Company in 1982 to renect the company's 

"diversifying media business." (Alcott, 1998, 123) 
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(Furlong, 1968, 71) Mike was in charge of a number of newspapers, broadcast stations 

and special interest journals, including LOOK magazine. 

While each may have had his individual specialties, the overall technique and 

style were similar enough to create uniformity throughout their diverse media holdings. 

In particular, "the Cowleses added an editorial policy that can variously be described as 

improbable and enlightened." (Furlong, 1968, 72) The family philosophy was 

summarized in three commandments, composed by Gardner Cowles Sf. and Harvey 

Ingham of The Des Moines Register and Tribune. 

1. We believe in presenting ALL of the news impartially in the news columns. 
2. We believe in expressing our own opinions as persuasively and forcefully as 
possible, but in confining those expressions to the editorial columns on the 
editorial pages. 
3. We believe in giving our readers also the opinions of other competent writers, 
representing ALL SIDES of important controversial issues, so our readers can 
form their judgments wisely. (Brandenburg, 1943,31) 

This statement of commitment was evident in most of the Cowles holdings, but it 

was particularly apparent in the emphasis placed on civil rights and internationalism well 

before either issue was commanding widespread public or media attention. The family's 

commitment to both issues, as well as others, could be seen not only in their personal 

actions, but it was also reflected on the editorial pages. 

A brief biography of John Cowles Sr. 

When the 84-year-old John Cowles Sf. died on February 27, 1983, his nearly half 

century of public service was noted not only by his own paper but by others around the 

nation. The New York Times ~Tote he "built a newspaper empire in Minneapolis and 

used it to fight for internationalism, education and religious tolerance." (Alcott, 1998, 
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122) His own paper noted that he was instrumental in shaping Minnesota's journalistic, 

civic and political environment. (Banaszynski and Rebuffoni, 1983, 1A) 

As a child, Cowles demonstrated a curiosity appropriate for a future journalist. 

Often accompanying his father to the Register and Tribune office, as well as to 

journalism conferences throughout the United States, Cowles showed great interest in 

newspapers as he asked many questions about issues and the newspaper business. ("Iowa 

Formula," 1935,26) In college, Cowles was the first Harvard student to "serve 

simultaneously as an editor of the Crimson, the Lampoon and the Advocate - the college 

newspaper, humor magazine and literary magazine." ("A newspaperman foremost," 

1983, 1A) In 1921, John Cowles returned to Des Moines to begin work as a reporter 

covering the Iowa Legislature, and in 1923, he completed a brief stint as a foreign 

correspondent in the Soviet Union as Josef Stalin was gaining power. That same year, 

Cowles was named vice president, general manager and an associate publisher of The 

Register and Tribune. After his brother Mike joined the papers in 1925, they shared 

duties until 1935 when the family purchased the Minneapolis Star and John and his 

family moved to Minneapolis. ("A newspaperman foremost," 1983, 4A) 

The purchase of the A1inneapolis Star-came when the mentality of Minnesota 

residents and the rest of the nation was significantly isolationist. Cowles, on the other 

7 Throughout the rest ofthis thesis, the Minneapolis paper is referred to in a number of ways, which 
correspond to different periods of time. After the purchase of the Minneapolis Daily Star, an evening 
paper. in 1935, Cowles purchased the Minneapolis lournal, a morning paper in August 1939, the papers 
were then known as The Minneapolis Star Journal In 1941, The Minneapolis Star Journal merged with 
The Minneapolis Tribune, an evening paper. At this time, The AIinneapolis Tribune became the morning 
paper and The Minneapolis Star Journal the evening paper. The two papers operated separately until 1982, 
when the papers are combined to create The Star and Tribune, an all-day morning paper. The paper 
changed its name to the StarTribline in 1987 in "recognition of its circulation and reach through the Twin 
Cities Metro Area." (Alcon, 1998,233) 
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hand, firmly believed in internationalism. He demonstrated this not only in his 

newspapers, but also in his involvement in public life. He took national and international 

news and put it into perspective for his readers. Cowles' civic commitment extended to 

service on the boards of several national foundations including the Ford Foundation, the 

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the American Assembly. As a Ford 

Foundation trustee, his hunger for international news and experiences was fed as he had 

the opportunity to meet a number of leaders, including those in India and South Asia. 

("A newspaperman foremost, 1983, 4A) In addition, Cowles participated in politics and 

helped shape national and global policy. In the end, he "helped change the way 

Minnesota perceived itself and the rest of the world. And he did so not by being an aloof 

newspaper publisher, by through an intense, personal involvement in the state's affairs." 

(Banaszynski and Rebuffoni, 1983, lA) 

Education was another area to which Cowles devoted considerable time. He 

served as a trustee at several educational institutions including, Harvard, Carleton 

College, Drake University and Phillips Exeter. He was also a trustee of the Gardner 

Cowles Foundation created by his parents in 1933 to support educational institutions in 

Iowa. He and his wife also created a smaller educational foundation that aided 

educational and cultural institutions throughout Minnesota. ("A newspaperman 

foremost," 1983, 4A) In addition to John Cowles' contributions to education, the Star 

and Tribune was used to further education at a number of levels. In 1965, when college 

students were not looking at journalism as a potential career, the Star implemented a five

year $100.000 scholarship program in 50 accredited journalism schools across the nation. 
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Outstanding juniors were selected by deans and directors were selected to receive a $400 

scholarship - no strings attached. 

A 1968 Saturday Review article about the Cowles family inventoried the positive 

changes that had coincided with John Cowles' run as owner of The Star and Tribune. 

Noting the significant change in political and cultural climates, the article said "all this, of 

course didn't happen simply because of the Cowleses and their newspapers; it developed 

out of the inner dynamics of the community. But certainly the Cowleses contributed 

significantly to those dynamics." (Furlong, 1968, 72) 

John Cowles Sr.' s impact as a citizen and a community leader was cited by many. 

A friend offered perhaps the most fitting tribute at the time of Cowles' retirement in 

1974. It summarizes how effective the Cowles approach to journalism had been in 

Minneapolis. 

I can't let the occasion of your retirement go by without commenting on the great 
leadership which you have given to the community over the years. You have 
been a magnificent citizen. You have been out in front of every worthwhile effort 
that has made Minneapolis the most attractive and interesting city in the country. 
You built a newspaper that ranked as one of the best in the nation and which was 
instrumental in pressing the community to move forward as boldly as it has. You 
coupled your leadership with exemplary generosity. (Inskip, 1983, 2A) 

An examination of John Cowles personal papers at the Cowles Library at Drake 

University supports this observation. In fact, the files show a man whose counsel was 

sought by many, but who was able to remain respectful in giving advice. For example, 

Cowles served as an advisor to Wendell Willkie, but it is Cowles' correspondence with 

President Dwight D. Eisenhower that was particularly revealing. At one point Cowles 

encouraged Eisenhower to run for president, but he suggested Eisenhower determine 

whether he could conclude his business in Europe and make a full commitment to 
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campaigning. Once Eisenhower decided to move ahead in his bid for the presidency, 

Cowles continued to offer advice, although the advice had a respectful tone. The 

following letter of February 14, 1952, is littered with "I believes" and "I suggests" that 

clearly demonstrate Cowles deferring to Eisenhower's judgment, although the salutation 

indicated Cowles did know Eisenhower on a personal basis. 

Dear Ike: 

The campaign for your nomination seems to me to be rolling along well. 

I hope you will not think me presumptuous for offering a few suggestions as to 
your course after you return to the U.S. 

1.	 I think. it would be wiser for you to resign your army commission immediately 
after you make your report to President Truman rather than to say that you 
will resign it after you have been nominated. 

2.	 It is psychologically important, I believe, that you not use any government 
plane after you have made your report to Truman, regardless of whether you 
have resigned your commission or have simply gone on an inactive status. I 
think. it would be far better for you to fly from Washington to Abilene and 
from there to Denver in a chartered commercial airline plane rather than to go 
in either a government plane or in any corporation or private individual's 
plane. 

3.	 In both your Abilene speech and at your press conference the day following, I 
hope you will stress your belief that government spending can be substantially 
reduced through more competent management and greater emphasis on 
economy, including specifically the reduction of waste in the military 
establishment. I think it would be helpful if you would say that you are 
convinced from your own personal knowledge that a lot of money can be 
saved in the defense effort without impairing national security. I also suggest 
that you say that if you are elected you intend to appoint a group of top 
business men who have had military experience or have worked with the 
armed services (individuals like General Wood of Sears-Roebuck, Ford 
Eberstadt, and Lucius Clay) to see to it that waste and duplication are to the 
maximum possible degree eliminated from the defense establishment, and that 
you will see to it that their recommendations are put into effect along with 
many other economics that you personally intend to see are made. 
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4.	 In your Abilene speech I suggest that you emphasize that you don't pretend to 
know all the answers on relatively minor but highly complicated domestic 
political issues, but that in due course you will decide your position on them 
after study and consultation with members of Congress and outside qualified 
experts, within the framework of your broad political philosophy which you 
will have made clear in your Abilene speech. Obviously, at every press 
conference you will be asked questions designed to embarrass you. If you 
have made it clear at Abilene that you have not yet had time to study all the 
issues and that you are not going to take positions on some things until after 
study, conferences, and mature deliberation, you can decline to answer many 
questions without that fact hurting your prospects. I think candor and 
frankness along this line would appeal to the people and disarm some critics. 

5.	 As to FEPC, I suggest you read Adlai Stevenson's recent statement, which I 
thought sound and superb. It apparently satisfied, to a large degree, both 
white southerners and northern Negroes, 

With warm regards, (Cowles, 1952, File 10-1) 

Other correspondence offered additional glimpses of Cowles both personally and 

professionally. The letters indicated a businessman constantly looking for new talent. It 

was not unusual for him to discuss with Mike a journalist he had met and where that 

person might fit into the Cowles organization. In letters to other family members, 

Cowles' political and social connections were evident as he often recounted stories with 

high ranking officials, diplomats and other policymakers. The files also revealed a detail-

oriented man. Besides the sheer volume of files filling the sixteen filing cabinets housing 

Cowles' personal files at Drake University, the contents also attest to this. If Cowles was 

traveling when correspondence arrived, his secretary would send a note explaining 

Cowles was out of town. When he returned, he would answer the letter, and once again it 

would be a lengthy and complete response. 
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Overall, the contents of the files at Drake's Cowles Library provided a detailed 

sketch of a thoughtful, intelligent businessman who contributed not only to journalism 

but the policy decisions of the nation. 
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Chapter Four - Analysis 

Within the public journalism debate, the question is asked whether the core beliefs 

that drive the movement are new or if they are deeply rooted traditional beliefs. As 

Glasser and Craft noted, this uncertainty exists 

because public journalism emerged without a clearly articulated political 
philosophy, considerable confusion persists about what, precisely, democracy 
means and what counts as democratic participation ... public journalism seems 
unsure about which version it wants to embrace and which democratic norms it 
therefore wants to endorse. Nowhere is this uncertainty and confusion more 
apparent than in public journalism's grand but vague commitment to improving 
the quality of public discourse. (1998, 211) 

With this call to improve the quality of public discourse, many public journalists appear 

to be asking for a radical overhaul of the entire profession. The status of a public 

journalist seemingly depends on his willingness to focus less on such widely held 

traditional journalism values such as objectivity, fairness and balance. In the eyes of the 

public journalist, these beliefs encourage detachment from the community and ultimately 

are destructive to open discourse. Or, as Glasser and Craft quote Jay Rosen: " 

'Traditional journalism worries about getting the separations right. Public journalism is 

about trying to get the connections right.' " (1998, 203) 

There have been journalists, however, who believed in the ideas of objectivity, 

balance and fairness and still found ways to contribute to the community and encourage 

public debate. From the 1930s through the 1970s, John Cowles Sf. demonstrated how a 

journalist and a newspaper could be involved in the community while striving to maintain 

objectivity, fairness and balance. To Cowles, community involvement, objectivity, 

including fairness and balance, were all interconnected and necessary to providing quality 
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news coverage. He also believed the public needed to understand the information his 

papers were providing. He knew the newspaper needed to connect with its audience in 

much the same manner public journalists claim is vital to do today. 

As the public journalism debate continues there is a need to examine what kind of 

journalism has been effective in the past. John Cowles Sr.'s contributions to his 

community and journalism provide ample and valuable information necessary for a case 

study. During his more than 50-year tenure as publisher and owner of the SlarTribune, 

the newspaper was often recognized by industry journals as among the best in the nation. 

In addition, his personal files in the Drake University Cowles Library provide insight into 

the life of a man who sought to improve public life by improving journalistic standards. 

Within these files are copies of correspondence he sent to friends, family, national 

decision-makers, as well as the newsmakers ofthe time. There are copies of 

correspondence sent to Cowles seeking his counsel about national and international 

matters. Drafts and final bound copies of the many speeches he gave are also found in 

these files, as well as his own clipping files with highlights and notes in the margins. All 

of these files served to provide background and insight into Cowles' life. The material 

has been used for other research projects, including a paper by a Drake graduate student 

that focused on Cowles' relationship v.ith Paul Hoffman of the Ford Foundation. Dr. 

Herb Strentz, a professor ofjournalism at Drake University, has used the files for a 

number of projects including an examination of Cowles' relationship with Wendell 

Willkie. 

Much of the content supports the claim that public journalism is fundamentally 

rooted in the traditional ethics and practices of journalism. From the breadth of material 
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available in the files of John Cowles Sr., his speeches provide particular insight into the 

beliefs that helped shape the way he governed his newspapers, which is the reason they 

were chosen to be carefully analyzed. In particular, this thesis focuses on six speeches 

and one book chapter written by Cowles. They were chosen because they span the 

decades in which Cowles was directly influencing journalism as journalist, publisher and 

owner. The content demonstrates several of the themes that Cowles often addressed 

including, the importance of community involvement, fairness and objectivity, 

international relations, and civil rights. The following Cowles speeches chosen for this 

study are listed chronologically. 

An overview of the speeches. 

(1) "The American Newspaper." Written for publication in 1938, this chapter 

was part of America Now, a book edited by Harold E. Steams and published by Charles 

Scribner's Sons. (see Appendix A) This book chapter clearly demonstrates Cowles' 

understanding ofjournalism and its trends. It also summarized the role of the American 

newspaper in society, and the increasing importance offaimess and objectivity. 

Cowles opened the chapter noting recent attacks on the integrity of newspapers 

throughout the United States. Instead of outlining his own opinions on this matter, 

Cowles sought to show how newspapers had changed in recent years. "Believers in the 

theory of economic interpretation of all events will find much to support their views, but, 

at the same time , more than a little to refute them." (Cowles File 1,1) 

Noting the difference between newspapers of earlier generations and those of the 

early 20th century, Cowles observed, "cities large and small had many papers. They 
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started and flourished or languished and died. There was a voice for every opinion ... 

Few attempted either to print all the news or to print it impartially and objectively, as our 

more responsible papers try to do today." (Cowles, File 1,1) Then, like other industries, 

newspapers became fewer and those that remained grew stronger and more concentrated. 

Cowles drew a comparison between this trend and the increased volume of the 

advertising volume. 

During the first three decades of the twentieth century advertising volume grew 
enormously in America, along with the merchandising of goods on a national 
scale and the accelerated trend toward larger business units. The increased 
income that the newspaper received from this development in advertising enabled 
them greatly to extend their news-gathering facilities and improve their product, 
provided them with the revenue with which to add "features" - comic strips and 
serial stories and all the other things that the average person prefers to serious, 
heavy news." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles noted although advertising revenue was large portion of a newspaper's overall 

revenue it was also tied directly circulation. 

Cowles also addressed the decline in the number of daily newspapers. Cowles 

named a number of cities that had just a morning and afternoon paper that were typically 

owned by the same people and attempted to dispel the prevailing concern that if the 

current trend of disappearing newspapers continued there would only be a few owners 

responsible for the distribution of news. Instead he argued that 

as the successful operation of a newspaper in a competitive field depends so 
largely upon the quality of its management and its ability to keep in tune with the 
town, being neither too far ahead of nor behind the local mores, a newspaper 
cannot be successfully operated like a branch of a mass production factory.
 
(Cowles, File 1,1)
 

Cowles felt it was important to discuss the business portion of the newspaper
 

industry to understand how a newspaper operated. 
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The explanation is simple. Those newspapers that are competitively the strongest 
not only have the financial means to give their readers a superior product, but
other things being equal- naturally have the greater editorial independence and 
are the less susceptible to pressure or venality. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

As Cowles explored the history of the publishers, he noted that publishers and 

editors had to move away from putting their opinion in the news columns and become 

fairer and more balanced in their presentation of the news. 

It began to dawn on the newspaper owners that they had a big education job ahead 
of them in order to make it clear that a free press is not simply a publisher's 
selfish privilege but a public heritage, and that newspapers should conduct 
themselves so that the average citizens would realize that freedom of the press 
was a matter of vital importance to him - not simply license for a publication 
owner to do with as he wished. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles noted that most newspapers had begun clearly dividing opinion from the news 

stories. However, he noted two well-known publishers who were knovm to inject their 

opinions into the news columns - Colonel R.R. McCormick of the Chicago Tribune and 

William Randolph Hearst. Cowles' example of these two publishers was important 

because as the "two most important out of an extremely small group of metropolitan 

publishers who do not regard press freedom as an obligation to keep their news columns 

uncontaminated by their personal convictions or prejudices were put into the spotlight as 

representatives of the views of all publishers." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles also 

acknowledged complete objectivity is not always an option. "Democratic government 

cannot keep functioning unless the newspapers do their part of the job: infonn people 

about what is happening. Sometimes it is impossible to inform without expressing 

opinions because there is no proof as to what is fact and what isn't." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles concluded his chapter by noting the current attacks on journalism should 

not be taken lightly. In fact, they should be used to further the profession because as 
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capitalistic enterprises their shortcomings were "directly traceable to the fact that their 

private profit motive sometimes conflicts with theIr public obligation to print an the 

news, and print it fairly and objectively:' (Cowles, file 1,1) 

(2) "What a Newspaper Publisher Wants from His Promotion Deparrment 

Today." This particular speech was given to the American Newspaper Publishers 

Association (ANPA) Convention in New York City on April 24. 1944. (see Appendix B) 

Cowles discussed the financial responsibiHties facing newspapers at this time. as weil a4S 

the overall social responsibility of newl\>Jlapers. 

As the title indicates, Cmvles beHeved the promotions department was important 

to the newspaper"s community relations and overaU identity. He identified the basic 

problem facing the promotions department &"i H 'How Can We Make the Genera! Public 

and Our Newspaper Better and Appreciate Increasingly What It Doing and Can Do for 

Them?''' A promotions department Cowles believed "is or should be a general utility 

department designed to assist and supplement alI ofihe other departments in the 

performance of their respective functions~ and give them constructive ideas and 

suggestions that will help them do their own particular jobs better." (Cowles, File 1,2) In 

addition, Cowles believed there was no other place to get an overall picture of the news 

organization. 

Cowles suggested the promotions department form relationships with other 

departments that would create trust in the research they performed. For example, Cowles 

said reader surveys would allow newspapers to better understand what the public was 

reading and not reading. If there was low readership, editors and publishers might be 

able to determine whether it should be attributed to content, or typographical treatment. 
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A good promotions department should always be looking for ways to be involved 

in the community. One example Cowles cited was postwar planning. 

Why shouldn't yOUT newspaper promotion department step in, dig out the facts, 
and make recommendations to your editors or publishers as to things that your 
paper should do both to coordinate the plans of various independent agencies and 
also to take community leadership in postwar planning among all the private and 
business groups?" (Cowles, File 1,2) 

Cowles posed several other questions designed to help publishers realize where the 

promotions department could provide assistance. These questions included: "Are you 

increasing, each successive year, the public's realization that your newspaper is an 

essential community necessity and asset, and that, in proportion to its value, the cost that 

a reader pays for your paper is trivial? Isn't this properly the concern of your promotion 

department?" (Cowles, File 1,2) 

In addition, Cowles discussed the decline of newspaper advertising volume. He 

suggested the creation of newspaper networks where advertising would be sold "as a unit 

in specific groups of publications, in one large package having many millions of 

circulation." (Cowles, File 1,2) Such a system, Cowles reasoned, would allow an 

advertiser to make a greater impact nationally. 

Overall Cowles concluded: 

Any1hing that makes the public or the advertiser like a newspaper better or 
appreciate more deeply the service that it is rendering is properly within the 
functions of a promotion manager. My final words to you are simply these: learn 
all you can about all phases ofyoUT newspaper's operations, cooperate with all 
that will benefit your publication, regardless of what they may be. In that way 
you will be doing the things that newspaper publishers do want, or should want, 
their promotion department to do. (Cowles, File 1,2) 

(3) "The Responsibility ofa Free Press in a World in Crisis." Cowles delivered 

this speech at the University of Missouri's School of Journalism on May 4, 1951, where 
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he received a Missouri Medal for Distinguished Service to Journalism. Once again, 

internationalism and social responsibility were key themes, but he also addressed the 

need to connect with readers in a world of change. In particular, Cowles saw color 

television as becoming the "nation's most powerful single instrument for mass 

transmission of ideas and entertainment." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles saw other areas of 

communication also expanding - radio, book publishing and specialized journals - but 

he also saw newspaper's role growing as well. 

All of this meant, Cowles believed, that as the average American 

became better educated and also acquired access to far more numerous sources of 
information and opinion than before, most newspapers put increased emphasis on 
making their news columns objective and unbiased. Newspapers generally ceased 
being mouthpieces for a political party or an economic group. The public 
responded to this better journalism by giving to those papers that tried to present 
the news honestly and fully and accurately and impartially increased circulation 
and increased advertising patronage. (Cowles, File I, I) 

As in many of his other speeches, Cowles addressed the need for a fair and 

unbiased press, to which he attributed the continued groVv1h of newspaper circulation and 

advertising circulation to these practices. He observed that the commitment to these 

practices occurred at all levels - copy editors. reporters and sub-editors. 

Again, Cowles stressed that those who claimed the newspaper decline throughout 

the nation was jeopardizing the freedom of the press were missing several significant 

points. One, "publishers and editors have, I believe, a deeper feeling of responsibility 

because they are alone in their field." Two, those newspapers that are not in hotly 

competitive field are better able to resist the constant pressure to oversensationalize the 

news, to play up the cheap crime or sex story, to headline the story that will sell the most 

copies instead of another story that is actually far more important." Third, "newspapers 
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in single ownership cities can be, and usually are, less inhibited about correcting their 

errors adequately." Fourth, a newspaper, "if they are to be economically self sustaining. 

simply must be edited to interest and serve all the people, not just one class." (Cowles, 

File 1,1) 

Another area of social responsibility Cowles discussed including the 

establishment of an agency to examine how the press is performing. Specifically, Cowles 

observed: 

We in Minneapolis have given a lot of thought to the possibility of creating an 
independent agency that would continuously examine how well the Minneapolis 
newspapers were performing their functions and fulfilling their obligations to the 
people of the Upper Midwest. We would be happy to publish the full reports of 
such an agency, detailing its opinions as to our specific sins of omission or 
commission. The great difficulty that has so far thwarted our setting up such an 
agency is the finding of competent personnel in whom the general reading public 
would have complete confidence and who would, at the same time, know the 
practical problems and difficulties of metropolitan newspaper operations.
 
(Cowles, File 1, I)
 

Cowles concluded this speech addressing the need for more interpretive news,
 

particularly from newspapers, as the overall number of communications channels 

increased. "People will want more background infonnation. People will want not only 

the bare facts of what did happen yesterday but will want from their newspapers 

information on what is probably going to happen tomorrow or next week or next month." 

(Cowles, File 1, I) Ultimately, Cowles believed this meant there would be better 

reporters, editors and publishers. 

(4) "The International Crisis and What We Should Do About It." This speech 

was prepared for the annual meeting of the Associated Harvard Clubs in Rochester, New 

York on May 15, 1954. Similar to the previous speech, Cowles addressed 
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internationalism and social responsibility. He also stressed the need for the public to be 

involved in issues affecting democracy. 

Cowles summarized the international situation at the time of this speech as 

"complex" and "grave." He also saw them as long-term plans. In addition, he observed, 

I think we can all agree on the purpose of our foreign policy. It is simply to 
preserve American freedom and security. We want to preserve our freedom 
without war if possible. Ifwar should prove inevitable, then our foreign policy 
should have been so directed that we would be in position to win that war. 
(Cowles, File 1,1) 

With this statement, Cowles moved into a discussion about the present condition of the 

nation and what he thought should be done. 

Cowles' key points included: 

•	 A successful foreign policy depended on a strong system of alliances. 

•	 The United States needed to recognize Red China as a world power because 

other countries had. 

•	 The United States needed to work with India and Nehru to prevent the spread 

of communism. 

In conclusion, Cowles charged 

that the American people and the Congress re-examine, in the light of the gravity 
of the international situation, some of our present political and economic positions 
with a view toward modifying them so that we can attaiD a firmer solidarity 
between ourselves and the rest of the free world, namely our potential allies. 
(Cowles, File 1,1) 

(5) "The Future of American Newspapers." At the Sigma Delta Chi national 

convention on November II, 1954, Cowles said the media should be involved in their 

communities and focused on the future of newspapers. (see Appendix C) 
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As in many of his previous speeches, Cowles addressed the business side of 

newspapers and its ties to fairness and objectivity. "A principal factor in raising the 

standards of the press has been that the press has become in large measure independent in 

its ownership and financially sound." (Cowles, File 1,1) The increased standards were 

important because "people soon sense whether or not a newspaper is being edited in the 

public's interest. If it is not, its patronage is likely to be scanty, and operating costs have 

become so large that the maintenance for selfish reasons of a continuously heavy loser is 

a luxury few can afford." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

He also discussed the prevailing concern that as there were fewer newspapers 

there were greater concerns about media monopolies. Cowles did not see fewer 

newspapers creating monopolies and damage to the credibility of the news industry. 

Instead he believed there was a chance for a better quality product. "Editors and 

publishers of newspapers in non-competitive fields generally have, I am convinced, a 

deeper feeling of their responsibilities and obligations to their communities and readers 

because of the very absence of competition." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles also discussed the importance of public attitudes and readership surveys. 

Cowles believed these surveys proved that even in "so-called monopoly cities 

newspapers can win public confidence." (Cowles, File 1,1) Public confidence was key 

to Cowles. 

Evidence of increased public confidence in the integrity and fairness of the press 
is, it seems to me, of far more importance than the fact that newspapers carried 
more dollars of advertising revenue in 1953 than ever before, or that combined 
total circulations of all U.S. papers are at or near their all time highs. (Cowles, 

File 1,1) 
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This observation was of significance because Cowles studied the circulation numbers not 

only of his paper, but those around the nation. In his speech he noted circulation had 

been declining at newspapers that did not "regard full and fair news presentation as their 

primary function and reason for existence." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles also said those 

publications dedicated to fairness and objectivity saw increases in circulation. 

He drew three other conclusions from the circulation numbers. One, "the growth 

of television watching has reduced the relative appeal of mine-run entertainment 

features." Two, "that because of the rapidly rising educational level of the American 

public and its steadily widening range of interests, those newspapers that were built 

largely on the formula of sex and crime sensationalism plus entertainment features no 

longer adequately satisfy all the interests which the reader wants satisfied." Three, "over 

the long pull a newspaper's editorials exert influence with its readers in pretty direct 

proportion to the degree of confidence that the readers have in the paper's fairness in 

presenting the news." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles concluded this speech by observing that in addition to "complete and 

unbiased news reports, people will want more interpretive news and background 

infonnation. The relative importance of editorial writers will, I think, increase." In 

addition, he said "if a newspaper is staffed by men of high professional competence 

whose basic journalistic philosophy is similar, the newspaper is better if the team is 

driven with loose reins." Overall, Cowles believed for newspapers the future was 

brighter than the past. 
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(6) "A Glimpse at the Future." This was a commencement speech given at the 

University of Rochester that focused on the need for the public to participate in 

democracy. It was presented on June 7, 1959. 

Noting that the country had changed more significantly in the past 20 years than it 

had in the previous century, Cowles said the country was facing a number of challenges. 

But, he believed that they would be surmountable "if the people of the United States are 

sufficiently infonned to understand the nature and dimensions of the problems, and are 

sufficiently open minded to modify their past convictions in the light of new facts." 

(Cowles, File 1,2) From there, Cowles stated "we must reexamine our past opinions and 

policies in the light of these new scientific and political and economic and social facts to 

see if they are now realistic." (Cowles, File 1,2) 

One of the national priorities Cowles believed was "survival with freedom." To 

do so, many ideas needed to be rethought. First, he said the concept of national 

sovereignty needed to be examined. Cowles thought the world had grown too global for 

this ideal. Second, he urged the nation to look at Thomas Jefferson's statement that a 

"government is best which governs least." Instead, he said under the current 

circumstances that a "government is best that governs best." 

Overall, Cowles believed America was moving in the right direction. "The genius 

of the United States has been that we have not stuck rigidly to theoretical or classical 

political philosophy, but have done the things that the people became convinced needed 

to be done." (Cowles, File 1,2) Cowles then discussed raising taxes to balance the 

budget, curbing the exploding world population as well as building and maintaining 

nuclear capability. 
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In conclusion, Cowles challenged the graduates to play an effective role in 

shaping history. However, he noted they were better educated and better prepared to deal 

with the increasing problems facing future generations. 

(7) "The Newspaper Is a Strange Animal" was presented to the Twin Cities 

Harvard Business School Club on September 24, 1963. (see Appendix D) In this speech, 

Cowles observed: 

the newspaper is a strange animal because it is a mixture of a business and a 
profession, and at times there appear to be conflicts between what might seem 
expedient if the decision were to be based solely on short-run business advantages 
rather than on professional standards and intellectual convictions. (Cowles, File 
1,1) 

Cowles outlined the many reasons that "the newspaper is a strange animal." Overall, the 

speech clearly laid out how the Cowles journalistic philosophy had created a media giant. 

Beginning on the business side, Cowles demonstrated the complexity of the newspaper 

business by citing numbers. Cowles argued that newspapers were nothing more than 

sales and manufacturing organizations that produced completely different products each 

day. At the time the StarTribune Company was doing about $40 million of business a 

year, of which advertising provided two-thirds of the revenue. The paper hired more than 

15,000 people to distribute the paper, of which 13,500 were boys. The paper employed 

2,400 people, of whom two-thirds were employed full-time. The total payroll, excluding 

commissions, exceeded $1 million each month. In addition, the paper carried 1.5 million 

separate want ads in that year, with more than 10,000 in a single Sunday paper. 

Expense was not spared on the editorial side. More than $3 million was spent on 

the news and editorial departments to purchase the services of the Associated Press and 

the United Press International, as well as the news services of The New York Times, 
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Chicago Daily News, New Yark Herald-Tribune, Dow Jones and Reuters. In addition, 

the newspaper maintained a five-man Washington, D.C., bureau and two foreign 

correspondents. 

After discussing the numbers, Cowles moved his discussion of newspapers to the 

editorial side by outlining his belief of what a newspaper should do. "A newspaper has 

several completely different functions. Its primary purpose, of course, is to present the 

news so that its readers will know what is happening in their local community, their state, 

nation and the rest of the world." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles noted this was done by 

"keeping the news columns completely fair and objective." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles 

contended fairness and objectivity were present in the coverage of political candidates. In 

fact, he believed "it is misleading to judge a newspapers coverage of a political campaign 

on the basis of one day's or a few day's issues." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Within this function of the newspaper Cowles discussed how difficult it can be 

serve the interests of the readers. "We do try to serve the highest common denominator 

of our readers' interest, and we are constantly trying to raise the level of that common 

denominator." (Cowles, File 1,1) Serving the readers also meant educating them. 

Cowles was proud that both the Star and Tribune employed reporters who specialized in 

science, religion and education. 

Another function of the newspaper was to "attempt to lead and influence public 

opinion by persuading our readers to make what we regard as sound judgments on the 

issues confronting the community, state and nation." (Cowles, File 1,1) Beyond the 

news columns and editorial pages, Cowles said it was important for the executives had an 
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"obligation to work actively in the support of major projects that will improve 

Minneapolis and the Upper Midwest." 

The third function of the newspaper was to "foster commerce and industry 

through its advertising columns." Demonstrating his broad knowledge of the newspaper 

industry and its trends, Cowles said that during the newspaper strike in the spring and 

summer of 1962 almost all types of business activity declined. "The Federal Reserve 

figures indicate that the same thing happened in Cleveland and in New York City during 

their long newspaper strikes." (Cowles, File 1, l) 

In the final section of his speech, Cowles discussed the conflicts between the 

business and professional sides of the newspaper. Cowles generally believed there were 

few conflicts, but if there were problems there were two sources. 

First, from advertising customers who may try to put pressure on a newspaper to 
suppress or minimize or distort some news story with a veiled threat that they may 
reduce or eliminate their advertising patronage if the newspaper does not comply, 
or from organized pressure groups, whether economic or political or religious, 
who threaten that large number of subscribers will stop taking the paper or 
boycott its advertisers unless the paper adopts the editorial position or follows 
news practices that the pressure group favors or refrains from printing editorials 
criticizing it. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles said both pressures had decreased, particularly as newspapers adhered to 

professional principles and integrity. Cowles outlined the newspapers' policies including 

exan1ples of where the newspaper withstood the pressure applied by advertisers or 

influential citizens and won. For example, the newspaper had a policy about printing the 

names of people arrested for drunken driving. Cowles said initially people called 

pleading they had family members with weak hearts would not be able to withstand the 

public humiliation of seeing their name in the newspaper. After a while, the public 
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apparently deemed this "acceptable" journalism and there are few calls requesting 

suppression of names. 

Overall, Cowles said 

we make many, many mistakes in news and editorial judgment and in news 
handling, but we try to give the people of Minneapolis and the Upper Midwest the 
whole picture, not just that which we see through our spectacles which you may 
think are philosophically tinted by one color or another. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

In addition to the above pieces, three additional pieces provided significant 

framework in which to analyze Cowles' overall journalistic philosophy. 

(8) "Glimpses of the Soviet Union" was a series of articles John Cowles Sr. wrote 

for The Des Moines Register in September and October 1923. The series put the 

international happenings in perspective for Register readers. Cowles continued to write 

news accounts like this on his foreign trips. Of particular note, would be the series he 

wrote when he accompanied Wendell Willkie to England. In addition, the Minneapolis 

StarTribune would carry similar series by reporters on staff. 

Some of the key points Cowles made in his series include the following. 

Typically each point was explained with an incident Cowles experienced on his trip. The 

stories were written so that readers could draw comparisons and contrasts between their 

own lives and those of the Russians under their new government. 

•	 Many people were curious about the new government in Russia. Cowles 

noted Russia and bolshevism were difficult to understand. Everyone had 

different interpretations, 

Admission into Russia was erratic, even if someone had legitimate business • 

and reasons for being in the country. 
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• Moscow was slowly experiencing a rebirth. 

• "In just the way the compactly organized political machines in America have 

controlled party caucuses, railroaded the selection ofhand picked slates of 

delegates, and ruled conventions, the communist party is running Russia." 

(Cowles, File 1,1) 

• Within a country that once could be described as religious, Cowles observed 

the communists were decidedly anti-religious. The government had issued 

many restrictions including ones that "forbade (the church) to conduct schools 

or engage in charitable work." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

• "There is no freedom of the press, as we understand the tenn, in Russia. All 

publications are either governmental or controlled by the communist party." 

(Cowles, File 1,1) 

• Another area of concern to Cowles was education. 

\Vhat about the children in Russia? ... Three impressions from all the schools 
I saw stand out vividly: First  The remarkably keen enthusiasm of both 
students and teachers toward their work. Second  The pitiful scarcity of text 
books, apparatus, and proper physical equipment for education. Third  The 
apparent practicality and reality of the subjects studied and the manner of 
teaching." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

• Cowles concluded his series with the following observation: 

The bolshevist government is strong and growing steadily stronger. Its 
administration of Russia's internal affairs is constantly improving. It has the 
aggressive backing of a powerful anny and an overwhelming majority of the 
city workers. The bulk of the peasants, if not actively favorable to the present 
regime, are at least tolerably satisfied. The bolshevist government is going to 
last; almost no one who has recently been to Russia doubts that. 

But to what extent bolshevism can develop and benefit Russia no one can 
foretell. A great people, possessed of many of the best racial qualities the 
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world has known, and a country fabulously rich in untapped wealth are in the 
bolshevists' hands. The raw material is excellent but the difficulties are 
colossal. What will be the eventual outcome of the experiment? Only time 
will tell. (Cowles, File 1, l) 

(9) "Let's Launch an American Peace Offensive" was a LOOK magazine article 

published on October 9, 1951. Again, it demonstrated Cowles' focus on international 

issues. It also closely followed the speeches he was giving around the same time period. 

This particular speech outlined why it was important to be aware of what was 

happening in the world. He opened his speech with a discussion about the present 

international situation, which he had seen first-hand in a trip to Western Europe, the Near 

East, Pakistan, Hong Kong and Tokyo. 

Many highly intelligent Europeans and Asians, individuals who loathe Russian 
totalitarianism and believe completely in the democratic ideal, fear that through 
ineptness the United States is going to blunder into war with Russia, or that we 
will become so provoked at Russia's exasperating conduct that we \\1ll ourselves 
precipitate war. 

It is difficult for Americans who have not recently talked with political and 
intellectual leaders in Europe and Asia to realize how widespread this view is. 
After circling the globe, I am convinced that American foreign policy needs to be 
clarified and amplified. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

CO\l,;les argued most Americans wanted peace and that should be reflected in the 

foreign policy. At that time, Cowles believed that the United States had moved away 

from actively promoting peace throughout the world, which gave the impression that 

"America has deserted her traditional role as a non-aggressive, peace-loving nation." 

(Cowles, File 1,1) In fact, he observed that Russia had been monopolizing the subject of 

peace, and it was time for the United States to go on a "peace offensive." 
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The peace offensive would include a worldwide disarmament. Cowles 

acknowledged this would take an "elaborate system of international inspection and 

control" similar to one the Russians had rejected a few years before in connection with 

atomic control. However, this would important in demonstrating "if Russia refused the 

American offer, and kept refusing it, as she probably would, then the world would be 

repeatedly reminded that it is Russia which is the aggressor and war monger." (Cowles, 

File 1,1) 

Cowles said another problem with America's foreign policy was that "when 

World War II ended we did not publicly proclaim that our sympathies lay with the 

Asians, and that the United States was as desirous of seeing an end to European 

colonialism and exploitation as were the Asians themselves." (Cowles, File 1,1) Cowles 

encouraged the United States to reexamine the policy because it was doing damage to 

America's image abroad. He observed India had better relations with Britain, her former 

ruler, than with the United States. 

Ultimately, Cowles believed all of this was necessary to maintain balance 

throughout Europe and Asia and prevent Russia from "overrunning" the entire continent 

both politically and economically. In the meantime, it would be important to "consider 

with open minds some of the criticisms that many European and Asian political and 

intellectual leaders are making of our current policies. It is possible that all wisdom does 

not reside in the U.S.A." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

(l0) "Freedom of the Press and the Search for Truth" was written in December 

1952 for Minnesota, the University of Minnesota alumni magazine, and addressed the 
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need for a free press, as well as providing a limited history of journalism during the past 

30 years. Once again, this article echoed many of the themes in his speeches. 

Cowles opened his article noting the demise of the Argentine newspaper, La 

Pren.m. Flags at newspapers around the country flew at half-mast in observance of the 

newspaper's death. Cowles posed a number of questions, including why Americans 

should be concerned about this. 

La Pren.m had been great because it functioned in the noblest traditions of a free 
press. It stood for freedom of information, for an unfettered expression of 
opinion, for a courageous insistence on truth. And when La Prensa died, a light 
went out. The people of Argentina were less secure in their liberties. They were 
less aware of the world about them, less certain of the issues which touched their 
daily lives, less capable of judging the acts and policies of those who governed 
them. (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles believed that numerous times throughout history it had had been proved 

that a free society needed a free newspaper to endure. "Newspapers not only help to 

build a strong defense against tyrannical and arbitrary governments. They serve, as well, 

to safeguard the integrity of government and to expose the presence of corrupting 

poisons." (Cowles, File 1,1) 

Cowles concluded that where there is freedom of the press 

men have always felt more secure in their rights, and the governments have 
always served their people responsibly. When the light dies, as it has far too often 
in the past decade, a free society has no choice. It must drift inevitably, in any 
nation so deprived, toward fear and ignorance and slavery. (Cowles, Files 1,1) 

Other resources. 

In addition to analyzing the speeches, articles and book chapter, issues of the 

Minneapolis Tribune during the weeks surrounding the speeches chosen for this paper 

indicated the topics of the speeches were often reflected in the newspaper. The stories 
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and articles on the front pages and editorial pages of the three days before the date of the 

speech, three days after the speech and the day of the speech were examined to determine 

if the content of Cowles' speeches was reflected in news coverage. 

To supplement the material found in the files, interviews were scheduled with 

four individuals. In late May 1998, interviews were conducted with David Kruidenier 

and John Cowles Jr. Kruidenier, a nephew of John Cowles Sr., joined the Des Moines 

Register and Tribune Company in 1952 and became vice president and general manager 

in 1960. For the Register and Tribune Company, he was chief executive officer from 

1971-1985, president and publisher from 1971-1978, and chairman and publisher from 

1978-1983. In addition, he became a director of the Cowles Media Company (formerly 

Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company) in 1972, and was chief executive officer from 

1983-84, president in 1983 and chairman of the board from 1984-1993. (Alcott, 1998, 

242) 

John Cowles Jr. was editor of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune from 1961-1969. 

He served as a director of the Cowles Media Company from 1956-1984, chief executive 

officer from 1968-1983 and chairman of the board from 1973-1979. (Alcott, 1998,241) 

Much like his father, his list of service on community boards and committees is 

extensive. 

In August 1998, Morley Cowles Ballantine was interviewed. As John Cowles 

Sr.' s daughter she was able to provide insight into the overall Cowles family journalistic 

philosophy. She is editor of the Durango Herald in Colorado. 

James Alcott, who ~Tote A History o/the Cowles Media Company, was 

interviewed in September 1998. In addition to \';Titing the book, Alcott "joined the 
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Cowles Media Company in 1975 as president of Harper's magazine. He was vice 

president of the Cowles Media Company from 1978-1996, responsible, at different times, 

for planning, administration, corporate communications and the contributions program. 

He was chainnan of Cowles Media Foundation from 1993-1996." (Alcott, 1998, IX) 
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Chapter Five - Methodology 

After the initial infonnation about Cowles was gathered, the next step was to 

analyze the Cowles speeches in the context ofcontemporary public journalism. The 

analysis was perfonned using a side-by-side comparison of public journalism to 

conventional journalism. (Charity, 1995, 10) 

Public journalism as it's practiced differs from newspaper to newspaper, but the 
journalists who do the practicing seem to have strong similarities in temperament Jay 
Rosen, the director of the Project on Public Life and the Press (a networking organization 
for public journalists), contrasts the attitudes of conventional and public journalists along 
the following lines. It's worthwhile noting that many of the best journalists profiled in 
this book started out in column 2 and found their way to column 1. 

Public journalists believe:	 Conventional journalists believe: 

Something basic has to change, because The traditions ofjournalism are fine; if 
journalism isn't working now. anything needs to improve, it's the 

practice. 

In such a climate, experimentation and Experimentation threatens to cross the
 
creativity are imperative: old habits, line into unethical behavior, bias and
 
however, "sacred:' may have to go  carelessness about standards. Besides,
 
though change must always be guided by experimentation is usually a synonym
 
ethical core values and an understanding for fad.
 
of how democracy works.
 

Citizens may well want to participate The media and political life provide 
more intelligently in public life, but they ample opportunity to participate; if 
find too many hurdles in their way. people stay out or merely complain, it's 

their own choice. 

Citizens deserve a bigger place in the	 News is a profession; journalists wTite 

newspaper itself. Papers should never	 newspapers, readers don't Inviting 
citizens to judge what's news, making "dumb down,' but must reorient 
them the subject of coverage and the like themselves around citizens' concerns. 
are inherently dumbing down - a form 
of pandering. 

It would be nice if public life worked, 'Public life should work and journalism 
but it's beyond our role to make it workhas a role in making it work. 
and it's dangerous to think we can. 
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For this paper, Rosen's comparisons were divided into the five sections noted 

above and the Cowles information was selected to fit into the appropriate sections, each 

section written as a short essay to address the concerns brought up in Rosen's statements. 

Cowles and Public Journalism. 

Public Journalism: Something basic has to change, because journalism isn't working 
now. 

Conventional Journalism: The traditions ofjournalism are fine; if anything needs to 
improve, it's the practice. 

Central to the public journalism movement is the belief that journalism must be 

changed to save democracy from further decay. Public journalists have promoted change 

particularly with regard to the demise of objectivity and balance. Many public journalists 

claim the problems with journalism today stem from the ideas of objectivity and fairness 

because they promote a sterile detachment that prevents journalists from being a fair-

minded participant in their communities. (Merritt, 1998, 95) The call to reevaluate the 

role of objectivity and balance in journalism, is another extension of a long-running 

debate. For John Cowles Sf. objectivity and balance were necessary to providing a 

quality news product. 

While Cowles did not see objectivity and balance as obstacles, throughout his 

speeches it was evident that Cowles recognized change was inevitable and that journalism 

itself needed to change if it were to continue to serve the public's interest. For Cowles, 

change primarily centered on serving the public first and serving the advertisers second. 

In a 1943 Editor & Publisher article, Cowles said, " 'The important thing about a 

publication is its editorial content and how it is distributed ... It is better to improve the 
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editorial content and then to sell it aggressively.''' (Brandenburg, 1943,27) In several 

speeches including "The newspaper is a strange animal" and "The responsibility of the 

free press in a world in crisis" Cowles addressed the rising costs of producing a 

newspaper and the challenges this created. For the most part, he argued that if the readers 

were happy, then the business of being a newspaper - advertising revenue _ would 

likely follow. In "The newspaper is a strange animal" Cowles noted "a steadily 

increasing proportion of advertisers has come to realize that the reading public has more 

confidence and trust in those papers that don't suppress or distort news or their critics' 

honest opinions, and that consequently such papers provide better advertising results." 

(1963, 13) The public's perception of a newspaper was key to its success, and the key to 

that success was social responsibility, objectivity and fairness. 

Beginning in the late 1930s, and throughout many of his speeches, he reflected on 

how journalism had advanced over the years. In "The American Newspapers," Cowles I· 
I· 

. 

expressed dismay at newspapers that mixed opinion and news in places other than the 

editorial page. He discussed how this practice ultimately damaged the effectiveness of 

Colonel Robert R. McCormick and the Chicago Tribune's "otherwise magnificent free 

press educational crusade." (1938, 8) In this same chapter, he also noted that Will iam 

Randolph Hearst damaged his credibility by openly criticizing President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt and the New Deal not only on the editorial page, but throughout the 

newspaper. 

To Cowles, freedom of the press was essential to serving the public good. To 

have press freedom a newspaper had "an obligation to keep their news columns 

uncontaminated bv their personal convictions or prejudices." (1938. 8) He offered a 
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more extensive description ofa newspaper' 5 obligation in a speech given in 1949 at the 

dedication of the expanded Star and Tribune plant. Once again it is dear Cowles finnly 

believed objectivity and balance were essential components of journalism. 

The primary obligation ofa newspaper is to give its readers the news, an the 
news, without bias or slant or distortion or suppression in the news columns. We 
believe that only on our editorial pages should our own opinion be expressed ... 
On our editorial pages we tfY to mold and guide public opinion so that the people 
will have sounder judgments on the vital political and economic and social 
problems confronting the country. f<A newspaperman foremost," 1983, 4A) 

As Cowles traced the history ofnewspapers, he argued the improved quality of 

newspapers, which had led to greater public trust, was tied closely to the growing 

acceptance of objectivity and balance in the newsrooms. This acceptance he believed 

could be credited "to the reporters, copy readers and sub-editors who have taken 

increasing pride in their profession as its standards of integrity have risen. Part of the 

credit stems from the long time policy of the Associated Press and The United Press, 

which have made fuB and fair news coverage their major goal." (1951,5) 

In a May 4, 1951, speech, he once again expanded on this theme. In "The 

Responsibility of the Free World in Crisis" Cowles said he agreed with the 1947 

Hutchins Commission report, A Free and ReJponsible Press. In particular, he supported 

the "implication ... that unless the press generally manifests more self discipline and 

shows more obvious concern for the genuine public interest than some papers show, the 

dangers of restrictions upon our free press are very reaL" (1951, II) 

Even with his political activities, Cowles was able to achieve his goal of 

objectivity. He was often recognized for his ability to strike balance in news coverage, 

even in the political arena where "those who are taking an active part become unduly 
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sensitive and tend to exaggerate those news stories which they think injure their 

candidates and, at the same time, they take for granted or minimize those news stories 

which tend to assist their candidates." (Politics. November 4, 1954, File 10-4) In fact. 

following the 1954 election. Minnesota governor Elmer Anderson wrote to Cowles 

congratulating him on his successful election coverage. 

Now that the great activity of the campaign and the excitement of the post
election period have taken their place as just another experience in history, I 
would like to take this opportunity ofexpressing my appreciation of public 
service rendered by your publications. 

The coverage given the Minnesota campaign was unprecedented in my memory. 
Personal travel by your political \-\!Titers into all parts of the state, trailing 
candidates and securing the sentiment ofcross-sections of the citizenry, and the 
brief summaries of utterances of the many candidates certainly brought the story 
of current developments directly to our populace. 

Personally I feel it must be far easier to be a candidate than a writer or editor in a 
political campaign, for 1can realize the problem involved in attempting to avoid 
being accused of bias and partiality. With campaign tensions and pressure 
building to a peak, there is bound to be feeling on the part of strong partisans and 
ardent supporters of particular candidates that proper balance in space, 
prominence, and interpretation is not being maintained. Yes, I believe in a 
campaign I would rather be a candidate than a newspaperman. (Politics, 
November 5, 1954, File 10-4) 

Technology was another area Cowles anticipated would prompt change in the 

media. With increasing channels in which to inform the public, Cowles was concerned 

that the public would not receive the information necessary to make informed decisions. 

On occasion he cited his concern about the newest growing medium. "Television may be 

the greatest potential agency for adult education we have, but there is a grave danger that 

it will develop in a pattern where it will not serve the public welfare where it might." 

(1951,14) 
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However, Cowles saw increasing technology as an asset to newspapers, 

particularly those in communities without competition. Where the Hutchins Commission 

recommended that additional daily newspapers would increase integrity of newspapers, 

Cowles disagreed. He claimed that the editors and publishers of a newspaper in a single-

ownership community had 

a deeper feeling of their responsibilities and obligations to their communities and 
readers because of the very absence of competition ... The newspaper that is 
alone in its field can present the news in better perspective, and resist that pressure 
for immediacy which makes for incomplete, shoddy or premature reporting." 
(1954,2) 

In addition, he argued those critics who believed these same newspapers were the sole 

source of news, information and ideas were wrong. He noted several other viable options 

his readers would seek for additional points of view and information: television, radio, 

news magazines, labor papers, community papers, outside dailies, etc. (1954,3) 

The bottom line for Cowles was that fairness and objectivity were key to 

successfully providing useful information to his readers. Without these key elements he 

believed a newspaper would not be able fulfill its social responsibility of providing 

information. These were the elements that would allow journalism the flexibility to grow 

with societal change. The future, as Cowles saw it, is remarkably similar to the tenets of 

public journalism. 

People will want far more interpretive news from their papers so that they can 
understand what is happening. People will want more background information. 
People will want not only the bare facts of what did happen yesterday but will 
want from their newspapers information on what is probably going to happen 
tomorrow or next week or next month. The relative importance of editorial 
writers will greatly increase. It will not be tub-thumping, violent, partisan 
editorial assertions that the readers will want, but understandable analyses of the 
complicated problems that trouble them. (1951, 15) 
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Cowles did not object to newspapers interpreting the news; in fact, he promoted it. He 

believed that most of the interpretation of news should occur on the editorial pages, and if 

it did appear in the news columns, it should be clearly marked. Cowles addressed the 

issue of interpretation in the 1943 Editor & Publisher piece that examined the Cowles 

family philosophy. 

'Too many papers are either content to merely carry the wire services accounts, or 
they give only one side of a story in a poisonous partisan way ... Radio 
commentators have interpreted and clarified the news at the same time as they 
told it. Likewise, Time magazine's success is largely due to its ability to clarify 
and interpret as it reports the week's news. Newspapers must learn to paint in the 
background as well as sounding the dominant notes of day-by-day action. The 
danger of interpretation lies in the possibility of serving a selfish partisan interest. 
But if the American press is going to do a better job, the only answer seems to be 
to allow more leeway to staff writers. Publisher should seek out intelligent 
writers who have the same journalistic philosophy as the editor and then give 
them plenty oflatitude . .' (Brandenburg, 1943, 28) 
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PUb.lic Journalism: In such a climate, experimentation and creativity are imperative; old 
habits, however, "sacred," may have to go - though change must always be guided bv 
ethical core values and an understanding of how democracy works. • 

Conventional Journalism: Experimentation threatens to cross the line into unethical 
behavior, bias and carelessness about standards. Besides, experimentation is usually a 
synonym for fad. 

Unlike scientific experiments where the same trial may be run time and again to 

determine whether an outcome is accurate, public journalism experiments are unique to 

individual readerships. Yet "experiment" is an appropriate term for the public journalism 

projects that are being carried out across the nation. Public journalists struggle to find 

ways of gauging public interest and focusing their coverage toward that interest. In these 

attempts, they typically use techniques such as polling, focus groups and town meetings 

to isolate the issues concerning the public.s These techniques are not new concepts. The 

Cowles family first began using George Gallup after World War I to measure readership 

levels regarding the use of photos, particularly after The Des Moines Register had run 

reproductions of combat photos from a Laurence Stallings book on World War 1.9 They 

found photo series had twice the readership as the best comic and best cartoon. (Furlong, 

1968. 72) 

At the Minneapolis Tribune, public opinion polls continued to be printed in the 

paper, but polling was also used to gauge reader's interest. (Cowles, May 1998) In 

addition, John Cowles Jr. noted that "the leadership was always interested in what people 

In a Mav 1998 interview, John Cowles Jr. noted that public journalists imply they have created many of 
the tools ~sed in so-called public journalism projects. He disagreed with this implication and said these 
were tools ''(lOad newspapers have been using for a long time. They're really old hat" (Interview. 199&) 

'J Gallup cre~ted the Gallup opinion poll. As a student at the Unive~sity of Iowa: he d:veloped opinion 
survey techniques that led to the establishment of the American Institute of Public OpInIOn (the Gallup 

Poll) in 1935. 

8 
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thought. The notion that your editors and executives are asking questions in forums 

outside the newsroom is commonsensicaL" (Interview, May 1998) 

In his speeches, John Cowles Sr. spoke extensively about understanding what the 

public wanted and suggested the use of some of these same techniques. In an April 24, 

1944, speech, Cowles suggested that his fellow publishers and editors needed to pay more 

attention to reader surveys. He urged them to undertake a more comprehensive look at 

where their readers were focusing their attention. He encouraged them to study their 

readership longer than a day because 

most newspapers haven't scratched the surface of the possible benefits from 
intelligently conducted reader sources. Almost every newspaper needs to learn a 
lot more about what the public actually does read, and what it skips, in that paper. 
The more experience we have in our various publications with reader surveys, the 
more highly we rate them as an editing and publishing tool, and the greater we 
estimate their future potentialities will be as we learn how to use them better. 
("What the newspaper publisher wants from his promotions department," 4) 

Cowles' encouragement ofreadership surveys was most likely prompted by his 

own favorable surveys. In March 1954, a study was done "to detennine what 

Minneapolis readers think of the Minneapolis Star and Tribune (a) as newspapers, (b) as 

a community institution." (Minnesota Poll, 1954, File 10-4) The study was a 

comparison of a similar report done in 1949. The overall reports supported what Cowles 

had been promoting, objectivity was important and the newspapers' involvement in the 

community was key. For example, 

the public has a higher regard for the quality and performance of the newspapers 
today than it indicated in 1949 in a dozen or more ways - fairness, coverage of 
various categories of news, impartiality in treatment of "special groups," etc ... 
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70% believe the Star and Tribune "gave equal attention and fair treatment in their 
news c.olumns: to Eisenhower and Stevenson in the1952 presidential election 
campaIgn ... 

More than four out of five readers again agree that the Star and Tribune "do help 
to build: the City of Minneapolis ... (Minnesota Poll, March 1954, File 10-4) 
In this same speech were several other ideas in which Cowles described how the 

newspaper should improve its standing in the community. As the title indicates, "What 

the newspaper publisher wants from his promotions department," the promotions 

department was considered central to reaching out to the community. Cowles suggested 

that the promotions department survey all points of contact between the newspapers and 

its readers because "a newspaper deals in one way or another with such a high proportion 

of the people in its community that there are innumerable opportunities for irritation to 

arise." (1944, 2) In the context of this particular speech, Cowles meant no matter what 

department a citizen reached he should be treated with respect. 

Outside the newspaper, the promotions department had an equally important role 

in community leadership. At the time of this speech, D-Day was approaching and the end 

of World War n was certainly in sight, so postwar planning was an important issue. lo 

Cowles acknowledged that many newspapers believed this planning was primarily an 

editorial function, but he felt it was a function of both departments. Cowles suggested 

that a promotions department could "step in, dig out the facts, and make 

recommendations to your editors or publishers as to the things that your paper should do 

both to coordinate the plans of the various independent agencies and also to take 

lO Another important issue was the upcoming presidential election. Within the war coverage, a Gallup poll 
traced the public opinion about a proposed constitutional amendment to implement presidential tenn limits. 
The poll showed the percentage of those Americans in favor and those opposed to the proposed 
amendment from 1937 until April 1944. It also showed how the statistics broke down along party lines. 
(April 26, 1944) 
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community leadership in postwar planning among all the private and business groups." 

(1944,2) 

In this case, Cowles' beliefs were found on the editorial page as well. On the 

same day he presented this particular speech, an editorial appeared in the Minneapolis 

Tribune that called for the community to begin postwar planning, particularly housing 

development. The editorial writers expressed concerns about urban sprawl and how it 

would affect property owners. The public should care because "world planning affords 

opportunities for interesting discussion, but city planning will have effects more 

immediately to the interest of the city property owner confronted with lowering values 

and increasing taxes that eventually must lead to liquidation." (1944,6) 

Cowles was prepared to find ways of communicating with the public. This meant 

posing questions in editorial that would promoted public debate, paying attention to polls 

that reflected public opinion, and bringing local, regional, state, nation and world news 

into perspective for his diverse readership. 
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Public Journalism: Citizens may wen want to participate more intelligently in public life, 
but they find too many hurdles in their way. 

Conventional Journalism: The media and political life provide ample opportunity to 
participate; if people stay out or merely complain, it's their own choice. 

The simple economics of newspaper publishing have influenced the way news is 

covered. Many Cowles speeches address the pressure newspapers were under to be 

money-making ventures. Through the years different situations affected the newspapers, 

but the pressure to be profitable remained the constant. 

Understanding that advertising was directly tied to the quality of his product, 

Cowles believed it was important to the financial success of a newspaper to be socially 

responsible, fair and objective. In the 1954 speech, "The future of American 

newspapers" Cowles said, 

the daily papers that have had or are having circulation trouble are those that have 
relied heavily upon entertainment features and sex and crime sensationalism, or 
are papers which all too frequently tend to distort and slant the news and make it 
buttress their editorial page opinions. Those daily papers that have been growing 
in circulation are, with minor exceptions, those that try to present the news 
completely and without bias. (1954,5) 

The growth of technology had the potential of creating obstacles that would 

inhibit the media's ability to provide infonnation to the public. More channels of 

communication meant more information for the public to digest, and this could be 

overwhelming. However, Cowles also noted that the developing but improved 

technology should not be discouraging. 

The expanding economy of abundance, advertising of all kinds, newspaper, 
magazine, radio, and television, will play an even larger role (than) it does today 
in keeping the economy prosperous and the standard of living rising. The more 
serviceable newspapers become, the more surely will they flourish and prosper in 
the years ahead. In addition to complete and unbiased news reports, people will 
want more interpretive news and background information. The relative 

-
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importance of editorial writers will, I think, increase. Readers will want more 
how-to-do-it news and more leisure living news ... With a steadily rising 
educational level, readers will be more interested in news of science, medicine, 
and education, more interested in the whole gamut of sociological problems. 
(1954,9) 

Although Cowles believed the news columns were dedicated to fair and balanced 

reporting, an examination of the Minneapolis Tribune during select time periods in the 

1950s and 19605 noted a re-occurring approach called "News Analysis: What the News 

Means." One example of what was covered in this series included an article printed 

during President John F. Kennedy's 1961 visit to Paris. The article examined the impact 

his wife, Jackie, had on the French because of her understanding of the culture and 

language, as well as her overall impact on foreign relations. This article was of particular 

importance for two reasons. One, it clearly demonstrated the influence a First Lady could 

have in foreign relations. But, two, it placed in perspective her role in the upcoming 

discussions between Kennedy and Nikita Khrushchev, the leader of the Soviet Union. It 

was not that Mrs. Kennedy could shape foreign policy, but her overall goodwill helped 

smooth over some difficult situations. I1 

A second example of the News Analysis being used to supplement news coverage 

followed the September 1961 bombing of a Birmingham, Alabama, church that killed 

four young African-American girls. This was a national story with many implications, 

some of which could be covered in traditional news coverage. But, again the analysis 

provided supplemental coverage. One news analysis that ran on September 21, 1961, 

II In addition to the News Analysis, news coverage in the Minneapolis Tribune for Kennedy's visit to 
France and his talks with Khrushchev was comprehensive. In an attempt to give the public more 
information abollt the news coverage, the Tribune ran a short article about the two reporters who were 

covering the President' 5 trip. 
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discussed the mood in Binningham as the children were buried. This analysis was 

supplemented with an editorial meant to put the analysis in perspective - they were to 

provide "supporting opinions not necessarily in our own editorials, but from opinion 

pieces from the wire services." (September 21, 1961,6) This statement was particularly 

significant because Cowles was widely known as an advocate for civil rights. 

On another occasion, the StarTribune used the news columns to educate readers 

about the results of a recent election in which several incumbents lost. In a series that did 

not run on consecutive days, the following explanation preceded an article about Senator 

Herbert Humphrey, who had won his re-election bid. 

The relations of Sen. Humphrey (D. Minn.) with the people who have contributed 
to his rise to political influence are discussed in the following article. It is the 
second of a series in which Tribune writers are commenting on the meaning of 
last week's political turnover in Minnesota. (November 7,1954, lA) 

In effect, these articles were mini-civics lessons, which supported Cowles' belief that 

newspapers helped the public understand what was happening in the world around them. 

-
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Public Journalism: Citizens deserve a bigger place in the newspaper itself. Papers should 
never "dumb down," but must reorient themselves around citizens' concerns. 

Conventional Journalism: News is a profession; journalists write newspapers, readers 
don't. Inviting citizens to judge what's news, making them the subject of coverage and 
the like are inherently dumbing down - a form of pandering. 

Much as public journalists express the need for journalists to reconnect with the 

public, Cowles himself continually spoke about newspapers serving the public's interest. 

He believed the public was wise enough to sense when the media would stray from this 

interest. Specifically, in "The future of American newspapers," Cowles said that "as 

people have become better educated and better informed they have increasingly come to 

sense that certain newspapers tend to color or slant the news, and many of them resent it. 

That is why, it seems to me, those papers that do the most complete and unbiased job of 

news reporting tend increasingly to hold old and win new readers." (1954, 6) 

Cowles believed the media had a role in the continuing education of the public. 

In the same speech, he noted that the public was increasingly becoming more interested 

in global news. 

I do believe, however, that because of the extraordinary rise in average years of 
schooling, and the increased travel, including wartime assignments, that have 
taken place, as well as the leadership of newspapers that have provided more 
complete reports of world news, many more people are now interested in reading 
about the whole global range of human activity than were a generation ago. 
(1954,6) 

Cowles continually worked to understand the public that read his paper. After 

explaining how the New York Times, while an excellent paper, only appealed to one-

eighth of the population in New York City and its suburbs, he said the Minneapolis 

StarTribune could not survive if the same were true for his paper. In fact in "The 

newspaper is a strange animal" he stated that nearly half of the families in Minnesota 
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either read the morning Tribune or afternoon Star, and nearly 60 percent of the families 

read the Sunday paper. This meant his paper had to appeal to a diverse group of people. 

Certainl~ in cities ofless than a million population, newspapers, ifthey are to be 
economically self-sustaining, simply must be edited to interest and serve all the 
people, not just one class. Just as a department store carries a wide range of 
merchandise that will appeal to all different economic groups, or as a big cafeteria 
provides a variety of foods to appeal to different tastes, so must most newspapers, 
in order to survive, carry news and feature content that will interest people of both 
sexes, of all ages, of all vocations and all educational levels. (1951, 10) 

Under Cowles' leadership, the StarTribune consistently attempted to "widen and 

whet the public's interest in serious subjects. The World Affairs Program, which runs in 

the Star each week, and the Science Reading Program which runs in the Tribune each 

week, are two examples of this." (The Newspaper is a Strange Animal, 1963, 6) Also 

aimed at broadening the readers' interest, the two papers had reporters who specialized in 

science, education and religious news. For the StarTribune readers, this meant 

credibility. Alcott noted that Cowles believed the readers wanted stories from experts 

they knew rather than some unknown person hundreds of miles away. (interview, 1998) 

Expanding the readers' interest went beyond the newspaper as well. Education 

was important to Cowles because he thought it built a better society, so the Star Tribune 

embarked on a number of community initiatives. These public services included: 

world affairs school programs; science reading programs; newspaper workshops, 
scholarships to newspapers workshops; high school journalism clinics; open 
houses; films on newspapers and the Upper Midwest; a speaker's service; soil 
conservation programs; world affairs competitions; voters' guides; fashion shows; 
veterans' dinners; high school athletics awards; junior golf tournaments; boys' 
baseball clinics; state fair services; and scholarship programs for carrier sales 
men, which have been in existence for a quarter of a century. The Cowles papers 
have undertaken programs that have proved themselves effective for industry, and 
found them to be valuable. (Golden, 1966) 
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Helping the citizens to become involved in the community was continually at the 

forefront of the Cowles agenda. Over the years, little has changed in the way the news is 

covered. Instead, the focus is on how it is presented. "We do more news swnmaries. 

The make up of the paper is different and easier for the reader to find their way through 

the paper. It is more attractive looking, but the overall philosophy hasn't changed." 

(Kruidenier, 1998, interview) Kruidenier added that the Cowles family wanted the public 

to feel they were the primary focus ofthe newspapers. If that meant more phonelines in 

the newsroom for people to call in on, then additional phone lines were put in. Focus 

groups could be used to determine public issues, however, they were not sale method of 

deciding the news. 

Ultimately, the Cowles family believed they needed to serve readers, do their best 

to infonn them, and work with the community to determine what was best for its growth 

and working towards that end. (Morley Cowles Ballantine interview, 1998) According 

to James Alcott, John and Elizabeth Cowles' own involvement reflected on the credibility 

of the newspaper. "It was very important to (Cowles) to establish himself as a peer in the 

community so he and the newspaper would have credibility." (Interview, September 

1998) Alcott also noted that Cowles and his wife, Elizabeth, went to great lengths to also 

establish a sound moral standing in the community, so that the community would respect 

their stand on a variety of social issues, as well as understand the Cowles family truly 

believed in these issues. 

Aside from John Cowles Sr. 's own accomplishments, Elizabeth was quite active 

in a number of social issues. After recognizing a need for a birth control clinic in Des 

Moines, she helped found Planned Parenthood. Even after the family moved to 
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~1.inneapoHs. she continued her involvement \\'ith the org.anization~serving in a number 

ofcapacities. In addition. Elizabeth Cowles was invohred in the United Negro College 

Fund, Minneapolis Urban L.eague, the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People, the \Voman's Club ofMinneapolis, the American Civil Uberties Union~ 

the :Minneapolis League of 'Women Voters. the Minneapolis Inter~Faith Fair Housing 

Program. American Association of University \Vomen., the Natioua1 Society ofColonial 

Dames of America, aud numerous oilier committees and boards. (The Minneapolis Star, 

1916. IA) 

-
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Public Journalism: 'Public life should work and journalism has a role in making it work. 

Convent~onal Journa~i~m: It would be nice ifpublic life worked, but it's beyond our role 
to make It work and It s dangerous to think we can. 

Cowles strongly believed the media had a role in preserving democracy. In his 

speeches, Cowles often noted that the United States faced many threats; however, he was 

certain we would "surmount them if the people of the United States are sufficiently 

infonned to understand the nature and dimensions of the problems, and are sufficiently 

open minded to modify their past convictions in the light of new facts." (1959,2) 

Through his own example, as well as through words on the editorial page, issues of local, 

national and international significance were covered and discussed. 

Among the many issues Cowles personally promoted were race relations and 

internationalism. These were also often reflected in the Minneapolis StarTribune. 

Particularly as the debate surrounding civil rights reached a crescendo in the 50s and 60s, 

Cowles and the editorial staff kept the civil rights crusade alive in Minnesota. Cowles 

believed a solution needed to be found for the racial unrest before international matters 

could be dealt with effectively. In a commencement speech at Gustavus Adolphus 

College in S1. Peter, Minnesota, Cowles addressed the relationship between civil rights 

and being a dominant world power. In particular, he noted that the 

race riots and racial discriminations and hatreds ... are the most effective possible 
ammunition to help the communists in their efforts to take over Africa, Asia, and 
Latin America. Our failure to solve race problems here has done and is doing the 
United States more harm than all the military secrets that communist spies have 

ever stolen from us." (1961, 4) 

Cowles emphasized not only would democracy fail in these countries, but the freedom of 

the United States was at risk. 
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If we are going to be able to achieve the kind of conditions in the world under 
which a nation with our purposes and goals can live and prosper in freedom, we 
must eradicate race prejudice in the United States, so that we can convince the 
peoples with colored skins on other continents that we regard them as friends and 
not as inferiors or enemies. (1961, 4) 

Cowles concerns about civil rights and democracy were also reflected in the 

Minneapolis Tribune. During the three days before and three days after Cowles' 

commencement speech, examples ofthe paper's support of civil rights was clearly 

evident. On June 1, 1961, the editorial writers lent their support to U.S. Attorney General 

Robert Kennedy's plan to force the Interstate Commerce Commission to end 

discrimination on the interstate passenger bus system. On June 2, the editorial writers 

offered a public apology to an African student at the University of Minnesota who was 

denied service at a local cafeteria saying the actions were "a basic violation ofhuman 

rights." (1961, 6) 

Cowles often referred to international issues and their impact on the American 

society. He believed these international issues had as much to do with the changing 

society as domestic issues did. In his speech to graduates of Gustavus Adolphus, he 

attempted to demonstrate the importance of international issues. 

We are living in the most revolutionary period in all history, because we are not 
only in the midst of a scientific revolution, but also in the midst of worldwide 
political, social, and economic revolutions as well. We, as a nation, have not yet 
adequately adjusted our thinking to the realities that exist in the world today. We 
feel frustrated and confused, largely because we are still instinctively clinging to 
many outworn ideas which may have been valid at some time in the past, but 
which are not valid under today' s new conditions. (1961, 2) 
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In reading correspondence from Cow~es to members of his family, it is clear that 

personally keeping apprised of international issues was of great import. He had an 

extensive network of friends and acquaintances who added to his knowledge. 12 

Much as his own observations about national and international issues formed the 

framework for his speeches, on a number of occasions they did the same for articles. In 

"Glimpses of the Soviet Union," a young John Cowles attempted to give The Des Moines 

Register readers a broad overview of country in transition. In the 1923 article, Cowles 

described the difficulties of obtaining entry into the county, how the new government 

works, the education system and several other broad subjects, which are separated into 

categories aimed at giving readers a point of reference to interpret how the Soviet culture 

is vastly different. His final article, "Conclusions," was written in the first person, but it 

is apparent that is why he felt compelled to write this series. 

I am convinced - which I was not, before - that the bolshevist leaders are still 
detennined to try to bring around world revolution. They are aiding, to as great as 
degree as their resources permit, revolutionary movements in other countries." 
(Cowles, 1923, 16) 

Cowles provided this first-hand analysis on at least one other occasion. In early 1941, 

Cowles traveled with Wendell Willkie to Britain to assess the progress of the war. 

During this trip, regular feature stories appeared in the StarTribune. 

12 For example, in a letter to his parents on December 20, ]944, that begins with a thank you for Christmas 
gifts, Cowles spends the greater portion of the two-page letter recounting a discussion he had with a fonner 
employee about the current situation in China. The former employee who had been in charge of the radio 
promotions department had joined the army and spent] 3 months in China helping the Chungking 
government with its national and international broadcasting. He believed the Communists were quickly 
gaining power, and the United States was getting little information about what was actually happening. 
Although Cowles provides primarily a summary of this discussion, this correspondence is indicative of his 
desire 10 make sure others were informed about what was happening around them. 

tr 
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As evidenced by his personal correspondence, his speeches and own articles in the 

newspaper, he obviously sought to bring the news home to the Twin Cities. He did this 

for several reasons, but the reason Cowles believed international issues needed to be 

discussed at all levels was underscored in the 1959 speech, "A Glimpse at the Future." 

What I am today affirmatively advocating is, first, that the American people and 
the congress re-examine, in the light of the gravity of the international situations, 
some of our present political and economic positions with a view toward 
modifying them so that we can attain solidarity between ourselves and the rest of 
the free world. (1959,2) 

If change were to happen, then the public needed to have sufficient information to make 

the decisions to encourage that change, regardless of whether it happened at a national or 

international level. Cowles did not just suggest that the public examines current issues 

and policies, but he noted in "The newspaper is a strange animal" that the media had an 

important role in public policy by actually leading discussions about issues of 

importance. 

In addition to printing the news, we have a second important function. This is to 
attempt to lead and influence public opinion by persuading our readers to make 
what we regard as sound judgments on the issues confronting the community, 
state and nation. (1963, 7) 

Perhaps Cowles felt comfortable calling for the media to lead discussions about 

public policy because he participated actively in public life, particularly politics. The 

Cowles family, particularly John, were quite involved in politics. The Cowleses were 

classified as Republicans, but as one article noted this was not necessarily reflected on the 

editorial pages. "The Register & Tribune is Republican, but not blindly so. It did not 

support Warren Harding and it favors many a Democrat for State office." {"Iowa 
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Formula," 1935,28) Even in the later articles covering John Cowles, many mention his 

commitment to civic affairs, however, his party affiliation was seldom mentioned. 

One of Cowles' most public forays into the political arena involved Wendell 

Willkie's campaign for president in 1940. Willkie was a liberal Republican and shared 

Cowles' view ofintemationalism. Cowles worked to get Willkie nominated as the 

Republican candidate at the 1940 national convention over the more conservative and 

isolationist-minded Thomas Dewey and Robert Taft. (Banaszynski and Rebuffoni, 1983, 

4A). 

After his involvement in WiHkie's campaign, Cowles remained involved in 

politics and continued to influence the political climate. Cowles demonstrated an almost 

instinctive understanding of politics and the nation's political climate. Of particular 

interest are Cowles' letters to Dwight Eisenhower, not only encouraging him to run for 

office, but offering his support and counsel. In a letter dated February 14, 1952, Cowles 

sent Eisenhower a letter sizing up not only upcoming Minneapolis primary, but the 

national situation overall. He offered Eisenhower the latest data from the StarTribune 's 

poll, which showed Eisenhower leading the candidates with 39 percent of those polled 

preferring him to three other candidates. He also observed: 

I feel certain that the Republican convention will nominate you if the situation in 
Europe should develop in such a way that you would feel you could get relieved 
of your NATO job and come home, say, in May and make a number of speeches 
setting forth your views on domestic problems. The professional politicians also 
naturally like to know a man personally before they vote for his nomination. If 
the situation in Europe is such that you don't feel that you can come home prior to 
the convention. I think it is doubtful whether you will be nominated." (Dwight 
Eisenhower Campaign, File 10-2) 

-
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In a May 7, 1952 letter, Cowles continued to offer his counsel. Of particUlar note, 

he gave Eisenhower tips on how to handle himself during an upcoming press conference. 

Obviously at every press conference you will be asked questions designed to 
embarrass you. If you have made it clear at Abilene that you have not yet had 
time to study all the issues and that you are not going to take positions on some 
things until after study, conferences, and mature deliberation, you can decline to 
answer many questions without that fact hurting your prospects. I think candor 
and frankness along this line would appeal to the people and disarm some critics. 
(Dwight Eisenhower Campaign, File 10-1) 

Perhaps because of his advice, Cowles held a number oftemporary government 

jobs that included being the assistant to the director of the Lend-Lease Program in 1943. 

Cowles also reportedly turned down a number ofother opportunities including cabinet 

posts by President Eisenhower and Willkie, if he had won. Cowles refused these posts 

"fearing that his newspapers would be expected in exchange to pledge allegiance to 

administration policies." (Ackerberg, 1974, 2B) However, Cowles did serve as a 

consultant to the National Security Council and later as a delegate to the White House 

Conference on Education during the Eisenhower administration. During the Truman 

Administration he was a member of the commission that drafted the plan for a unified 

armed forces. He also served as a member of the advisory committee to the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations. ("A 

newspaperman foremost," 1983, 4A) 

At another level, Cowles believed his executives should be equally committed to 

the community. Not only were editorials and features written about the arts, Star 

executives were instrumental in founding and raising funds for the Minnesota Theater 

Company, which led to the establishment of the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis. 
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One survey showed that from 1940 until 1964 the Cowles papers had the highest 

representation in civic leadership positions in the Twin Cities - more than double the 

next company. (Golden, 1966) John Cowles Jr. noted that his father was all in favor of 

his executives being involved in the community, and the leadership found civic 

involvement was an effective way to stay in touch with the community and readers. John 

Cowles Sf. was quoted as saying 

We try to take the leadership both as a newspaper and as individuals in all civic 
matters related to our community. We work just as hard outside our columns to 
be good citizens and we encourage all our key executive to be involved in 
community affairs. (Brandenburg, 1943,27) 

John Cowles Jr. noted that the reporters weren't automatically excluded from civic 

involvement. He said, "It is going too far to say they are not going to be involved in 

anything. Then the journalist isn't being a good citizen. They should isolate themselves 

as little as possible and only from those situations where there is a real or perceived 

conf1ict of interest." (Interview, May 1998) 

All this community involvement might be perceived as an obstacle to the public, 

but Cowles was conscious of the potential conflicts of interest. He did not want to 

jeopardize the news staff, so stories and editorials concerning groups, projects and other 

interests were not shown to Cowles before they went to print. (Kruidenier interview, 

1998) For his executives and the news staff were not encouraged to participate in 

activities where they might influence how the story was covered. (Cowles interview, 

1998) However, John Cowles Jr. noted that most of the time, there was no problem. 

Cowles may have believed the public needed information to make reasonable 

decisions about their lives at the local, national and international level. As a respected 
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member ofhis community. he was able to provide that information. Because he was 

involved with his community. he was able to help filter what information was necessary 

and heJp the public over most obstacles that blocked their community's progress. 
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Chapter Six - Conclusion 

In an era when the call is being made for the media to reconnect with the public, it 

is chastening to recall that at least at one point in history a journalist understood how to 

connect with his readers. Although John Cowles Sr. did not have to compete with the 

immediacy and sheer number of media outlets present in today's society, his 

understanding of public policy and community issues and how these contributed to his 

ability to reach out and provide information and solutions to his readers is an interesting 

case study. Perhaps John Cowles Sr. was lucky in addition to being skilled. As Alcott 

observed, Cowles was able to have strong positions and maintain objectivity in his 

newspapers. In the following Cowles noted the importance of objectivity as he responded 

in a letter to a reader who believed the paper had not been fair and unbiased in recent 

election coverage. 

I am convinced, as are most editors and publishers of this generation that 
newspapers exert influence with their readers in almost direct proportion to their 
fairness and impartiality in presenting the news. I am convinced that our 
editorials are more influential than would be the case if our readers did not believe 
that we were trying to be fair and nonpartisan and objective in our news columns. 
(File 10-4, Politics) 

There are public journalists who realize journalists like Cowles did contribute to 

the overall good ofjournalism. For instance, a promotion piece for the Pew Center on 

Civic Journalism quoted Ed Fouhy, executive director, as believing that "civic journalism 

is a fresh label on an old idea - that journalism has an obligation to provide people with 

the news and information they need to make the decisions they are called upon to make. 

In a self-governing society, it helps people behave as citizens." 
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David Kruidenier said that all journalism is public if done correctly but he also 

cautioned that journalists cannot expect the public to determine what is important and 

should be covered, particularly if they do not have access to all the infonnation. (May 

1998) This new movement to reach out to the public may have intrigued Cowles. For 

someone who placed value on polling and community involvement, he might not have 

understood how the media could have lost sight of their audience in the first place. But 

he wasn't naIve, he knew there would be public challenges about the effectiveness and 

value of news coverage. In one of his later speeches he noted that the media would have 

to continue to rely on their principles if they were to remain trustworthy. 

I am convinced that over the long pull a newspaper's editorial exert influence with 
its readers in pretty direct proportion to the degree of confidence that the readers 
have in the paper's fairness in presenting the news. (1954, 6) 

Cowles had at least at least two significant advantages over public journalists. 

One, there is little question Cowles had a global view, but he was able to maintain a local 

perspective. While he did not have to compete with as many channels of communication, 

he knew the importance of balancing both a local and global perspective. Today's 

journalists struggle with the sheer magnitude of data, much of which is coming so 

rapidly, it is difficult to interpret and put into perspective for readers. 

Cowles had another advantage over today'sjournalists and that was longevity. 

Throughout current journalism literature, including that of public journalism, members of 

the media express concern about the movement of reporters from newspaper to 

newspaper, staying only long enough to gain experience to find a better job offer 

somewhere else. It is difficult to promote community journalism when the reporters do 

not know the community. In 1965, Cowles addressed the StarTribune 's 20-year club, 
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which recognized employees with 20 or more years of service, and congratulated 16 new 

members to the club. "This brings the club's membership to a total of400 or about one

fourth of all the full-time employees of the Star and Tribune." (Cowles, File 1,2) 

Although this number included other employees outside the editorial and reporting staff, 

it still remains impressive. 

Even after his death in 1983, the family of John Cowles Sr. continued to make an 

impact on journalism and kept the Cowles family journalistic philosophy alive. In three 

separate interviews with different members of the Cowles family, it became apparent that 

there was rarely, if ever, a conflict between good journalism and good civic involvement 

at a Cowles-owned newspaper. As John Cowles Jr. noted, "Many businesses do not take 

into account the community. Good newspapers help communities grow. For its own 

sake, contributing to the health of a community is not just good business, but an 

obligation because it is the right thing to do." (Interview, May 1998) 

• 
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Chapter 61'l.t1Usd 
Ifm AlGlUCAi m'S?A?DS" 

by 
JORi com~ 

(Appearing in "America lowu ,edited. '0,. &e.rold J Stearns.and pub
lished in 1938 by Charles Scribner's Sons. ie~ York and London.. ) 

-000-

That pu.blic: confidence in the integrity and disinterestedness 
of American newsyapars as a whole has declined in recent ,.ears few jour
nalists will den,.. Attacks on newspapers have increased both in number 
and illl'portance. The q,uestion as to whether ti-..s.t lessened confidence is 
deserved may for the moment be set aside. Whether or not a thing 1s true 
may in the short run be of 1ess importance than wether peepl e think it 
is true. 

hce~ta from a speech by .!rthur Rays Sulzberger. publisher of 
The New York Ti~es. generally regarded as Americals most important news
paper. illustrate the e2isting situation. 

Said Mr. Sulzbergar: IIThere is ,in m:;r opinion. a growing dis
position on the part of the public to view with skepticism that which 
the:r r ea.d in the ir new~pers and to distrus t naloispa.per mo tives . • . I 
detect certain aoubta as to the accuracy of reporti~ • • . There is dis
cernible a feeling among a considerable group of readers that the personal

)I,' ,interests of publishers are often put ahead of public service •.• The 
ailuratOkeepeditorialOPinionoutOfthe news col~s, and closely 

akin to it, the failure to present adequately both sides of a moot ques
tion, are matters of growing concern ••• tt@

In the same vein s~eaks George 10rt Milton of ~e Chattanoc~ 
News: "Some enemies of the freedom of the press a.re in the press itself. 

,Those are tho men ....ho ignore the public trusteeship of their institutior:s • 
. 'Iho give anI:,. one side of the picture, who deal in balf-truths or ·",col.e 

,J	 lies, whether about govor!llIlent, political parties, la.bor and. c:lpital, or 
about the poor, helpless individual caught in the hideous glare of some 
!lOWS event. It 

To understand the 'Orese!lt situation more clearly, it may be 
helpful to trace what has happened to American ne\lls-pa:pers during the last 
generation, particularly from the economic aspect. Believers in the 
theory of economic interpretation of all events ....ill find much to sUllport 
their vie....s, but. at the same time, more than a. li ttle to refute them. 

1irst of all. the metro'Oolitan American newspapers have become 
great canitalistie business entar;rises. requiring huge investments in 
plant and. equiunent, ....ith enormou~17 e:mensive weekly payrolls and out
lays for gathe~ing. processing, printing, and distributing the news. 

-
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"The American Newspapers II • by John Cowles - Pa.ge 2 

Two or three generations ago an ambi tiollS printer vi th a few 
hundred dollars and a passion to express his opinions could start a 
1i ttle newspaper. If he caught the popular fancy his journal might grow 
out of its earniI1&s to become int'luent.1a1 and successful. Many of our 
leading dailies were started in just that w.y. Newspaper publishing was 
a vocation easy to enter. There was the traditional free play of eompc
ti tion. Cities large and small had many papers. They started aDd flour
ished or languished and died. There vas s·vo1ce for every opinion. 

As newspapers, they were poor accordiI1& to current s tandarda. 
Few attempted either to print all the news or to print it impartially 
and objectively. as our more re~onelble papers try to do today. Almost 
anybody, however, could start a paper if the spirit moved him. and a 
reader could choose from the many some one to read that coincided 'With 
his own opinions or prejudices. 

Then just as the great industrial and baI1king and transportation 
corporations were beginning to take form and rise to power in their fields, 
a similar trend toward concentration, toward. fewer and stronger - and 
better -- newspapers, commenced. The thing was inexorable. 

Thirty years ago there were scores of different automobile manu
facturors -- by today's etnndnrds·nll relatively small and weak. Gradually 
soma companies, because of more capital. or better engineering facili ties, 
or mora 8.ggrosslve management, began to draw away from the rest. They 
could offer the public more for their money than could their weaker compe
titors, and their volume of businoss pyramided while the ~ller units 
fell by the w.y. 

Possibly it is 90cia117 undesirable for the automobile industry 
to be concentrated into the relatively few great aggrogations that exist 
today. Possibly it is also socially undesirable that today Detroit. for 
example, with a million and a half people. should have but one morninG 
newspaper. The same force -- that apparently irresistible economic tren~ 

toward fewer and larger and stronger units -- whether automobile mnnufnc
turing or newspaper publishing -- is responsible. 

During the first three decades of the twentieth ce:c.tury adver
tising volume grow enormously in Americo, along with the merchandising of 
goods on a national scale and the accelerated trend toward larger business 
units. The increased income that tho newspapers received fram this de
velopment in advertising enabled them grea.tly to extend their news
gathering facilities and improve their product, provided them with the 
revenue with which to ndd ":f'eatures lf -- comic strips and serial stories 
and all the other things that the average person prefers to serious. heavy 
D'JWS. 

The newspapers get the greater part of their income from adver
tising. They could not exist solely on ~hat the render pays. As results 
from advertising are in rough proportion to a pUblicction's circulation, 
the newspapers with the most circulation, broadly speaki~. produce the 
most profitable returns for the advertiser. 

I 
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"The American Newspapers" by John Cowles - Page :3 

Consequently the pressure to get more and more circulation 
steadily increased. The revenue from the increased advertising patronage 
enabled those newspapers that received it to enlarge their staffs and 
services and to print more news and features. This in turn widened still 
further their circulation leadership over their weaker com~etitor9. The 
financially weaker papers were thus at a steadily increa6i~g disadvantage 
in their efforts to win new or hold old readers. 

The trend toward fewer newspapers, through mergers and suspen
sions, became nation-wide until today many fairly sizable cities (Denver, 
LOllisville, Omaha, Toledo, St. Paul, Hartford, Des Moines. Memnhis, Grand 
Rapids, NashVille, and others) have·'bu.t one morning and one afternoon 
paper. In several of thoso cities both'papers are owned by the sacs indi
vidual or company. 

Many of our largest cities (Detroit, Cleveland, ]altimore, St. 
Louis, lluffalo, Pittsburgh, K.ans&s CitY', Seattle) have oIlly one morning 
paper and only two afternoon dailies. In three of these cities the single 
morning paper has COmDon ownership with one of the two afternoon papers. 

It would bea serious error, however. for one to assume that 
this trend toward fewer newspapers indicates that a few big nation-wide 
newspaper corporations are likely in tho near fllture to own and operate 
any alarming proportion of the surviving papers. 

Experience has proved that "chain papers .'1 controlled and edl ted 
at one place, whether New York or San Sioeon, are not the menace to alert 
locally owned and edited papers that some alamlsts have believed. There 
are only two really large newspaper dnains -- Scripps-Howard and Hearst. 
The most successful Scripps-Howard papers are apparently those with the 
largest neasure of local maDB.gement. The IIHearst Ilec.ace" has steadily 
recoded as a competitive threat to individually owned papers and Hearst's 
current influenco on Journalism has shrivelled to but a shadow of what it 
was. Wi thin a few years the Hearst empire, already shrunk bJ sales and 
suspensions. will probably disintegrate into a handful of separate duchies 
and principali ties. Even Scripps-Hovard has recently sold or susper:.ded 
some of the weaker links in its cr~in. 

As the successful operation of a Dewspaper in a cocpetitive 
field depends so largely upon the quality of its oanageoent and its abi
11 ty to keep in tune with the town, being neither too far ahead of nor 
behind the local oores, a newspaper cannot be successfully operated like 
a branch of a mass-production factory. Intangible factors and the hUflOn 
elements are too important. There is scalI likelihood that a gr~ct news
paper trust could ever successfully operate a hundred papers in a hundred 
cities against locally owned conpetitors. The threat of any nation-wide 
newspaper monopoly is a phanton. 

Similarly, distances in Anerica are so great, and the appetite 
for local and State and regional nows is so strong. that no nnational 
dailyll in the English sense is conceivable. 
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Tho trend toward cergars and suspensions, however, is accelerat
ing. The prospoct is for steadily fewer papers, nany of then actual, or 
seci; local monopolies. 

Immediately the question arises As to whether these actual or
 
seci-conopolistic papers are doing a better or worse job of serving the
 
public interest than are the papers in those cities where there are Dany
 
competitors rather than fev or none.
 

Elicinating New York City, which is in a class by itself because 
of its size and iDportance,' the answer seens to be that the newspapers in 
those cities where there are cocparatively few publications are certainly 
no worse and probably relatively better free both tho professional and the 
public-service standpoint than are the papers in the towns with CQre dai
lies. 

No list of "best" newspapers, no matter hov acall, would be con
plete without including such dailies AS Tho Balt1core Sunpapers and The 
St, Louis Post-Dispatch. Both are in cities with limited cocpetition. 
Conversely, the cities that are the cost nover-newspapercd",such as Boston, 
have. on the average, the poorest papers froe all standpoints. 

The o%planation is s1ople. Those newspapers that arc cocpeti 
tively the strongest not only have the financial means to give their rea
ders a superior product. but -- other things being equal -- naturally have 
the greater editorial independence and are the less susceptible to pres
sure or venality. 

Corruption of uewspapers in any open or direct way is less COD

Don than critics of the press would r~ve us believe. Pressure froe ad
vertisers does affect in greater or less degree many newspapers' policies 
in handling news, but so does pressure fro~ other sources: pressure fran 
religious bodies, tron political cachines with favors to dispense. fro~ 

union labor, fran organized groups of various kinds, as, in the '20 1 s, in 
sane sections, the Klan. 

That the editorial and neva policie3 of nany newspa)ers are 
controlled by their business offices no one can deny. On the other hand, 
the evidence indicates that those newspapers that nrc financi~lly the 
strongest and nost firoly entrenched are less likely to be venal than are 
tho weaker papers struggling to keep their noses above the water line. 
Therefore tho trend toward fever end stronger p~pers seens on the whole 
to nean a trend toward less corruptible papers. 

Froc the social aspect probably tho great danger in the existing 
newgpaner situation is that because the surviving newspapers he.va on the 
whole been highly prosperous, or at least hnve represented large noounts 
of investod capital even if their current earnings have not been large .. 
their owners as a class have tended to be too conservative. too well satls
fied with things as theyare. 

In the first place. Although few of them Beem to realize it, 
newspaper owners as a class vere beneficiaries of lavish unearned increment 
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the form of a huge increase in advertising revenue in the first three 
cades of this century.. The values and earnings of their papers increased 
.ormously.. At the same time mechanical improvements and the expansion ot 
·yS and feature services, vhich the readfl1€ public quickly came to take 
r granted, increased the costs ot starting and operating new papers to a 
int where as a practical matter no new competing publication could bo 

;ta.blished•. 

Persons' unfamiliar with nevspapering grossly underestimate what 
would cost to start a new paper or what the operating losses would be 

.ti1 a new paper, regardless ot its management's ability, could' conceiv
Ily change readers' ~~vertisersl habits sufficiently to become pro
ta.ble. 

Because the newspaper publishers teel ve1l entrenc~cd because 
.01 of them are rich, because they have powerful organs through which to 
"esent their views. as a class they tend to take themselves too seriously. 
Uly unconsciously regard themselves about the way the feudal 11ege lords 
. the Middle Ages must have regarded themselves. and, as local potentates, 
Induc t theme elves accordingly. 

Because their newspapers are great capitalistic enterprises. it
 
: qui te understandable why many of the owners have become too conserva

.vo, and why most of their papers do not seem accurately to reflect the
 
3pirationa of the common run of people or the ideals of those who see
 
Laione of n brave new world.
 

Now all this does not mean that newspaper publishers as a class 
:e intentionally dishonest in handling news, trAt they purposely color 
~ suppress reports of happenings to suit their social or economic or 
Jlitical prejudices. Some, including several of the most conspicuous and 
Jwerful, do. 

If one will simply stop to think of the practical difficulties 
f accurately reporting, say. the causes and develo~ents in a sit-down 
trike in half a dozen scattered automobile plants. with all of the con
licting charges and counter-charges by employer. by the A. F. of L. and 
y the C. I. 0 •• one will appreciate what a newspaper, with its inflexible 
ross-times. is up agninat. 

~nile it is entirely possible that Arthur Sulzberger or Roy 
award may personally be so prosperous that ho may fail to beco~e as exer
ieed oTer the plight of the underprivileged as the flaming idealists wish 
e did. that is no proot that he does not get more satisfaction, greater 
lrofesaional pride, and deeper ego gratification from soeing that his 
aper, whother The New York Times or The WOTld-Telegram, prints the news 
onestly and fairly than he gets from anrthing else. 

Similarly. BUch charges 8S that the ~sociated Press, for exnm
lIe, is consciously ftcoloring" the news of the Spanish civil war 1n be
alf of the Loyalists or would intentionally misrepresent the Catholic 
burch's attitude toward the Japanese invasion of Chinn ~re ridiculous to 
ny one familiar with the A. P.'s Bet-up. As a mutual association of aome 

-
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1300 American papers representing almost every shade of opinion (althoUf;h 
the bulk of the member papers are economically conservative) and with many 
Catholic members, includiD8 some on the board of directors. it is childish 
to believe that the Associated Press would try to do other than transmit 
what it believed to be facts. That the A. P. makes an occasional mistake 
is less remarkable than that Kent Cooper has developed the organization to 
the point where it tranamits so much news so rapidly with so few errors. 

It is true that the Associated Press gets much of its American 
news originally from member papers. These members are predominantly con
servative. In some caecs their local news of. say. a capital-labor contro
versy may be biased pro-employer. Consequently the A.ssociated Press. in 
spite of its efforts to transmit an objective news report, may at times 
carry stories that are not fair and accurate, but such instances are much 
fewer than the left wing critica assume. 

Aside from the criticisms of the newspapers on the grounds that 
their reporting of the capital-labor controversY' is biased. and that the 
newspapers' own views are those of vested capitalistic interests, the major 
current cri ticisme have a political origin. 

To understand the baCkground of the Roosevelt administration's 
frequent attacks on the integrity of the press and the accuracy of its re
porting it is necessary to go back into the ancient history of 1933. 

When the NEA w.aa established. whether intentionally or not it 
prOVided what m.a.ny or most publishers honestly regarded as the opening 
wedge toward possible control by the government of the press. That idea 
may hav~ nover originally occurred to President Roosev~lt. Nevertheless. 
a large proportion of the pUblishers with complete sincerity fea.red it. 

The a.dministration threa.tened to impose a code -- which in ef
fect meant licensing -- on the newspapers. The newspapers roared -- and 
properly so -- ubout their constitutional rights and about freedom of the 
press. Naturally theY' attacked the administration. The administration 
professed complete purity of motive but dema!l.ded a code and reta.liated 
to the newspapers! atta.cks. blow for blow. The controversy grew intensely 
bitter. 

Now it 90 happens that manY' newspapers, particularly in the 
scalIer cities and towns. employ school boys as carriers to deliver pnpors 
to the homes in their neighborhoods. an occupation quite dissimilar from 
street Bolling of papers in big cities. 

Many of these amaller papers. using boys as home carriers, 
feared that under the child labor provisions of the NEA. a Washington 
bureaucracy might wreclc their distribution systscs. They feared that the 
governcent officials. unfamiliar with local conditions and unaware of the 
fact that I!I&ZlY school authorities. particularly in the smaller communi ties. 
encourage the carryin.g of newspapers and regard it as beneficial for school 
boys froo both the health and business trai~ing standpoints. might rule 
that persons under eighteen could not be carriers. 
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During this controversy I!llA!lY newspapers denounced Rooaeve1 t as 
a would-be dictator planning to prevent criticism of his administration 
through possible use of the licensing power. Govermnent spokesmen in turn 
denounced the newspapers &8 "exp10itars of chlld labor 11 • 

!he pu.b1ic - JDaIl.1 of whom barboredgru.d&es against their loeal 
papers beeaa.ee ot arq of a dozen reasons. valid or othervise, revelled at 
hear1.n.g the newspapers "get theirs·. Those papers that had. not printed the 
news fair17 and 1mpart1all7 over a long period of years, or that had ahort
sightedly nat given exprollion to all points of view through allowing di:f'
torant groups to blow otf steam in their 'Letters to the Editor ll columns, 
or newspapers that had been reticent about correcting errors or making 
de8erved retractions. discovered to their surprise that ~ in their own 
communi ties strongly disliked them and enj01ed seeing them. squ.irm. 

It was a rude shock to the newspapers - and a good thing for 
them. The smart ones began to realize that just boe&nse the1 personally 
understood why it was imperative to have a free press· in order to make 
democracy function, it didn't necessarily fo1lov that the Iil&SS of the 

. pu.blic shand their new. 

It began to dawn on the newspaper owners that they had a big 
educational job ahead of them in order to make it clear that a free press 
is not simplY' a publisher I s selfish priv11ego but a public heritage. and 
that newspapers should conduct themselves 80 that the average citizen 
would realize that freedom of the press w.as a matter of vital importance 
to him - not simply license for a publication owner to do with as he 
wiahed. 

Whether one regards this whole "freedom of the press" contro
Terayal • fake illue, which is the RaoleY,lt adcinletration's profossed 
attitude, or whether one regards it as ~ost of the publishers in complete 
sincerity did, as an educational crusade against the imminent possibility 
of governmental control through licensing, in any avent certain phases of 
the th,iJ!i; reacted adver1le1T on the press as a whole. 

Moat new.papers endeavor to keep their news and views in sepa
rAte compartments, plainly labelled so an unsuspecting reader will not 
imbibe opinion thinking it i8 tact. 

If, in the early days of the BRA. 'the publisher of lome promi
nent paper that is generalli accepted &8 being objective in its news col
mms. such as The Rew York Tip,. or World-TelecrarJ, bad only seized the 
torch of leaderah1p for all the newspapers and had led the educatiot1&l 
crutlade explaining vhat freedom of the press means. and what the implica
tions of prese licensing are, the whole idea of democracy would today be 
more solidlY' grounded. 

It 10 happened however that Colonel R. R. McCormick of The 
Chicago Tribune was Chai~ of th; then relatively domant "freedoCl. of 
the press II cocmittee of The American Jowsp&per Publishers Association. 

From not infrequent contacts with Colonel McCormick over a 
period of years I have coce to have :not only real s.d.miration for his out
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~oken courage but also a belief in his basic intellectual honest7 accord
ing to his cntn convictions, 

While most papers content themselves with printing nevs in their 
news columns azui confinin,; their Vievs to the editorial page The Chicago 
Tribune. however, possesses such complete confidence in ~he ~ectitude of 
its ow.n opinions and such assurance in its clairvoyance that it feels it 
unnecessar,y to make this -- to it superfluous __ distinction between news 
and Views. It feels that it i8 performing a greater public service b.1 
Jumping ahead a cog and giVing its OPWon8 along vi th the news, 

Because this situation is widlly' realized and because The Chicago 
Tribune's news columns had been anything but free from bias in reporting 
its detestation of evar,ything connectld with Mr. Roosevelt and the Nev Deal, 
the effect ot Colan.l McCormick's otherwise magnificent fr•• press educa
tional crusade vas large17 Vitiated. 

If otbar less partisan publishers had been out in the limelight 
&8 spokesmen for the press, the public reaction to and the effectiveness of 
the whole campaign might have 'been far different. 

:But Colonel McCormick and The Chicngo Tribune did lead the fight. 
where others either failed to appreciate the significance of the issue or 
from expediency shrank back. 10 one can take that credit away from Colonel 
McCormick. 

llext to The ChicMQ Tribune, probably' Mr. Hearst's papers are most 
given to editorializing in their nevI columns. Mr. Hearst liked Mr. Roose
Telt and the Wew Deal no better than did Colonel McCormick. and did not 
hesi tate to sq so in discussing -lither freedom of the presl or AnTthing 
else, in his news columns as well as on his ed1 torial pages. 

As a consequence. probably' the he most important out of the
 
extremely small group of metropolitan publishers who do not regnrd press
 
freedom a8 an obligation to kelp their nlws columns uncontuinated by
 
their personal convictions or prejudices were put into the spotlight as
 
representatives of the view of 811 publishers. And &11 neW8papers ....ere
 
put into the same class and spattered vi th the same mud when the hand
 
gl"')Dades were tossed back by the ¥hi te House troops.
 

Partly due to 'his XBA rov. partl1to the fACt that most newspaper 
owners are economic conservative., the 1936 presidential campaign found an 
extraordinar1l7 high proportion of the dailies aupport111€ Landon - or at 
least not supporting Roosevelt. / 

!he Roosevelt' forces, realizing that the newspaper publishers
 
were a popular whipping bay, used the opportunitl to attACk the newspApers
 
generally and charge them vi th &11 sorts of heinous offences. 80me of them
 
undeniably' d.eserved by some papers. Roosevelt rode triumphantly back into
 
the White House and public confidence in the integrity and influence of the
 
newspapers was reduced to a new low.
 

Apparently the administration still regards the newspapers as a 
popular target, for in November, 1937, a lear after his re-election, 
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Mr. Roosevelt pointed.ly omitted any reference to newspApers, although 
commending the radio and. movies for keeping the public informed. 

Jim !'arley followed the heeident 1 8 lead in 'Ora1sing the redio 
as a. new Dgency for communica.t1on 'because spelches are n~contaminatad by 
coincident editoriAl commontll and the public mind conseq,uently not "confused ll • 

The great stimulus to un101lization that the lev Deal and W~er 
Act produced &lso had. another cvioul Ifflct 011 nevspapers. Most nowspe.pera 
had hc.d union contracts with their mecbanical department workers for years, 
and at the highest annual wnges paid. by tJZJ:J industr:r for oomparable work. 
Conseq,uontly it superficiall,.. aweared that nowspapers as a class would be 
relatively' little affected b,.. the growth of 'lmions. 

As a black mark on the publishers' record, hOYn'er; was the 
theoretically indefensible foct that m&n1 if not most papers were p~i!1g 

their rank and file news and editorial emplo,..e. lower vagea than the,. wara 
p~ing mechanical union amplo,..ees. 

Being a reporter was & job with romance. Half' of the college 
grnduates each June wanted to join nevs stn.:tfs. so there was no shortage of" 
labor. .lpplicc.nts for edi tori41 jobs far outran the number that could be 
employed. Reporters and editorial desk men, moreover, were naturally' 
individualists and ma.ny wanted onl,. a fev ,.ears of that strenuous life before' 
groduat1ng into lucrBtive posts as press a«ents or advertisiJ:1g men. In D.n7 
event, o.verage nevspaper editorial wages were low, too low. 

Almost OY81' night & union of editorial department wor!t8rs -- th.e 
American levspaper Guild - was formed. Under the glamorous Bnd energetic 
leadership of Ha;yvood Broun the guild mo".ment took on the garb of a holy 
crusade and swept web of' the country. 

J3roun l s exceptional ab11it,. and flair for phrase-making had 
carried him from the ranks of the sports writers through & color:!ul caracr 
i!lcludi~ an unsuccessful campaign for Congress on the Socialist tickot 
up to a reputed salar;y ot $40,000 or more & year &lII a Ser1PP8-Rownrd 
columnist. Without his personalit7. the guild moyell1ent would probabl,. hnve 
neTer reached the magnitude or taken the course it did. 

Pro-guild c.rtielas attackiJl& !lewspaper publishers as a class 
filled The Bation and New Republic and other ~azin8s. News and editorial 
depnrtment wage Icales, many ot which had been,too low, were raised. Mean
while the 8te~ bcrrngo a.gainst the newspapers from the guild 8t11l further 
vaakened publiC confidence in them. 

The guild movement. lar~ely coatrollid 01' the -New Yorkers with 
extreme left-wing tendencies. did not stop when itl ori~111Al vage. hour, 
and working condition complaints had been lorgelY' satisfied. Nev demands 
were imposed. One was for a "guild shop, II 'ldlich meant that every nev 
editorial dspa.rtment employee must be or become & guild meo.bar. As the 
guild had by this time joined the C. I. O. and t\d.opted sweeping rl!tSolutions 
calling on 1t s members to support ths iAn1er-Labor Party and other highly 
controversial movements, the publishers, not unnaturally. felt horrified 
at the idea. of agreeing to ecploy anI:r such new reporters and other editorla.l 
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men as were or would becone J:l8cbera of aa orp.n1zat1on bell1gerent.17 
cocaitted. to a specific aide 01 the IUb.1ectl OU vhich they would be Apposed 
to write ob.1ective17 and impartia1q. 

The pUblishers alnoat unanimouslT determined to resist. etemaD-ds 
for the olosed guild. IIhop.J.lthough there have been Do fllwstrlkes of eU
tori41 workers over that question and & feY papers hAve oApitulated.. there 
Are signs that the guild I!laabership, except in a few oi tieB, is gradUAll¥ 
beco!:1ing more catura in 1ts dttituda ant nore appreciative of 80me of the 
prOblems the employers fnce. ~here 11 r8a.son to hope tluJ,t the CUild, bAv
ing largely Attained its primlY objective of ~a1n« salary levels, will 
ultimAte17 ten4 to become increD.8iDgl1 a prot••donal 100illt1' of worlt1124: 
j OurtlL1J.iltS, ccapc.rable to the Jnerican !ar Associa.tion or the Aner1can 
Me~..:1oal Association. If so, tho gu11c1 DOVCJmont Will have provc4 high.lr 
boneficial, tmd Mr. ]rO'Un will deserve the thanks both of the ",orki~ newII 
vri tel'S and of the publishers for haT1~ inspired the crusade that broucht 
that result. 701" the time being, howver, the more nwUc&1 e;u114. epokes
I!leu nre continuing their denunciations of the publishers, and con!lde1'lce 111 
the press is bei~ aUll further iapaired.. 

Another intangible f:J.Ctor wakening respect for the 1ntel1"lt.y 
of the press ha.& been the tP'0wing didllus102W8D.t that has resulted froI:1 the 
increc.s1ne,ly widespread realbntion of the &1cunt mid tne of Allte4 pro
po.gnnea des1~ed to precipUate our ellt%'7 into thIS World Wc.r thet was 
published in aoz11' Ameriec.n newspapers in 1915, 116, and 117 • 

.As the mlAdjustt;lGnts in the world came i:lto clearer focus dur
lnr, tho eiseriea of the depression, thore also de'Yeloped a genoral disinte
gration of faith in AZl.d respect for moat of the tra4itional pillara of 
civilization, 1nclw1i~ the prus, 

Thase aro the principal reo.sons ~ newspapers enjoy le88 con
fidence then they did a deeM' St,"'O. There is no need for lIl.4rt1. .1s a 
whole, .Aoerican newspapers us better than ever before. Most of them are 
tryi~ harder to print the nevI objectively, 1J:JpM'tially, honestly. Many 
of thee bave a deeper sense ot their responsibilities. ..l steA4il:' increas
1~ nuaber Ncognize an obligation to «ivt their readers aJ:! points ot new. 
It is no longer considered extraordiJ:l.OJ7 for 11 newspaper to print, u.:r. 
J~ Frnnklin's rather-leftish vievs alongsido of. sq, Dnvid Lawrence IS 

rather riehtish via~. Or to run Ra1cond Clapper and Frnnk Kent in p~lel 
columns. The publishers are beginning to realize that the public wunts. and. 
1B entitled. to hn:ve, both aides. 

The distinction between. news and. Tievs, however, is frequentoly 
rmch more difficult to aake tluul a lqoa.n nle;ht MsUDe. Can a correspondent 
cabl1ll1; from China. tor exacple, giVI }Us readers a really comprehens1Te 
picture of tho Japanese invasion with 1111 it, ooapl1C4tiona and. implica,'tions 
unless he goes bqond a. mere recital of specific happezrln«s nnel troll his 
knovledge of the whole s1 tu..'\tion paints in a 'background tbat will make that 
~18 aooll pnrt of the jiesnw puzzle understandable? 

How far should n newspaper go in its nevs colUJJns (excluding the 
editorial pae;e) in atteopting to oxplnin a highl;r involved piece of proposed. 
federal legislation? Criticisns N'O Md.e toot newpaper reports are fre
quently unintelligible to the Bver~e reader, because they do not expl~n and 
interpret. 

b 
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J.sSUJDe that the admin1stratio~ introltuees in Concraas an involT
ad, technical Rgriculturcl bill coverin,; crop control. The admlnistrl1tion 
anys it is Toluntary. The opposition S&)"8 it is cOl3pulsory. Should a. news
paper in its n8WI columns atteapt to anal,.ze the bill and. indicate whether 
the proposed. crop control is To1untnq or cocpullo171 CAn it, As A prs.cticaJ. 
oa.tter, do 80 without expreseiAh opinion as contrastod with lUI:lIlt\ridn& 
fact? 0 

Decocra.t!c government cazmot keep f11i1ctioning unless the news
pa.pers do their part of the job: intorc people ~~~ Wht\t is bappenin(';•. 
SoootiEles it i. impossible to intorm Without expresainc opinions, beca.use 
there is no proof as to what is fact. and. what ian't. 

This ~o1e field of interpretiTe news writing lies in the shadows 
between strlli~t r8portl~ of fact on the one hand and editorial expression 
of op1nion on the other. It il one of the most dlffieult proble~8 to handle, 
and one of the ocst inportant, that confront editors todq. 

Many 11mi1o.r questions, some triTial or innocuous and sooe i;:1
portnnt, ste3 from the some basiC problem of distinction between news in the 
news colw::ms and opinion.s on the editorial ~ .. 

Should papers use their nevs colm:ms, which :cost everybody' ronds, 
to try to reduce the E~st11 totnl of &utoaobile accidents, or should the,. 
cantina thecselv9s to the editorial page tnot only a snall ninor~t1 rends? 

If gambling or liquor or other la.ws are bein& flagrantl1 violated. 
in its cocmun1t1 should. Q, newspaper c·,nf1n·e a 1~w enforcement crusade to its 
editorial page? Or is it proper by eophasis of nevI b&1icUin«. by' playiI16 tIp. 

s~, the charges of nn obscure preacher, to ea.rrr on ill th8 118W9 oolumna what 
is in effect a. crusade tMt theoretical1,. belongs on tho e4itorial par,e alolle1 

vnlues. 
general 

So iDYolTed. are some of the d.a111 problecs of assessing nevs 
of interpretinr, news, of ecphasizinr, or cinicizi~ it, that no 
standards can be laid. d.ow. II: 

! 

It 1s eaay to 8&1 that newspapers debase public taste. Most 
critics fail to realize thnt except for New York City there are not en~h 
potentiAl re~Aers in any cocaunit1 for a newspaper to try to be a ·c1nss 
medium. II A newspaper in Bost cities J:nlst. in a renlistic sense, be like a 
cafeteria, and t~ to offer something for every render's taste and a.ppetite, 
else it ca.nnot, unless it be subsidized, hold enoUf")l readers to continue pub
lishing. 

A thousand.. critics baTe attacke4 newspapers for clebasing the pub
lic taste, for pr1nt1ne or ecphasizing $tories with sex appeal. They Ddght 
well ponder whnt Doctor Henry Joble KncCracken, president of VASsar College, 
recently sait on this score: 

nNews values have not varied in the slir,htest in 500 1 ears. The 
popular balla.d.s ~&T. first seX appeal. They tell of sensational 
love affairs - amours, a.bductions, elopecents, desertions, revenges. 
They also tell of uncomoon fidelity a~d constancy, of virtue re
~~ded. They tell of family trar,edies, of murders ~d axecutions, 
of raids and robberiGs 

t 
of outlaws and ftGn men. of kings and their 

sweetheart s. It 
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Bo one will delQ" that the newspapers do have IIBJ:1.y and varied 
sine to atone for, some serious and some trivial. The broad prob18llls o£ 
newspaper 1nvasion at the privacy of individuals and of the reporting of 
trials both need - &n.d are currently receiving - serious attention. Com
mi ttees of journal1sts of the highest professional standards. men like Paul 
Bellam~ of The Cleveland Plain Dealer and Stuart Perr,- of The Adxian Tele
&nm. are collaborating v1th equally distinguished laW7ers in attempt1ll& 
to arrive at proper solutions. Probably the newspapers' rights will 'be 
somewhat abridged along certain linea either by' the adoption o£ new legal 
restrictions or by' the volWlta17 acceptance by the press of certaill res
traints that will reduce or eliminate the evill. 

The manner in vhich the Lindb.rgs I personal priTacy vas invaded 
and the vay in. which the Hauptmann trial. with the apparent acquiescence 
o! the court, was handled at Flem1ngton are blots upon al~ newspapers, even 
tho~ only & tew may have had ~ direct part. 

Another almost univorsal failing is the newpap.rs I reluctance 
to print adequate, if any, reports of libel suits, because saeh publication 
stimulates the bringing of other IllitS. 

Most nowspapers t inclllding some of the best, hAve been negligent 
in not adequately rellortiug certAin newspaper strikes. They probably feel 
that by minimizing such nevs they will reduce the likelihood of stimu1atiD.& 
similar trouble for themselves. 

Most ot the newspapers' shortcomings are t ve mast admit. directly 
traceable to the fact that their private l'rot'it motive 80metimes coni'1icta 
with their pu.bl1c obligation to print all the l:leYl, and print it fa.irl.y and 
objectively. 

In other words, in the :final analysis the only Achl~le8 heal in 
our present-day newspapers is that they a.re largo capitalistic enterprises. 
As such some of them, vhen their own selfish interests are 1llvolved, are, 
in greator or leaa degree, dishonest. Most ot them mS.y be too conurvs.tiove 
in their 90cial and .conomie and poll tical T!eWtl. They n&turally look a. ~ 
things from the capi ta11sti c standpoint. They tend to lack n social con
sciousnossu • They are too prone to think all's right in the world. 

But concedi.ng all these weaknesses 1a our present newspapers t 
serious as they are in some cases, nevertheless our newspapers today are by 
almost every standard far better ~ ~ver before. 

And even 11 they do fall far Bhort of l'erfection , ¥hat I II the al ter
utive? 

Certainly Vel 'W8Jlt no government-owned and talpayer-aubsidized 
ne.....papers. They would inevitably be completelY' partisan to .....hatever group 
of politicians vas in the saddle at Washington. and far 1esB honest and 
trustworthy than is our presont press. 
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Iven if at some future time every newspaper in the eountq 
should deliberately tr,r to prevent the then current administration frOll1 
adequatel, and fairly getting the news of its program to the pe,opla. the 
adm.1niatmtion would always have access to the radio. lio radio station. 
since 1ta very existence ~epends on a short-term governm.ent license. could 
refuse any administration a requests for time. The radio chains are on1.y 
too prone to give a disproportionate amount of their time to "those that are 
currant11 in power. TheY' are inevi tab11 sllbsernent to tho existing admini
stration. no mattor which party it be. Some method should be evolved of 
guaranteeing that the lt outsd have an equal division of radio time vith which 
toansver the "ins l

• ]ut the !lins ll never are anxious to eDact a law guaran
teeing that. be cause, bein.g in, the;y have the advantage. 

If government subsidy is not the anawar to the D.ewsllaper problem. 
what other alternatives are thore1 

Nothing prevents &n'J" rich person from subsidizing & newspaper to 
presont his views. vhatover the;y lD&1 be. The Socialists or Communists will 
rep.1T that rich persons are almost ill in favor of the capitaJ.istic ays tcm 
&n1W81. and what they want aro papers to presont the non-capitalistic view
point. so that's not much of a solution. 

Conceivab11 - but not probabl:r -- a relatively highbrow tab1.oid 
morning paper condensing the news could bo so brilliantly edited and opera
ted that at five cents or ten cents a copy it could livo without adverti 
lin,; and vi thout 4ll.y capitalistic taint. New York would be the onl1 c1 ty 
large enough for the experiment and its cbancas for success would about 
equal thOle of a candidate opposing Joe Stalin in Russia's new free Blec
tiona. 

Theoretically, aome group of fiami11& rGfomen migh~ band together 
and edit a newspaper that could attract as readers enough i>ll.owcrs of that 
causo 80 that it could live on subscription receipts alone. without benefit 
of support from capitalistic advertisors. 'The ansver to that scetls to be 
that such publications as The llat10D. and New Re-oubl1c, well edited as they 
aro, have pitifully small circulations. Considering the country's popula
tion their relativoly minute readership indicates that Dost of the people, 
despite their criticisms and complaints, are at least tolerably satisfied 
vith the eXisting, capitalistic press. 

Nor have the Socialists or CommWliats or Prohibitionists or 
TOVD.sendites or anY' other group. with the possible exception of tho Christ 
ian Scientists with their Monitor, ever been able 9uccessful1y to publ:ish 
on an;y larga scale or over any long perio'd any orgnn that compared vi th 
the privu.tely owned. capitalistic press. We do have the Comcunist ~ilY 
Worker. largely Bupported by pnrty funds, nnd a few other reatively vook 
Cocnunist or Socialist dnilios. 

Tho ComnuniBts tIll.1 say. and with SOtle truth. that the Communist 
viewpoint ought to bo presented in our present capitalistiC press. rnnt 
day My COCEl. 
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The wide1;y syndicated signed ~clU1llJlists of today- have 181' more 
powe.r t~ the personal ed! tors 01 a generation that is gone. Walter 
Lippmann s influence far transcends what Horace Greeley or Marse ReJU7 
Watterson ever ba,4. Conceivabl;y a Com1un1st columnist may arise Who is a 
eu1tiolentl7 interesting writer' 80 that capitalistic publishers will be 
glad to present his dailY' views. And if he is a persuasive enough propa
gandist, concd_bly he M1'. through the coluens of the eapitaHsUc papers. 
do what no COIIIDunbt organ coald hope to do. 

Since there s.... to be no preferable &n.d workabl.e alternative to 
our capitalistic prl•• , probably ve •.hall continue to have about our prosent 
kind of newspapers 80 long &8 1ndividaa1l1tic deEl.ocr&Cy' su.rviTes in Aziler1ca. 
Ora. the whole our papers are pretty honest and getting better each year. For 
th'. moat part, theY'l re :f'.el~ an increasU4 BenSI of obl1&atioZl to the 
public. 

Pro'babl1. when the collectivist ideas that bave 'temporarily
 
s8ized the minds ot our otherwise enlightened libernla D8gll to lose their
 
bn>aotic charms. attack. on the presl will diminish. }lewapaper publiahi114:
 
viU theJl. gradually reg&ill ICDe ot its fomer pnlstige, and pUblic confi

dence in newspapers vill slowly return.
 

But the next few 1ears t while we are wai ting for the happy days
 
to come again. don I t look arq too bright from thefinancla.1 standpoint to
 
the publishers. Faced with stagger1n& increases in newspri.nt costs and
 
pay-rolls and othor operating upenses, the newspapers sea IhriDking ad

Tert1.1~ roveaues with ..,-hich to try to naet the bills. l-tany papers that
 
were highly profi table only a fev 7eaTS ago are now opcrnting in red ink.
 
~ more .8r,er. and auspellBiona are inevitable.
 

Badio broad.ca8t~ cont1i1ues to take a steadily larger part. ot
 
the D&t1onal adverUaers l dollara. Badio Itationa are natural compleae11ts
 
of llewapapers. They should be a.1l1es. not enenies.' Other things being
 
equal. those broadCl!.sting stattOlll tbs.t are affiliated with newspapers can
 
and do render a £1'e&ter public l8~ice thnn do independent stations.
 

Untortuaately tor the newspapers, COlt publi~ers were too short
'B1&hted to apply for radio stations vhen the wave le~tbA liare available. 
Iutead of _brac!.n& radio as a neli and in some ways superior method of 
tra.:G.8ai tUng in:f'oI"!l&t1oJl. and entortainmellt, many publishers stlIpidly 
att&eked radio's ri&bt to broadcast n8W'S as if it wero an infrlug~ent On 
an ezclllsiv8 pnrogatiTe of their own. ' 

!lev the spect.re of tllevision and ot newl broadcasting by facei
s11e cr1n8 d.owa mavkilh1y Oil. the publi-lhers 1n their Il.igb:taarn. That 
there will be Jl.0 Wll&1'1led iJlCrement for the newspapers in the next few

"ear. 11 certain. 

But because this analysis of the current nevsp&per situation baa 
stressed the economic interpretation viewpoint, let none Cet the impression 
that ne'ti81'&pering is a Jloner-cakiD.& capitalistic enterpri Be and lloth1Z1« 
elae. Nevspaper1~ i8 actually & little of everything, ~~th probably more 
pure idealisc and high adventure thrown in, with more of a olXtUX9 of pro
fessional and commercial contradictions. than any other occupation• 

• 
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On almost every' newspaper throllghOu.t the count17' there is a 
of crusades against corruption. Whether the CTU

Bade be against Tammal11' 1fall in lew York or against a crooked. sheriff or 
m&1Or in a small cClllll1WJi ty' makes no difference in the thrill tba.t the 
newspaper editor or reportergeta tram the Job. The satisfaction that 
comes to a work1ng nevvpaperman out ot a good story well written. out of 
the endleu sacrifice and. labor to get beats against one'. rival. whether 
it be a competitor across the street or & paper 1n a near-b;y town or a 
distant citY' - that satisfaction 1s a8 great in Emporia, Xanus. as it 
is in liew York. 

'When you h-.r a critic cW'ge that the Jou.rnal1st as a profes
sional man ill. an honorable cra;f't is nonexistent. tell him his statement 
is 'cluDk~ There are embryonic Arthur Krocks and Harold DeD.D.18 throU8hout
 

. the land. thrilling at their local job. with just as much Best as it theY'
 
'tIIere heading & bureau. in Washington or Moscow, willil18 to run u.y risk to
 
get and print the n8WI. 

There I 8 ao thine much wrong vi th Ameri can newspapers today- except
 
us publishers.
 

-00000
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Appendix B 

"1IIlI.! m IEVSPAl'D mtIS1l!:a UlI'rS 
7lDl !lIS P1lOMO'l'IOJl D!PAJmI!ll'r TODA.Y" 

br 

JOB:ll COWUS 
Preeident ot the Minnea~olis 

Star J01U'Dlll aU Tl" i bUne 
(:alk betor, the ~.Y.P.A. Convention, lev York. April 24,1944) 

.... 
In these contused times vhen. because of the nevsprint shortage. most nevs~~er.
 

are decli.llill;l large 8.lIIounti ot adnrt1.il1g linage, and vhen May' paller1l don't
 
vant ~ore circulation, the ~ues~ion may ari.e in certain individuale' mind. a. to
 
vhether, because ot the war, the functions ot a nevspaper promotion deoartment
 
nave not ~e~orar11y svaporated. and vhether. consequently, nevspaper promotion
 
department. cannot vell be suspended for the duration.
 

In my Jud8=ent. nsvspaper ,romotion dsnartments are more es.ential nov than nor

mally. I turther belisve that on many' nev~psrs the ,otential importance of
 
the promotion department i. gro.sly undsre.timated.
 

The basic problem confronting promotion departments nov i. just what it hag
 
alvays bsen --"gov Caa Ye I~e 30th the Ge~sral Public and Our Customer. LL~e
 
oar !evspapsr 3stter and Appreciate Incroa.ingly '/hat It i. Doing and Can ~o ior
 
Thllllt" 

While nevspaper. may not have mu~ .pace available for their ovo promotion ad•• 
there are still countless thing. that alert promotion deoartment. can do townrd 
improving their ns....papsr's present and tuture reader and adverti.ing accepeance. 

As I see it. a promotion departmen~ i. not.or at leas~ should not be. a .eparate
 
entity operating in a small. narrovly limitod. watertight compartment. but i. or
 
should be a goncrol utility dapftrtmont dosigncd to assiet and .~plemont all of
 
the other departmcnts in the performance of their re.pcctive function.; to ~e
 
'UrToys for thcm; and give them conetructivo ideas and .uggc.tions that will
 
help them do their ovn ,articular Jobs better.
 

.l...n intolligcnt ;lrolllotlon =gcr ...Hl tr;t to o.t,·bli.h such a relationship ...ith
 
the other dopartmontal executivos that thoy ...ill feel that the promntion dC?&rt

ment i. an io.t~~eotalit7 .et up to holp them pcrfo~ their o... n functions more
 
sffsctivoll. just a. a good advcrtising ~ncy helpe a unufocturer ...ith his
 
oales and merchandising problems. as yell a. vith the actUAl preparntion of his
 
advartising copy. 

Jicader surveys. for sxample. come wi thin the scope of th~' that .ho·l.ld coneen 
a ;lromotion department. ~ost· oovsPapers haven'. t scratched the surface of the' 
poas~~net1tstromUltelligent1yconductad rOnderslU'T.:..•~"-::,.Alno.t e~._..:'7' 
~peper.ne8ds to_learn a.lot mora about wbAt tha publie aetually does read:_ 

)( anorvbat -it ald.ps. in that pap~e-!!lore ·":>:perioncl!.-ve· have '1n ...our various 
publ1J:at10ns.,vHh,.ronder_lNM'eY'h;.the-more-highlr...c--rnts-tl:OO 03 an ed1tin.e; ":"d 
pullnllh1-:lg -\ool~.&Ild th.e_,,~tClr _...e" estimato .their' -ruture-potont-talities wUl be 
as_-l"'r'll'-hov-tG-"'~Ulem-bet tl!T. 

Espeeially in these del' of ~a....~rint .hortnge. YO o~ht to tr; to ftad out ~ot 
only Ju.t vrAt are tha best read .toriea and fenturc. and ad., and "'h7. but ...nat 
oro tho paoreet Itorie. and feature. and ad•• ond wby. Low~sade~b1~·~be-_ 
the re sul t -of -the- eonunt .-ar ~the _typographiCAl J.rea~~r-both.-Too· f ..... 'of 
us _ell-'begi!l-to ·bov_1IUChabou~thIL~aC". 

'l'bo tniea.l n.....e-pa~ar reader9hii' .urrc;,r is uS\lllll;,r !l one-My affair vi th Just 
ono day'. paper ehe~ed for reader.hip. Reoontl;,r III Hinneapoll. we ~e a .ur
vey eoyertna evelT ~ tIl tho ...... &Ad. ve diseoverad .ome thirl&e t!ll1t 'lU7ri • cd 

lU. ... b&d ...._d. for e:u-ple. that the readerehip ot 06ch of our eomic. vould 
bo14 a' 1lllo1l' W _ ..lAtive h.-al each da¥ 1.0 the veek. Ye dilcoTered. ho...
_ ..: Ula' .....nIl1l' It UVCUltu-e cont1l1111tT strips J-ps from da;y to dA;; all 
..,.,... ~,.MIoJII a4II1' ,..un tlulre is ..ppannU;,r a minilllUlll ot about 35" 
.. rea4 ..........,lU'e ,Uip SftrT 4AT. vbether It is Ccod or bad, dull or 0%
IUUc••, ."..,..111' 011 oertain ~. <l.epocdiac I ..e\DI.. on thc part lcul.or 
.".a1 It U., Wi, collU_Hr. tho r_dareh1p 1I lIIQ.Ch IH,¢.or tr_'\!1 on other 
...,.. ,,"n17" ba?O pllGl'&1isa4 too aucll on Olle <l.ft:t lurra;Y1 10 the pAs t. 
~,~~j-::.t~ I"J::;' :~J
r..,. ......,.1' ,.-,11 ....... that SOMlIn,c pdj)Oro 4ro oor=ll;r bet ter r,,,d by -::0::
 

u.a • --. .... "., _n11l4 pAp<lrI ore battor rlllld by ... a,"on tr.r,o by ".r._ i/o ,...••~ ~1"" I .......". In NIIlAOlIpoU. tMt .howed thllt our :Jornl::u; p-""er ...... 
II I ....u. ,,-n., red llJ vaDen th&ll by Mft. Vo di.e"Ytlr<!d th"t our can'. ~ 

') ..,.,.all. _ MrUlIC ll'Ip.r ..Io't 4. ,(Oad a. "'e had tho~t. but thl\t our wO<lon'.

f ...,.a1" "-'UI'. ''hll......nft' t fou:d out lUl,,-thln.!: It,,rtl1::;;. we hava
 
') 1...... -. \4 eoll'r1:>oeo III tMt .... r~cd to I;a 1\ f,1'CJl.t deal r"rtr.or than va h_.,..,,,
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~.d4.H101l"'"tcM!lIe·ek1~cllmlllipr.a1.1I~prOlllot10~·;iep&r~l:l.llt•..•ighli'-;;U-;;:;-e
 
..11 • be poiAt.... of-·co.cact-lJew••Il-tlle-uw.panu .. lUl.cl: 1'ts -CUlIeo • . y
' .. Iller a. Alle...apaller

deal IIIi 011.....y or &.!lother ...Hh such & high proportioll of the people ill it;
 
comcunity that there are innumerable ~ortl1llities tor irritat10a to arise• 

.La prOllloHoll _gen. charged rith the rea'P0adbilit,. of :lB.k:tD« ,.our cUlItol!lers 
lilte ,"our lleV8ll&p.r better, do you laIo... whether ,"our lle....pap.I" II telephone con
tacta are a. courteou.a &s they should b.' When sOllieone pholle. ill a cOlllolaillt 
that ~e .ddre.. ill b.1s ..ant-ad baa been arroDl!lol181,. printed, are :rour ~t-..d 
clena &11 gO!lll.illel;r aony about the error as til..,. should be' Ia 70W' credit de
pBrtlllont =ak1ng (rie~1 or l!l1Cl11iee tor your paper by itl COllection lIIothOO.1 
When carrter lubacribers phone that thar did Ilot receivo their paper, do they get 
as courteoue treat:llont III they doeerve' Is your ~urchadng d8l:lartJ!l(!.!lt crcat1~ 

good.will or 1Hrill tor lOur 118wapaper ill its bWliuu eOlltBctal Are your tr\lCk 
drivers EIlldaDgorin« p.dostr1&lle and ch.1ldron 4.Ild couoqueDtl,. croati.c& hOltllHy 
toward ,"our publiC&t10~1 

II ;rour DINapo.-per d.o1:c,g ever;rthi:c,g that it Ihould to Callville. the ::Iotherll 4.Ild 
tatherll ot you carrter womoll, it ,.ou Wle t:l\rr1ar salesl!len, ae to the advan
tagea that thoir bOTa got by carmng rOlltes? In th19 til:lll of an &cute ahor~age 

of both carrior boys &.I1d. c1rcul.at1.on distr1ct 1ll6l1, are your carriers actuall... 
reedving the t1'2lillin.g &lid elllpervis1011 tllat they .hould be getti.ng. ao tMt they 
genu111el,;r receive the benefit. from baing CAnior .al.....ea that they ahoul:!.? 

'iIho.t 10 the IIttitllde of the scllool allthori ti ee in your cOI!llllUlli ty tovari the way 
your circulation llIan hAndla your cnrriers1 Do the .chool people th1Dk thAt YOIl 
have too IllfUl7 oeetin&s. :aako tho bo;rs got u:p too enrly in the l!Iorning o.r ...orlc 
too lato at n1ght1 Or have YOll cOllvinced the teacher. ~d priAc1pAls t~.llt the 
boya ...0r!t1n& tor 7011 In''' bCing veIl sUllervhed, and arc b,,11lt: benefited no t 01117 
by ~1tIl1lU' olltdoor exercise bu.t by bllllille89 trsinin.g in galas, collection•• and 
pwu:tual1t.... IUld. are ~1111llool; the ••H'-auurance that coc.o throl1<¢ .w:ceufully 
lulndli:lg and building u:p 0. 11 ttlo bu.ainc.s of ~heir own? 

Aren't .ueh ~.ttor. proporl, .... ithin the functIons of !l. procotion dOll"rt::lcnt1 If 
;rOil. "" proDotion ~~or., aro Oil thc pro~lllr be.llia of rolr.tiOQll.hip ""til :four 
circuL.... tion diroctors. the circulation :J!en ...111 ...."leooo your construc~1?o lIu,;go.
tiono nnd help ill caking their OVll Jobs easier. and their work Dare effcctlve • 

.1""70·~per. tftlc1ac .co=wrl t,. 1....dor.h1p·tlI""poetwnr-p1.aD.llingl-=5bould not-·yo'ur 
pr<XIG"ioD-<!."'P"'I'te"llt 'Play l1ll' ~ortanl;.rolaC-il:L.goncrllt1ng;_anthu.ai48Cami hclpillg 
caatel1na.I;<Il'"",erall.-paat"",r·plannin.gl' 

SO::le of rOll:4:1' feel tMt .ue.!l a function belong! to the editorial depe.r""'enL 
lUld not to the proootion dopnrt::lellt, I thillk it proporly belo~s to both of 
thQ::l. If your proaotion de,artncnt i. eet Ill' on a gonernl ~tl1ity bAsis to holp 
all ~he othar dC"'rAr~onte, ;rour editOr! would probabl;r ..... lcooa yow: cooper"Uon 
end. help tn ::aki:lg 'Jour pUblication !]ore ef!octivo in co=un1t:r poatwar pla.'Ull"'l!: . 

..l.t .oae etage etter the IlIld of hostilitiee. >then _I' pl'odUJ:t1on worleen have boen 
largcl... lnid of! ~~d soldior~ and anilor. ara returning to civilian lifo. therc 
will prohAbl, be large scalo UAeoploycont In ,our coocunit, ~QS8 there hAs oeen 
intelllboat planning and coordination of th" varioue projects. both public and 
privato. that ....ill cre.ets oore Jobe. 

rnltondGf _5Cccpt}ng the il1llvi ::ability .oi..newtlP.i,. leaf-ruing pTojocts. your 
pllpor o~ht to eoe to-::lt);h.,.Cl?Ur-:Ta=1ouayubl1c a\lthor1tiOS have plans draw" 
for;;wor'em"hJ.lQ,p\lbllc__vorlcIP..oj~ta:-:::;;'n.;Jllo.t~C1t1Bs".theU ?roJec~s '!I'e ·Ju.t .. In 
the--:.:·w:iir....:l01lA1_1t,a&..._AO_~ _in _~c_~uaLhll1""Prl!)t toro~"dJr tor· tho lett in.:;; or 
cont:r..et••- jAJ:!oa,,:.cCll:llDWl1t181 Lvould.&J.l811 .J:b6t .there...hAI-Men little 01"::0 

rllllLl:rllOOri1.J:w.tion :hetwaen .the c1 t1. ~~W1C:TracllO<ll,-.:.par!t.clllrport, library and 
otha:d-~t. COT.ruA~aiiu1ar1t1.... 'fhT ahol1ld.ll't TOW" ae.... "P....,er proaaCion 
d...pnrtl:lal1t Itep 1A. diS oat. the tacts, and ClaIce r"'cocnenM HOllS tl) ,our .d1tor~ 
or pclhlLahel'a ... to th~ thAt fOur paper should do both to Coordi::ate tho 
plan. of tba ftriol11 illd.lIplItldollt a.c"",ctol lind o.1eo to taJ<0 eo=unl ty lellderllh1p 
ill poatwar pwnlll« &Cong 011 the privata and ousin•• s groups 1 

-P"lll 51) iOl2r"eO~~.l''''''''Qd.a...J,4:rII1...oal''''''_hollein.t'"!\!ld·ji.;;t~ba-c-ro/lcvelO1'
a8lU.--2-er~llH:r-oeed"'Il.""&l't.1'1,d~hi /Ih..m7' - Or~:l()lr:ohl :id-6r1 r::ancc,--" 
Qa........-bl. J.A4.1o«illa'lo_t4.ankG-it"pout blS'"to'h,weJthe"klJi'dOf -"pos t'.'~.!' hOlls
l tlc:....Ar d "QA4t.ru.a~1 an·~"''''' rfaB9BO::lffi\Y-1:t .. 'WtIJ" ·are ....to-i'tJ''9'e''''''r'e l~ t 1ve17 !--=r::ll 
~\,- Why l1n l t l~ a propor funct1o.:1 of your .o.eW'Spaper ~ror..otioQ. icp.o.rt 
QClll to 1lM1Yle l:leh catton "'J:ll :>Ako rocor...,ondatioQ. to tho ed.iton ..r.d publisb
01'.1 Whother yOlJ: cit;' :1001 rdAthol" ....ell or roll\t17d;r lladl;r i:: poat"",,,r 
C;lOj":lClDt. wtll ceTt4Lr.l~· 'sfreet If''J,'U Bd"c1"ttll~"'; a.::d cireu..l.:lt.ton 7clucc. a~ 
eo,:,.ol1oc.tl:r H fall. "I:hin tr.• seop" of CVCQ !larrovl;r defI:lc d ;::roJ::oclon der·,rt 
",.,.t r ",.ctlc:••• 
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• Tat "aplayee••,. Ii 

els- baS bUD giTlD the .pecitic nspouibilU7 at stw1::r'.llg the, problem 
face "hea ,he urn.ce IIIU return to 7011:1' avn arS-ha.ttoll, \lb:T 

yaU: prolllOt1011 liapartlllel1t d.o itl Proballlj 20~ 01'2$ o:t the aoru.l 
at 10ur lleWl!Jla'Cer arena... away ill l1I11tar.a "'-esi·· .. • .,... ,..our paper

1/1 ,,,,a roU&l1 1 eas as to ..n ch at ,"oW' prnellt 1lJQ]l10yu \lill be nUrse!. ar re
... _~ ..ilea theee u",.lce iliaD retW'nl If )lour paller d.assll't alr-.-'. ;,.• ......	 • ~ "'" _ve aD 
.••,..ll pertol1llel <iepartlllellt. ee.ting the qual1ticat!ol1f. apUtl1d.lIS, aeplrat10as 
.<1. il1ulUCllICa both ot llll\l' applicants and. of S%1st111g aployee. vbT shol1ld.D't 
,..,. 1'1'0'"0' 10n department :IlIIll:e nco.lllllleDdat1oZlll tor the 8Itablis.bmentot sl1c11 
'ocsduresl 

:\1 do the !ella... BlIlJll01BB at 7au:r paper te.l ta_rd YOl1Z' compa:llYl '''bat doa't 
cay like about itl ~nd ..hat lII1gbt reasaDAllly be done to 1~rQvs the1r atti~~el 

:11"t this a proper probl<llll for lUI alert prolllation <ioparUlel1t to .:lve attel1tioll 
J I 

10, 011 lOur paper, 1s =-king the o...erall po.twar 111stitlltional plana, ooordi
,ting the ilio&s of the d.1!ferent liapartmel1tsl Do 70U anticipate, for .~le, 

,liver1llil: yQur paP81'S lly airplaae, IUld 11' so, do 1011 er,lect to use Ule commercial 
.rlines, or "lour QW tleet of planosl' 

.at 11 ,/ow: papor ?la=1.:::o; to do to 1J:lpro.... the qual1Cy of it9 "ppeal to ..eet
 
1tol1s1t1ed poetwar corr,etiC1on frOID other cl:uulDels ot c=l1D1caUol1 am enter

l1nment7 Unless it i~ alread7 being doae, lsn't lt a proper thing for your
 
.<ocotion depa:tment to st1lnl1late dAd coord1mto the th1llking of the other
 
,par~col:ltal executivee ~lollg these lin8s1
 

,me of you 27 thiJ:lk that! em ar.oneouel:r assw:llng that promo tioll df!'!lllrt::lallt.
 
,va rar =or~ gOl1el'll.l OTsrnll 4l1thor1ty than thoy actually d.o have, and. tMt I
 
1 Ilssig:l.1ng to procotioa d~rti:lellts povers tll.:Lt are act=ll;r ..as ted only in
 
:le edt tor or pulllisl:lar. I 4I:l In ao sellsa suu:esti~ tM, procotlol1 dc,.pnrtcontB
 
'lou.ld run their ::....s1l"per •• or that the promotiol1 ~er shol1ld have !luthori t:r
 
·,er tho :!I8.~ill,g .littor. or e!rc-.>.latlon ClIlll."\ger, Qr a4Tertl91cg director. I a.c
 
J.,ggut lng onl:r t,hat the rlCtt lci:ld of 3. proootion tlaDDger lIhol1ld york closely
 
l th :he other o%ooutlTel Ln every pna•• of " :l....p"?or'. operations. shou.ld
 
Lpla=t L<:.:111;r 3llke s\JMestions !Ull1 otfer Ldeas and h.elp 90 tMt tho executl TaS
 
r1=r:!.l:r re.pons1"olc for thesa "the.. th~::Igs cal1 do thelr 01<11 jobs ~ettel". I <IC
 

1J.:r:ncr au.;ggest1~ that vi th ?roper ta'ct t & ?r'~=otio.c. d-epart:ce·:at possessad of
 
lr~lcient Q~ins oa~ ~obtru.1?e1;r help coordi=at. the functiQning of ~l the
 
iiferent departoel1ta. vi~n ~eat llolletlt ta the l1.wapB~er ae a whalo .
 

.0._117. if prapor17 get IIp. a procotiQ:l dll'!lart::lent 18 one of the ;;lost ~ort3.:lt 

.ep".rtce~ts 1:1. the "hole 1I.e".-papsr orga:l12:atloll. It ia. coreo?er, tJ::le idenl 
:rainin;: ground :or ~e.. smployea who M ...e c>xoeptiOooJ. abUl tY lUId promise • 

• cause the orocotioo <isoart::leot'. t~tiol1a ooce [lito inti~te contact ...itn all
 
! the other·i~ar~mellts·of a ne'0'9~oer, editorial, c1rculat10:l. ad7ert~sing.
 
roduotioll a:d buSi:lesa, there ls ~o· Qther p~c" in a ne...spa~er w~cr~ an 1:ld:v1


.Wll	 C1\1l 115 ql1ick17 get !Ul o....ro.ll :;l1ctu=c of the lnst! tut lOll ;3S " whole. A.
 
rooatlol1 ::a.cager ..no haa brains a.o.d l:.!:>l4:1cnti0l1 !l.!1d vhlo~ a!.l:. ::lBlto !Us l~to
 
itornllj" one of the cost ia>artallt 10bs in the vbols 11lst:!. tutton, .. Job cac

e,."hle 1" eyer; 'W8;J vith t,n;.,t or th; other top de,ll1't:lOl1tn.l oxocutiVoa.
 

'LtC. tha 2..npowcr lh,or2~c wr..at it 19 ~Oday, it 19 obv1ous17 nov ,i1:~1cult to 
'-"ploy oany able Il.lJ.d proc18i:>g ya~.t"rs for ""ark ill. the pronotlon dopartOo!lt . 
.:iUt, ill ::or---Il.l t12e., tho prot::otloa departnent mould be a baaic feeder of "en 
':lto the PAper's other i~llrtoents. 3ri~~t yo~ colle~e Gradunt.s after a 
couple of 7enra in the p~ootiol1 d.~~r~cont will llo~ly have l,,~ed. at lea.t 
.~ a general ~, a &reat iaal aoout all af the various functions of a new.pancr, 
nl1 ..111 ha..... shovn speoUio apH tudes. Sooo vill rAVe dCl'OliS tre ted a t'la~r ror 

,alcs!:AD.ship. others for s-pnrldng idens. others for wr:!.t1n~ e0'll1. SonG will be 
:%0011ent :l&~erial for t:aIlsfer lnto the new. s.nd. !eseu:t'" d8'Jl"l.rt::lents or ln~o 
,<ivertlsing or olrol1latiol1. !hoS<! that <iou't deoon.t",-to th£.t kind. o·f proo1ge 
1hould bil qUietll released to oclu lOI\7 for a n"" crop of Mrs prQlll1siDi1; yc~st .. rs. 

:n the varlous pullllontioliS v1th vhleb I an connected, core Qt Qur o%8ol>t1"... or.d 
JUlI10r 6xoeut1"'.1 ha...e oriAi:a117 eooo up thrQ~ the pronatiQn d~tCoot route 
·M;:. tn any athQr va'.!. P,,0.1017 that 19 bocause inotoad of It.:liti.:lll; .0tU' pro=otlon 
tooortDl!n~!s tunet1o:CI a.nd .actlTttles to 11 ff?rl S"De~ifl~ ~,hlo.g$. ve anct]ur,"\~ the 
)r~ct10n deoartoe::t to regard ttself as ~ ove~ll utility or~ni~tiOn to aid 
:r~c i:uH 1tat ion a.~ El w-hole... Thi 9 18 t1 tuda g1 va') the ~pot'tun1tj" for t;,ned d~on
ltrotion of talect9 aDd abilltios thet oth",.."ise ni.¢t 11e 5uhcerll"d or O~J1"t. 

:.e: ::.e t::lve 1\ re"", Odre omm:pla8 of the t7P o of thi~ trJ'~t I bel1,a..,e an. a.lert 
orO:lot ion d"l"'rtocnt "JA:t :;>1'01'01'17 re::srd .... In 1tJ .ph.r.: 

b 
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iprDlDOt 
.Jld help llake the ~bl1c fe.l thu the pll-r Is • real c--••<t....- 11 .s..t, then the 

oa dllpIll'Ul.n~ hal Ii v:tde opportunit'1. 117 sll&'relt10na. ~ 4'«11de 
eace lII&~ent to_rd ae!l1e~iJl;l; thou rlllll1lts. and illtlll-

If YOUl'. paper h1l1t as acth. ill co_ity &fraU'1 &S it should be "'0-
d8p&rtmlln~ Cll.l1 IIIIk: ' • - promotioa . • sllgl!stiona tllat "111 help sUlIl1uate the th1Jlk1l'<l of yoar 
pllbl1!1bn s.nd editor aloD!! thou HllIII. It rour paper iaa't doing vllAt 1t should 
tor '1our comz:nml. ty' s eultlU1ll dllTelaplll.snt. let the prOlllotioZl dep&T~eZlt aka 
s;Jec1!ie, COtlllU'uctLve recolll:landatioD.l. It jellZ'paper i.n't Iho>tinc the iIlt"r".t 
in :T0lltb lIlId its fll~W'e that 1t .houlli, if yoar paper 1In't giV1l:lg tbe attention 
to tho problecs of JIl",enlle d.eliqUllncy, for smr:rple, that it should, thsn t 
bell eve it 10 properl;,' a functioZl ot the promotioll liepartlllellt to lIIIIke concrote 
suggestions tor improvem..nt. 

Does TOll pa~er ha..e the ,g1.aJ:lor that 1t lIIi&ht7 Do all the :T0llngsten ill :Tora 
cit:T tee1 that they "ould 11ko to ..ort for it. bOC8l11e it 11 u uc1tin.g and 
thrilling institution? Docs YOUf paper havo the reputat10n for .llterpriso that 
it .houU. have? If not. shollldJI't :TOil., IU pro.moti on llIIUlll.ger, be tryill& to do 
something about it1 

Do the people in :roar C:Olllml1l11 tj beU ....e tha t jOur papor is dol11& &A outstanding 
Job Oil tho home front to hclp vin th.. war7 If not, isn't it probable either 
that TOur paper Isn't d.all:lg all the thi~! nat it shollld. bo or tbAt th.. illlbliC 
tan't boing adequatel,. ill!o~ed of vhat H is d.oi~7 

Are yon 1noreaeing, aa~~ suee..ssive jear, the pUblic'. realization that your 
nOVllpaper is an eS8entlal cacmu.nit7 neeeslicT and. asset, ~d that, in proportion 
to its valuo, tho cost that 11 reader pal'S tor :to= paper is triviall Isn't thi. 
proper17 the COllC8rl1 of your promot10n depnrtmentl 

Dur1ng ~ tines, u.near~int:T. vorr,r and. nA%i ..ty Dake people ~ore tellle and. 
ir~1~ble thlill 1IOrma117. Th..rotore, in jOur public r .. lntione. ian't it aoro 
1:lporUl.nt than lIVer for your inetH\1tion to oon .. wnr.::, tr1e1ldl7 a,tHlld. in all 
of Its contact. vith ehe public7 Al.o, in tbo.o troubled ticos. peeple'. Oinds 
are uausuall:r rgeaptiv8 to nov Ideas, ncv 1~re.s1elll and nOw pro Judices. It i. 
possible. consoquentl:t, Co eonnga the ilub110'. ntt1tude. eithcr tor good or ill, 
tovnrd TOur publication far ooro enlil;r and in a shorter period tbAn would lIOr
oal11 be tllo CI!.SC. 

Whenc..er I look throu.,gh tho endc papers /1.lld I ..e tha adverti&eoeIlta of mriou8 
neW8papers, I en ftlWRyS icpreeled. by th.. lact thot the &ood ad., thoBe that 
stand out. are tho onee that not elll:t nove h~n intorest but wh1ch giTO che 
new..papor that thOj are advertising .. d ..finito and attractive personAllt;r. The 
bad ads seem to oe to bo thoso ...lI.or.. the sigCaturo <:Uts cotlid be traoaposed froc 
aile paper to another. with ~ ooe but the copywriter ~owing the difference, Juat 
as a aovspaper', editorial depar~ent creates the 1'ers~oal1t7 af the publle4tian 
III it, :oeaders' 01::41, so th.. pracotion dopar"""nt CTEl1ltas the pnper I s per so n.:U I \] 
i~ the ~1nds ot adv.rti.srs. 

And Bpeaking about advertising, beloro r eloao I "Unt to Bay .ooathing about the 
relativ.. decline of nevrcanor national advertising as coapered vitb the voluma of 
national 8d~ertlB1ng over tho rnd10 and ill tbo ~gn=ioo.. At tho eocont, beenu•• 
of ~r eetlTit]. ~ aevrpnp.r axeeutlvee opparent17 don't :oenliz. tho Berious
!:,ose of the atalld;; dow_r<i trond in thc rolr.tivc Ulportlllloc nf =t1onnl ndver
t1al=& ln ilQ'ollpapere 'L9 occp4rcd rl th ethor nodia. 

The .olutioll o.cOl:e to no obviolls. '~.. cu.t e:M!ate ",ewsJlOl'er net .",rlc. eM sell 
IIlltlooal advertioing as e \lAtt tn epecUie groupe of 1'"o11=tlol1•• 1:1 O'lle l!U'llo 

packago lu!.v1ng CIUlY a11110ns of Circulation. 

Ton nAtlonal advertieor. ~d s~.ne7 non are not eueh lIlt.re.ted In ab.traet dls
cU~.ion. at the l'lllati .... ...crtn of l1.....pep.r...er.118 ~:i:l.U ..er .... %"!1dio. 90r 
do tbe7 ~t to take the tina to lilton to en argucBllt 8a to why tho ~ail7 Dugle 
1. a bet tel' bu;r tl1all the Ddly l'~et. Th<J] aMI aCC!I.Itosed to deaHJlg vi th 
largo figure., vi th Mtiomi1de eDl., alui cercllaJldhiIl& plan" SaleUlen tor the 
rndl0 c.h4i.l:le or tor the bi6 ""t1oMl :Ja..",ulneo t&lk ...ith thee about epoei!le 
pro~rnn. running into hundred. ot thOUSAnd. at dollar. ~d 1nvolv lug c111ions of 
l1at.llor~ or r!llld,or,. lIlNsil8por ::.atlo=l OI1'1ertisi~ oust be gold the saoc ...,.,/ 
If :l.Ow.po:;,,,rg ..r~ to get the prop"rtion of the total lllltional I1dvcrtisi::..:; :!'ollar 
In cho postVRr period t&~t th.y dese"",e, 

~.~.p~?er network. should be oet up with twe~ty or torty or sixty paner. all a , 
'ou.t" 01181., vHh supplene!ltal ,...pen on o!' "opti.,lllIl" "".ts, jllot a. th.. ,Rd"o 
c.~1ns ODerBte. thame ~e~B~~or ~et~orkg ~uat ha,e sufficient circulntian !c 
that 1! ~ ad..ortiser IlIOS the!:> he Yill cake " rcal dent on the natiooal 00"
.clousne9'. !he suec." of !hIs Yaek, ot the ~~ertean Week2y and of the ~etro
pclLtlln ~l'OU"p Are \Jv1.-iilnca ~u~'Pc'!'ting 'J'i -thest9, bu,t tho;; be..ve only get'n:e~cd. 

=
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Moat ot tho obJectiou l'II1sed to tho ereatton at 1l1Ch lIe"!rplllper 118tVOrli:1 are 
1'allacloWi. Soce lFecW l'epl'eU1HlltlTllI apparently toar that the e,tablhhQell.t 
ot 'uch !1otworka rill rodllClI the lJ:IportallCe ot tba1r Jobe, or oli.=iJlatethe= 
ontlr~lT. That baen't lIappOll.8c1. 1IL 1'!Ll11c. The l'ollme 01' epo\ aJ:l4, tnmsoriptlo11 
a~"'llr.1511 1.ll "h1ell radio 1'10 tiOlll are pl1:rellaaod. 1:ad.1vldual17. bAe il1Crcaeeci. 
r.&!1t &long "itll the ,;rovth 111 cba1n ratio lLd......rtblnc. 'nle:re sUll ""Idld. be .. 
~ec.t deal ot ll.a"lJl&per national ad.....rtilin;: placed 111 t.he presellt IIlBmIer, cithar 
to SUWll!l:lOllt the ll.-.-paper 1l.I!ltvOrlti or tor produce. beill« J:IIU'kotod. only 
r1l6ioll&lly. 

Soaa 1IlU111er ll.ewwpapers llIl)" thillk that the CreAtion at nsvepapar net"or!l:s would. 
"on lnjur,r to thea. They Q4)" tear tlll\t th.,. Yould. then ~et lele llll.tiollal adTor
t1s1:tg. it th':r "ue not bl10110 1Illl£lberi 01' llllltvorle.. I b.11....e that 1'8lU 1. 
tm1'ounded. It llevapape:ra, thro~ nehol'ka, are able to atU'Ill:t to llewBTlllOers 

lI.&tlo~ ad...ert1.in& ~t would. otherwiae ~ to the radio or to the ~a~i~el. 
8J1c1 so double or tr1ple the total l'olUllle at l1IIvlrplLper MttOnaJ. adTer':1s1n,<t. I 
think all aevspnpers. :wt 11JlIp1y the badc C1lll!lbus at the ne... groups • "ill be 
bell.l!tited.Otllor and. -.Uer :pe.perll rill be aclAed. IU optlon&l llu.1e. The Dational 
ad..... rUsou WO ule newspaper lI.8twrka ln II b1& Wf17 rill 1'111d ne....paper••0 much 
DOrc producUYe tlla.a they !lave realized that 0"I1ltl. the advertlsi~ TOl=e of the 
:lon-network papers vill &lso be lz:creaaed. 

Some ~e"e~pcrco~ o~oae the ldea of ::evspaper networks ea the theory tr~t their 
.e~bllahcent would reqUire ~ 8ubstAntial reduct10n ia the lndiT1dual pa~er's 

present aaUow adTortisi:1& rates. I don't oello...e lJlat this ~eceuarllY 

1'ol1o"e. 3l'en a. $ reductlol1troJ!l prssont lllll.1or1dual !'!Ites al&!1t ooIce thc 00"8
paper networks an 8xtreaely attractlvo buy. The i.=portant th1na is tbnt the 
.... leseea for the n.....paper aet...aritll "auld hav" 4 Wits •. speciflc ps~ to soll. 
ono ~ith n defiaite circulatlon covera?,e. "hich the ~tioaal nd~ertl.er could 
the~ oocplU'o 'd t~ the cost and et~ect1v<!.!1eSl 01' a C8CJlll1&:l e~ a radio cllain. 01' 

ln tn. bl~ nati~:al ~:lne•. 

Th" qlUl.tiOll ::'..3~' arilo l:1 soce 01' y,ur oinds es to 'Ohat the llew.paper Qot""rk. 
would do t::. cHiao whore th"r....as only oDe stroD,;; paper. Ky anewer 11 tb... t 
there 18 QO rcn.eoa wh;r a lWWSpapCr e~uld :lOt properl;r bo a maer 01' two or ."ell 
::.ore ll"",apapOr llehorlts. Slnee the llIUlber ot paf;ca ill a llClwspaper 1. f10:1:1bl., 
Md. 1Id....ort1 81.::& l11Set't lOllS do aot llecounrily aeed to be l'W1 siaul ta;:IC~"uI17 1::. 
&11 parte of tJ1e coWltr: , there Is llO reaSOn >thy a lIewlJl)&per .hould :1ot be a 
aecbor of core than Olle OAwspnper network. 

lIb.e~ l:I'.tl=l advertiser. bo~t a 08J:l'P8i.gn OVer a speclfic newspapor IlOtwOrk. 
they would 1lO lon,oer be lITHa ted o;r hav1a;;: II coapoti~ llews:P"per wblct ~h..l' ';ere 
",at 11s1n.; cot:plall1 to thell aO.ol1t the poor JwifIlnent tMt had be.", l1sad In thnt 
partlcular !ovo. and att~t to 6"t tho b~ino.5 shifted. That ls oae of the 
seriol1S troublel ~lth. Qewspaper aatlonal ad"ertle1ng today. The coapl&i~ts 
.tirred up by ll.llltSpOpers tbat nave not rece1ved. a Ichedule hllve probabll dril'ea 
cor" aF,ency cel> and llntioMl nd"ertiser. l11to a mental state of prefel"lnce tor 
radio or ~~:i",e advortl.1~ tbAn ~ other one thl~. 

W'here fin od"orther lIO" b\l79 a c!'Aill prog:'lllll oa llllC l:>.slo"d. of ~l,,",bta. 01" .. lc. 
Tersa. the operators of the rnd.lo !tatlOD' acroSS the countrl tlu1t aro oot g"l
t1~ ..hat busioas! do net eocplaln to tho advertisor that ~e ass u.ed bad jud~
"eat, aor do t~ey toor down ..,..d.10 advertising In ;;ellornl by s tirrlll6 up 1.1 ~coot~nt 
!lCloo,~ the ad"erti"ar' • ..cleo foree or custoner•• Just bocause ..beir conpet.tor. 
r.n.d ",at they is ~ett1"'l the business. St:ll1llorl;r, "h"n oatioOllol ""wspa1''''' 
adverUelng ~I .old l::.rg<ll;r thr~1J<¢ l18tW'Qrlts. lUl iudiTiduoJ. p:'p"" will rcaH.e 
that tho ovomil netyorE plcture, and. not bis partlcular city aad ~otitl".

11. • edu1 Then
poeltioa, detercined whether hil ~rdnQth.r naw.paper got te SeD e'll II 

tbero will bo ao point 1", &ll.1 iadiTldn6l a.vrpaper'a atteBP t1n« to unae 11 .... er &d~ert il1lll1; Be li1natloDAl advertlssr on the \18. of hia ccepet1 t or. . nAY-r-P vb 1 
flU; w111 than taod to be co ..e eOll.8t:rw:U.... , "ith bea.t1t to ll....papora as 0 a e. 

conc.rnod wi th all
As t bolle... s thAt ao"wpa~cr procotiaQ departaaatB ah~uld. b

a . __ , , '--11 Q1' ontlo~ aewspaper
phlleae ot n_Jl&llel' oil.~t10:1B. "Ild al ths relatil'e....". ... 11 hl 
ad...ertl"l~ ln cocparl10Q with otner cedia, 11 one 01' tho ~Telt pub : nr, l' 
dovelNnnent~ 01' tno l.st ~'CA~•• ! tnlnK 1t 1. entiroly within tho funct ona 0 d 

'r- _, rHsln;. diroo ..or. ~ 
30Y,p~p0r proDotlon ~Bpart=sot. \0 tl'1 to perslllldl tho muTO • t 10rnPl1Ol1.horl of thelr »Span the. .. the WfJ;/ to BoIYl! the probloc 11 to oO"P 0 n 
o"9'r.ls1~ n......-pn"... oo.tlollAl !ldvsrt1l1ll<\: !lstwonce. 

I:: th1l tall: 1 naTO touc.he~ 011 .. ",1de ""rtetl of eubJectl, I""e of wt:lchpro
brb1 

l 
••." t~ OA~ ot IOU nl boi"'?, out.ido the scope of s ne~Jl~per pr~ootlor. do~rt
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a. the te~ is ordinarily ~erstood. If so, I can only r~e&t that my 
a newspaper promotion department is not one that is narrowly confined to 

a few limited fields of actiTity. I belieTe a newspaper promotion ma=ager should 
feel that he has at least partial responeibility OTer eTer,ythiAg that affecte the 
well-beiAg and eucces. ot his ,newspaper. 

AAj'thin« that lDlllcu the ~Ilbl!c or the adTertiser lilte a neVll1B'Oer better or 
appreciate more de~ly the service that it is renderin« is p~operlJ within the 
fWlCtions ot a promotion lIIlIJl8iI:8r. l(y final words to 1011 are silllply thelo: learn 
all yOIl can abollt all phasu of 7011r neVllpaper's operations, cooperate with all 
the other departments, 11Se your imagination, and donlt heeitate to make sU&Gestione 
that viII benetit your publicntion, regardlele of vhat they m41 be. In ~t way 
1011 vill be doing the! things that newspaper publiehers d.o want, or ahould. want. 
thoir promotion departmenee to do. 

.... 
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StIRST OF ALL. may I sa.y how mucn I ap
predate the aet:l.on ot Sigma Delta Chi at Its 
last annual oonvention in electing me its hon
orary national president tor the cu.rrant year, 
and how grate.tul I am tor the oppo.rtunity ot 
speaking to yoU today. 

rd like to discuss briefly what has been
 
happening to daily newspapers in recent years.
 
and what their cunent position in the present
 
scheme a! things seems to be. Then r d like to
 
philosopru:z.e a little about newspapers' tuture.
 

Sometimes we fail to appreciate how enor
mously the per:t:onnance and quality at the 
press has improved in the past thirty or torty 
years. la-each-decade,almost.in each mICCt'S

s~!:lar...-American·-newspapers-, generally 
~~e_.more-responsible. Their news 
handling has become tmer. more objective 
and more complete. TIlere are today only a 
tew remaining traces at the bad conditions at 
hal! a cenrury ago which led Upton Sinclair 
to write "The Brass Check." 

A."pQncipal.::-la.etor in ra1s1n:g' the standards of .,. 
th~has"'been=-tttat:the-press 'has' become
inJ,;I.rge. measure iDdependent in its ownership. 
and.Jlnancially:::sound:' No longer is there a 
"kept press'· at any significance. whether 
party organs designed to advance the interest 
01 some political boss. or mouthpieces intended 
to protect the economic interests of some pUb
lic utility, People-soon-sense_whether or· not 
a newspaper is heing~ted-!n-the-publk-i.n· 

terest-U-It-is,not.-its-plltromlg~Is-likely-to' be 
scantY.-and-operating-1:Ost3~have-becomes6 
large that the rnaintep<Joce .t:OLsel.fislLreasons.
aCa..cootinUClusiy.. heavy--loser'1s 'a: "lu::ruiy-that 

few.caJ'Nl!!ord. -- 

AS THE BEST papers have grown and be-
CiJrne steadily better, the poorer papers. the 

[IJ 
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marginal papers, have gradually died out or 
been absorbed. 

Probably the trend toward fewer dailies has 
about run its course. Undoubtedly there Will 
continue to be some m~rgers In cities of all 
sizes, but these Will be numerically ot!set by 
the establishment of new dallies In rapidly 
growing smaller communines that preViously 
had none. 

In a recent speech Professor Raymond 
Nixon ot. the University ot Minnesota School 
ot Journalism said that 940/0 of all daily news. 
paper cities in the U.s. now have no locally 
competing papers. It is tashionable in some 
circles to deplore this fact. Instead, I agree 
with Lyman Bryson who said that the essen· 
tial problem is the management for the public 
good ot something which is by nature monop
olistic. 

First of all, with a. handful at exceptions 
such as The New York TImes and the Herald· 
Tribune. the best newspapers In America. do 
not have a paper competing with them in their 
morning or evening local field. By best I 
mean the most responsibly edited, the falrest. 
the most complete, the most a.ccurate, the best 
WT'itten and the most objective. As examples, 
I might cite the Milwaukee Journal and the St. 
Louis Post-Dispatch which have no competi· 
tion in the alternoon field, or the Miami Her· 
ald and the Philadelphia Inquirer and the 
Washington Post in the morning. U tor the 
moment we exclude ublolds trom consideration 
as competitors. we might also include the 
Washington Star and the Philadelphia Bulletin, 
as each is the sale standard sized newspaper in 
its respective evening field and each is ot out· 
standing quality. I could name many other 
papers in this "best" category. Almost with· 
out exception they would be papers with no 
local daily competitor in their tield. and most 
or them would be papers in single ownership 
cities. 

.• ~ .../......-.rt~.:.J"!1I'_~~~_.~

..JIDlToRS":4.':'ND publishers-of newspapers in 
non.-compet1tfve:-ttclds....gen-ernn:r:Ji.avi!',ll§I=£'anr· 

\
 coDvln~rdef:!pef""f~ri~~~~eii-~5pOriSi'
 
b ilities;and~.obllgadons' tcYthelr:rrom'inimitleS' 

~"",~"'~; '- .;:-.

a.£.cl,.,!.n~aders"beeause·'of' thevery absence of 
\liPmpetition;v 

Those newspapers that are not in hotly com· 
petitive tlelds are. moreover, better able to re
sist the pressure to sensationalize the news. to 

[2J 

play up the cheap se.:t story, to headline the 
story that W1ll sell the most copies rather than 
another stoty that may be ot. !ar more lrn
po~ce anct signWcance. J'he newspaper
teat lS alone IP.JJ:s,..field.can-presenrthe-ne:Ms 

~~pes;.;t~ii~;~~~t.Jl~~-~ .. , . ·es.-:tor-incompU!te, 
shoddY ?t:... P~ture.~1~porting.- 'The news. 
paper Wlthollt competition in its t.Jeid doesn't 
have to rush on to the streets with uncon
firmed bulletin rumors in order to protect it. 
sel! against a rival in case :the story by a long 
shot chance turns out to be tJ"Ue. 

Newspapers in single ownership cities can 
be, and I think usually are, less inhibited about 
correcting their own errors. fully and fairly. 

Many other e."CUllples will occur to you as to 
why the newspa~ in single ownership cities 
have the opportunity to lead the way toward a 
better and rnore responsible press. 

SOME CRITICS at newspapers in single 
ownership cities make the completely errone
ous assumption that those ne~papers are the 
sole source tram which the public gets its news 
and intormation and ideas. 'There are. of 
course, dozens of other news sources: tele
vision, radio, news magazines, la.bor papers, 
community papers, outside dallies, etc., that 
also provide !.n!ormation. Ideas. and points of 
VIew. 

And l! a "monopoly" newspaper Is really 
bad, then it: won't last long as a monopoly. 
New competition by abler and more socially 
minded newspapennen will displace and super· 
sede it. 

All at us here today are so deeply aware 
of the vital lmIWrtance of a tree press as the 
toundation of a tree society that It is unnec<'-s
sary tor me to do more than touch on certain 
ot its aspe<:ts. 

The public's a.ttitudes toward basic political 
institutions and philosophical ideas do change. 
These chaI1ged attitudes do ultimately result 
in new laWs or modltlcations in constitutional 
interpretation. In a single generation. as an 
illustration. we have come to take the p<lpular 
election of United States senators tor granted. 
whereas our grandtathers expected them al· 
ways to be elected by state legis1a~s. 

Prot.essor Nixon ot the University 01 Minne
sota. to whom I referred earlier. in an ex· 
tre~elY interesting recent s~h raised the 

[3J 
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~=~np:ll~o a~~:~ W~e: ~g~t~~ t" 
the present pattern ot newspa.per ownership 
or the principle at. a completely tree press. . 

~;~PA:PEBS with wh1ch-ram-con=7 { 
n~=1n:-,;.¥Jnneapo1is and Des Moines ·have 
lo~ 'believed in the'value ot pUbllc attitude, arJ 
€ell:a:3~reader interest, surveys. - The ~pers 

'rn-r.:ouisville and in Atlanta place a similar ~ ...' 
,value-on-- suCh· surveys, 'and in:,alllour 'Cities 
'~identiCa1 :,publlc"attitude surVeys -were/made 
last:-year_::~)t is highly encouraging, I think, 
that the surveys in all four of these cities, At· 
lanta, Louisville, Des Moines and Minneapolis, 
showed that the public in 1953 had a higher 
regard tor the quallty and pertormance at the 
eight separate papers involved. than was shown 
in similar surveys in previous years. 'I'his-was. 
Indlcated-ln--many-ways,-coverlng-the-pubU~s 

opinion as to_the-newspapers'-faimess-,-nnpar= 
tlallty, adequacy_otnews covera.ge;-willingness
to ..~errors.-ete.--These_surve~seem .to 
me...:t2-prove .that· publishers 'can.-even--tn-so
cal)ed monopolY--cities,...w1ILstea.dlly-mereastng· 
public...aon!1denee.-So long as newspapers gen· 
erally do have the public's confidence. and 
In growing measure, there would seem to be 
little cause :for concern that the present pat· 
tern at newspaper ownership might be 
changed by law, or any danger at abridgement 
ot the press' treedom. 

Evidence af Increased pUblic con1ldence in
 
the Integrity and !aimess at the press Is, It
 
seems ta me, at tar more importance than the
 
tact that newspapers carried znore dollars ot
 
advertising revenue In 1953 than ever betare,
 
or that combined total circulations af all U.S.
 
papers are at or near their all time highs.
 

IN A..."l' EFFORT to find whether anything
 
slgnillcant In circulation trends is taking place
 
I have had all the sizeable U.s. newspapers
 
listed showing their ABC circulations as at
 
March 31, 1947. and March 31. 1954. with their
 
gaills and losses. While overall circulations
 
are at or close to their peaks. some changes
 
that I think are of major signl!lcance have
 
taken place.
 

Eleven of the big Sunday newspapers have
 
lost a combined total of more than three mil·
 
lIon circulation between 1947 and 1954. The
 
losses ranged trom a low oC 84.000 to a high
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ot 963.COO with 
copies. an average decl1ne o.t 276.0c0 

With a singl
that have had e exception, those newspap,ers 
are not pa the heaviest dIeulation losses 

. pe~ that regard !uIl and !air news 
presentatIon as their prim fend 
son tor exist . ary un on an !"ea

. . . ellce. Ten at the eleven largest 
:rc~:n ~s"are publications which have 
epen. P--'.Iilrily upon entertainment tea

tures or desex and crime sensationalism to at
tract rea rs, or are papers which trequ ti 
ed1taria.l.ize ~ and slant their news COl~ t~ 
present theIr publishers' prejudices and opin. 
Ions rather than to give the straight news-~ 

During this same seven year period, other 
Sunday papers have gained more circulation 
than the eleven that I have just mentioned 
have lost. Those papers that have gained cir. 
cUl~tlon are With only minor exceptions publi 
catIOns that regard tun and fair presentation 
ot the news as their primary function and 
reason tor being. 

A..~ A.VALYSIS at daily circulation gains 
and losses over this same seven ye.ar period. 
01 both morning papers and evening, reveals 
the same thing as is true of Sunday papers. 
With a few exceptions. the dally papers that 

, have had and are having circulation trouble 
are those that hAve relied heavily upon enter
tainment features and sa"C and c:."'ime sensation
alism. or are papers which all too trequently 
tend to distort and slant the news and make it 
buttress their editorial page opinions. Those 
daily newspapers that have be1!n growing in 
circulation are. with minot" exceptions. those 
that try to present the news completely and 

without bias. 
From th1S circulation analysis I draw these 

three conclusions: 
First, the growth of television watching has 

reduced the relative appeal at mine-run enter· 
~ent features in newspapers. Entenain
ment features that are really first rate still 
have high reader inteTest and circulation pull· 
ing power aJld belong as an integral P~ at 

TeleV1S10n•every well rounded newspaper. 
however. satiSfies enough ot the entertainment 
appetite at tI:1e average person so. that he or 
she is less jj1terested in reading entertainment 
features in ne;-rspapers unless they are ot e.,\:. 

reptional qwdity· 
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MY ~~.conclusion is that because 01. 
the rapidly nsmg educational level 01. the 
American pUblic and -ils-steadily-widening 
range--ot·-interests,-those -.newspapers-that 
were built largely on the formula 01. sex and 
crime sensationalism plus entertainment fea
tures no longer adequately satisfy all the in
terests which the reader wants sat1sti.ed. I do 
not mean to zninimlze or underestimate the 
reader pull 01. sex and crime news. I do-be
Ueye-.....however;-··that· becauseoLthe_extraordi
n~.in....average -years..jJ!..schooling, aJid 
the-increa.sed -travel.-including -wart:ime~ 
si.~e.nts,...that.·haveta.kenplace, -as well -as 
the...leadership -ot-newspapers that·have··pro
vided...more-¢Jmplete 'reports--o!' world -news, 
many;__more-·-~ple-are -now- interested-In 
read.ing._about-the -whole -global-range -at. 
human-activity _than·-were ..a .generation ..ag:o: 
Similarly, as people have become better e1iu
cated and better wormed they have increas
ingly come to sense that certain newspapers 
tend to color or slant the news, and many 01. 
them resent it. That is why. it seems to me, 
those papers that do the most complete and 
unbiased job of news reporting tend increas
ingly to hold old and win new readers. 
Along-this-same-line-r-amconVin~-that

o:lle:c-the -long -pull-a- newspaper's - editorials. 
exert-in!lueDCe-with-lts·Teaders-mpretty-·dI· 
rect..o.proportion -to -the-degree""Of -confidenre"' 
th~t"J.h.e-readers··have- in-the--paper's!airness _ 
l!!-presenting ·the·news.'T am also convinCi!d 
that violent and extreme eQ1tori.a.ls are far 
less ellective than is temperata persuasion. 

SOME PEOPLE enjoy predicting the im
minent rapid ded.1ne ot the newspapers. First 
it was radio that was going to put us out 01. 
business. Then television was suppose1i to do 
it. Now some are saying that color television 
will do It. I have no doubt that television ad
vertising revenues will continue to grow, and 
probably 'color television will accelerate it. but 
I believe that newspaper advertising revenues 
will also continue to grow. Readership sur
veys 01 television owning homes reveal that 
people are not devoting less time to reading 
either advertising in newspapers or to read
ing solid news reports and editorial comment 
in newspapers. They are cutting down only 
on the time spent reading relatively mediocre 
newspaper amusement teatures. 

Recently the Archbishop a! York made a 
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statement that I think is as a r 
America as it is to England. pp lcable to 

In testifying before the ROyal Comm.lssfon 
on the Press. Britain's second ranking ch .. h
man spoke as talloW'S: urc • 

"I somett:nes hear that the press no longer 
has the influence it once possessed. I 
d 0 u btl. u 1 about, this. The written w= 
:makes a deeper unpression on the mind 
than what is heard. 

'~e wireless (radIo) is listened to by mil. 
lions, but only a minority are trained listen
ers who could report accurately or give 
even an lntelligibleaecount ot what they 
had heard only two hours previously. 
"What is printed makes a far deeper im. 
pression. The written word which can be 
read and re-read at leisure helps to torm 
the opinion 01. the more inteillgent citizens 
who will become leaders in their locality or 
in the nation." 
And. he added, ttr am afraid that too much 
television gazing will leave only superficial 
and fleeting 1mpressions." 

~'fY DISCUSSION at the future at Ameri
can newspapers must include consideratioll of 
the country's population g row t h and the 
steady increase in the nation's productivity_ 

By 1965 the experts estimate that our popu
lation will be around 190 million. an increase 
at between 25 and J() million people. 

Given not more than 4% average unemploy
ment - (current unemployment is just over 
4%) - and on the basis at the present price 
level, 'our top economists now torecast that 
the country will have a gross national product 
of. about $535 billion in 1965 as compared 
with $365 billion in 1953, 'I11is is an increase 
a! 46%. TIlls growth in national income will 
be the result ot increased productivity stem· 
ming trom technological improvements and 
:t 19% larger labor force. These !or~asters 

estimate, moreover, that this 460/0 increase in 
gross national product will be achieved along 
with a steady reduction at the work week. By 
1965 they estimate that a seven hour day. five 
daY week will be the normal average. 

What does all this mean tor newspapers? 
FirSt, more population means more news
paper readers, more circulation. Second, a 
46% estimated increase In national income 
means a substantially hIgher average stand

[7] 
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ard ot living. People will have tar more In. 
come to spend on optional purchases, not just 
baSic necessities. Third. the reduced. work 
week and increased leisure wil.l mean more 
time available tor newspaper reading, and tor 
pursuing new hobbies and avocations In many 
of which newspapers will serve in various 
ways. 

IN THE EXP.L"'ffiING economy ot abun.
 
dance. advertising at all kinds. newspaper.
 
magazine. radio, and television, will play an
 
even larger role that it does today in keeping
 
the economy prosperous and the standard ot
 
living rising.
 

The more serviceable newspapers become. 
the more surely will they !lourish and pros
per in the years ahead. In addition to com, 
ple.te ..a.nd-unbiased-news-repon.s,...people-will 
wall~_JJ1Dre-interpretivenews-and background 
information. 'I'be-relative-importance -ot. edi· 
tori~~ters_wil4...I-think. ReadeI:S_~increase. 

will-want-more ~how·to-do-it-news-and -more-. 
leisure living -news. With longer week-ends 
and larger disposable incomes. the leisure 
masses will be more interested In travel news 
and in news ot individual participation, as 
well as spectator participation, sports. Inter
est in hunting and fishing will increase. WIth 
a steadily rising edUc:ltional level, readers 
will be more interested in news ot science. 
medicine and education, more Interested in 
the !ine arts. and more interested in the 
Whole gamut ot sociological problems. Top-' 
newspaper reporters will have to _know .•iLS _ 

mlich -in their.res~ve=nejdS:-;'college in
structors know '-m -theirs... One test ot a re
pO"rters competence will be whether he is 
able to tell a complicated story simply and 
clearly enough to interest and intorm the 
layman. without insulting the intelligence at 
the specialist. 

In selecting and organizing his stat!, the 
editor of a large newspaper will have to per
form the functions that a university dean 
does in selecting a faculty, but. at the same 
time, the editor will have to see to it that his 
stall members also have the popular touch 
and down-to-earth human interests. 

ALTHOUGH COMPLETE· control of a pub
1Jcation's . MitoriaLpolicy must] em a in .In 
management's-hands,..:r",:woUId· g u e s s .that - 
~what more-la.titude ~~~i~~_~_~_ 

-- [8J 

porters and writ.ers_oLsuperiol.:...inteI1ectual 
~'t.,!tlan ~_1;leen customary_in _~~ 

-rr-a-newspaper Is sta.t!ed by men of-=iifgh 
proteSSfonarcompetence ~whose-:sasi~-=Journal. 
istic..philosophY IS· similar, the newspaper is 

__---betiei:' -it the-team -is driveIrW1th40os~ins_ 

Because I have stressed the importance at 
serious news and solid edltorial content, some 
of you may have the Impression that I think 
the newspaper should be solemn and dull. 
Quite the reverse is true. Newspapers must 
be inviting and appealing to read. They must 
have typographical attractiveness. They must 
have many briet stories. a Ion g with the 
longer ones. They must have wit and humor, 
and human interest. along with their service 
ability. Also, the use ot run-ot-paper color 
can make newspapers more exciting. 

It we can avoid the calamity ot a third 
world war which would. I tear, mean the end 
ot civilization as we have known It, U we 
can maintain a rising prosperity here at home 
and help the rest ot the tree world to do the 
same, I think the ne:et ten years will tor well 
managed. well edited newspapers be brighter 
than any decade in the past. 

[9] 
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Appendix E 

"John Cowles Sr. and President Dwight D. Eisenhower at the company's Glendalough 

Retreat in West-Central Minnesota, in 1952," (Alcott, 1998. 60) 
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